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PREFACE 
When water loss from leaves is discussed, usually water loss through opened 
stomata is considered. The regulation mechanisms of water movement through 
stomata are widely investigated. However, stomata represent the largest but not 
the only pathway of water vapour diffusion from leaves. In Norway spruce, sto­
mata are sunken deep into the epidermis. The resistance of the space between 
guard cells and the epidermis may affect transpiration in case of fully opened 
stomata. However, its variability and influence on transpiration have not been 
adequately studied. 
Even in case of closed stomata, there occurs continuous cuticular water loss 
from leaves. Cuticular transpiration is much lower than stomatal transpiration, 
but it may become dangerous for plants which have to withstand long periods 
of water deficit. Conifers are such kind of plants in our climate. In winter their 
needles lose continuously water and their roots are not capable of water uptake 
from the frozen soil. Air pollution has been supposed to affect needle surface 
and to enhance the danger of tree desiccation. Considering the above said, it 
appeared necessary to establish the variability of minimum water loss from 
spruce needles in the absence of air pollution and to evaluate the impact of 
different air pollution levels occurring in Estonia. 
I started my research in 1984 studying the role of the cuticle in water 
economy. Within the past years a vast amount of new information has been 
published on this topic (Table 1). In several cases new results have pointed to 
shortcomings in the methods that were used earlier. During recent years more 
detailed research has been possible thanks to progress in technical equipment. 
In the present thesis, the latest information has been taken into account in the 
analysis of older results. Therefore, the conclusions drawn in the thesis need 
not always coincide with those published in earlier papers. 
The thesis was completed during postgraduate studies at the University of 
Tartu, the only Estonian alma mater. I feel much obliged for the opportunity to 
study in my native language in a native university. Therefore, the major part of 
the thesis is published in Estonian as well. I feel deep gratitude to Gustav 
Vilbaste, who is the author of the bulk of botanical terms in Estonian, as well as 
my teachers. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
ß — angle between the needle surface and the water droplet on it 
\\f — water potential 
A — ellipse length 
Ai — length of the upper ellipsoid of the stomatal antechamber 
A2 — length of the lower ellipsoid of the stomatal antechamber 
B — ellipse width 
Bi — width of the upper ellipsoid of the stomatal antechamber 
B2 — width of the lower ellipsoid of the stomatal antechamber 
C — current year needles 
C+l — previous year needles 
C+2 — two-year-old needles 
C+3 — three-year-old needles 
C+4 — four-year-old needles 
C+5 — five-year-old needles 
d — pore diameter 
D — gas diffusion coefficient 
DW — dry weight 
g — needles conductance to water vapour diffusion 
g(min) — minimum epidermal conductance to water vapour diffusion 
Gs — stomatal conductance of a single pore to water vapour diffusion 
1 — tube depth 
Li — depth of the upper ellipsoid of the stomatal antechamber 
L2 — depth of the upper ellipsoid of the stomatal antechamber 
ra — boundary layer resistance to water vapour diffusion 
rc — cuticular resistance to water vapour diffusion 
rch — resistance of stomatal antechambers to water vapour diffusion per 
unit area 
rs — stomatal resistance to water vapour diffusion 
Rpi — resistance of the upper elliptic pore of the stomatal antechamber 
to water vapour diffusion 
RP2 — resistance of the lower elliptic pore of the stomatal antechamber 
to water vapour diffusion 
RCh — resistance of the stomatal antechamber to water vapour diffusion 
Rti — resistance of the upper truncated cone of the stomatal ante­
chamber to water vapour diffusion 
Rt2 — resistance of the lower truncated cone of the stomatal ante­
chamber to water vapour diffusion 
RH — relative air humidity 
RWC — relative water content (% of water at the beginning of experiment) 
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S — needle area 
Sm — needle specific area (area per dry weight) 
WC — water content (% per dry weight) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Starting from the 1970s, a number of reports described extensive desiccation of 
conifers in several European countries where older needles dropped and the 
average age of needles decreased. This phenomenon was common in industrial 
areas and was associated with air pollution. Changes in needle water economy 
was presumed to be one of the causes of desiccation (e.g. Roberts, Blank 1984). 
It therefore became necessary to investigate diffusion of water vapour from 
needles and to study the value and variability of diffusion resistance compo­
nents. The main diffusion pathway through the stomata of needles has been 
widely investigated. However, less is known about the resistance Of stomatal 
antechambers. Braun (1977) demonstrated that the pollution-resistant grafts of 
Picea abies had longer, wider and heavier needles than the grafts influenced by 
air pollution. Consequently, various grafts may also reveal differences in the 
volume and diffusion resistance of stomatal antechambers. The variability of 
stomatal antechambers has not been studied so far. 
The surface of needles is affected by external factors over many years. At 
the same time, it is a source of continuous water loss. According to its absolute 
value, cuticular transpiration in conifers is more than ten times smaller than 
stomatal transpiration (Larcher 1995). However, the plant loses its water 
through the cuticle continuously. In case of increased cuticular transpiration 
(e.g. due to air pollutants) or under unfavourable climatic conditions (e.g. 
during long winter when the trunk and roots are frozen) water loss may become 
lethal. Cuticular water loss has been studied in mountainous regions (e.g. 
Tranquillini 1979). Less attention has been paid to the natural variability of 
cuticular transpiration in forest conditions. Not much information is available 
about the influence of pollutants, occurring in the air, on the water loss of 
needles. Therefore, the current thesis is focused primarily on cuticular water 
loss from the needles of Picea abies with the purpose to find out its dependence 
both on various natural factors and air pollution. Besides, the possibility of tree 
desiccation due to winter water loss in Estonia has been analysed. 
The rate of water vapour diffusion along the pathway of diffusion depends 
on the driving force (difference in vapour pressure) and on the resistance of 
diffusion. Resistance to water diffusion from leaves can be divided into several 
components according to the mechanism of water vapour diffusion and its 
regulation (Fig. 1). Since the flux of water vapour is linearly correlated with 
pressure differences, an analogy of Ohm's law can be used when calculating 
the values of whole resistance (Passioura 1984). 
Boundary layer resistance (ra) is caused by a stationary layer of air on the 
leaf surface. At wind velocities higher than 3...5 m s"1 the value of ra is very 
low in most leaves (Larcher 1995). At lower wind velocities the value of ra 
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depends on leaf morphology. The value of ra is higher in large, hairy or grooved 
leaves. Due to the small size of conifer needles their ra is small. In Norway 
spruce (Picea abies) the values of ra about 1 s cm-1 at a wind velocity of 
0.25 m s"1 and 0.3 s cm-1 at a wind velocity of 1 m s-1 have been measured 
(Koppel 1981). For Picea pungens, ra value of 0.46 s cm-1 and for Picea 
pungens, 0.12 s cm-1, have been found at a wind velocity of 0.35...1.5 m s-1 
(Jarvis et al. 1976). Low values of ra have only a limited influence on water 
diffusion from needles. Many grass species are able to control ra by folding 
their leaves (Rahi 1971). Conifer shoots are unable to change ra actively. 
However, sun-type conifer shoots with densely packed needles have higher ra 








Figure 1. Resistance to water diffusion from leaves: ra — boundary layer resistance, 
rc — cuticular resistance, rs — stomatal resistance, rch — resistance of stomatal ante­
chambers. 
Joonis 1. Lehest auruva vee difusioonitakistus: ra — piirkihi takistus, rc — kutikulaar-
takistus, rs — õhulõhede takistus, rch — õhulõhe eeskambrite takistus. 
Stomatal resistance (rs) depends on the degree of stomatal opening as well as on 
the size of stomata and density of leaf surface area. This is the only part of 
transpiration resistance that can be actively controlled by the plant. Not all the 
stomata on a leaf are opened equally (Laisk et al. 1980; Larcher 1995). Most 
stomata are only partially opened even in optimal conditions. Relatively small 
size of the stomatal aperture is the most successful compromise between water 
loss and C02 uptake because of additional mesophyll resistance to the latter 
(Larcher 1995). Under severe water deficit stomata close to a maximum extent. 
However, in some cases the stomatal pores may remain incompletely closed due 
to dysfunction of closure mechanisms and the presence of algae, fungal hyphae or 
dust particles between guard cells (Grace 1990; Donnelly, Dowding 1994). 
In several plant species (including most conifers) guard cells are sunken 
deep into the epidermis. The space between guard cells and the epidermis is 
called the stomatal antechamber. Antechambers form an additional component 
of resistance to water vapour diffusion (rCh). The value of rCh depends on the 
size of antechambers and their number per leaf area. In conifer species, 
stomatal antechambers are filled with epicuticular wax. It is difficult to estimate 
the resistance of wax formations in antechambers. Jeffree et al. (1971) suggest 
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that in Picea sitchensis, epicuticular wax increases the value of rch about twice. 
Since epidermis thickness in the sun and shade needles of conifers varies, the 
size of stomatal antechambers too may be different (Koppel 1981). 
Cuticular resistance (rc) is related to the cutinized layer of the outer wall of 
the epidermis, which in the majority of vascular plants reduces efficiently 
evaporation. Depending on the growth conditions of different species there are 
marked differences in the thickness and chemical composition of the cuticle. 
Evergreen leaves and conifer needles, which have to withstand periods of 
limited water uptake, have a thick cuticle and high values of rc. The cuticle 
consists of hydrophobic cuticular lipids (SCL), which are soluble in a wide 
range of organic solvents, and an insoluble polymer, cutin (Riederer 1989; Hol­
lo way 1994). In most plant species, cutin includes a matrix reticulum of fine 
polysaccharide fibrillae. These polysaccharides often appear to be continua­
tions of the structural elements of the underlying cell wall (Tenberge 1992) and 
are suggested to be the major pathway of water vapour diffusion (Kerstiens 
1994; Riederer et al. 1994). In some species (including Picea abies) the reticu­
lum does not reach the outer surface of the cuticle. This makes rc of Norway 
spruce needles higher compared with that of the needles of some other conifers 
with a different cuticle structure (e.g. Picea sitchensis) (Kerstiens 1994). 
In Picea abies, as in most other conifers, needle surface is covered with 
epicuticular wax. The highest concentration of wax can be found in and around 
stomatal antechambers. The quantity and chemical composition of epicuticular 
wax on Picea abies needles have been thoroughly studied (Günthardt-Goerg 
1986). The quantity of epicuticular wax on a plant is genetically determined. 
Wax compounds are chemically very stable and are unlikely to react with air 
pollutants (Günthardt-Goerg 1994). Epicuticular wax is a final product of bio­
chemical synthesis (Thair, Lister 1975). Tubular wax forms the rims of guard 
cell mother cells during the period of bud flush in spring (Günthardt-Goerg 
1994). In the course of needle ageing the amount of epicuticular wax decreases. 
At the same time, the relative proportions of different compounds of epicuticu­
lar wax change (Günthardt-Goerg 1986). In Picea abies needles, the relative 
amount of the main component, nonacosan-10-ol, generally increases, whereas 
that of free T-hydroxy fatty acids decreases. The existence of hydrophobic 
components in the plant cuticle reduces the amount of water loss from needles. 
The effect of the wax layer on cuticular permeability depends also on wax 
structure. Epicuticular wax structure changes with needle ageing and under the 
influence of various environmental factors. A large number of wax types have 
been distinguished using the scanning electron microscope (Tuomisto 1988; 
Trimbacher, Eckmullner, 1997). The newly formed amorphous wax layer in the 
stomatal antechamber of Picea abies needles consists mainly of long wax tubes 
(Tuomisto 1988). These tubes are assumed to be hollow (Jeffree et al. 1971; 
Riederer 1989). Wax tubules in Pseudotsuga menziesii are 2.3 |im long, with an 
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outer diameter of 124...148 nm and wall thickness of 35...40 nm (Thair, Lister 
1975). In Picea sitchensis, the length of the tubes is 1 |Ltm and the diameter, 
150 nm (Jeffree et al. 1971). During needle ageing, wax tubes fuse and form a 
net-like structure. This is followed by the formation of granules and crusts. 
Such a naturally occurring wax degradation is accelerated by various 
pollutants: acid rain (Huttunen, Laine 1983; Riding, Percy 1985; Rinallo et al. 
1986), nitrogen oxides (Friedland et al. 1984), ozone (Ojanperä, Huttunen 
1989), traffic exhaust gases (Sauter et al. 1987), magnesium oxide (Ber-
mandinger et al. 1988), and fluor compounds (Blighy et al. 1973). Epicuticular 
wax of fine structure prolongs the pathway of water vapour diffusion and has a 
greater influence on water loss compared with fused crusts with cracks. 
Besides using electron microscopy, the status of the epicuticular wax layer has 
been studied also by an indirect method — measurement of the droplet contact 
angle (Fogg 1947). The contact angle of a water droplet on leaf surface depends 
on the chemical composition and roughness of the surface. Newly formed epicu­
ticular wax structures are suggested to be rougher than the degraded ones. The 
contact angle of different epicuticular wax fractions may vary in a large range 
(Holloway 1970). The value of the contact angle can be measured from the en­
larged image of the water droplet on the leaf (Fogg 1948; Hollo way 1970). This 
method is easy to apply even in field conditions and is widely used in biomonitor-
ing (e.g. Cape 1983; Turunen et al. 1994). The published values of the contact 
angle in case of several Picea species have been reviewed by Cape and Percy 
(1993). The value of the contact angle on needles may be different in various 
parts of the tree crown (Boyce 1994). Needle wettability increases with ageing 
(Boyce et al. 1991; Donnelly, Dowding 1994) and in polluted air (Cape, Percy 
1993; Percy et al. 1993). Fumigation of needles with ozone and/or acid mist may 
also increase their wettability (Barnes, Brown 1990; Esch, Mengel 1994). In­
creased leaf wettability may in turn enhance the uptake of water soluble pollut­
ants (Fuentes et al. 1994). However, the results of contact angle measurements 
should be interpreted with care. If needle surface below the wax layer is rough, 
wettability of the needle may decrease after wax removal (Jagels 1994). The 
physico-chemical properties of the particles deposited on needle surface may also 
affect the contact angle (Kisser-Priesack etal. 1987; Staszewski et al. 1994). 
Direct measurement of cuticular water loss can be easily carried out on 
hypostomatous leaves. The abaxial side of a detached leaf is covered with water 
impermeable substance, which allows estimation of water loss from only the 
adaxial side of the leaf (e.g. Hoad et al. 1996). At the same time, isolated 
cuticles can be used to measure cuticular permeability to water vapour and 
other gases (e.g. Schönherr, Schmidt 1979; Scherbatskoy 1994). The latter 
method is less suited to amphistomatous leaves, since it is difficult to prepare 
their samples excluding stomata. Use of this method in case of needles is 
impossible due to their small dimensions. In amphistomatal leaves the value of 
cuticular permeability is usually estimated from the mass loss of detached and 
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desiccating leaves at some fixed temperature and air humidity (RH). Since in 
this case it is impossible to separate cuticular and stomatal components of water 
loss during desiccation, the terms "surface conductance" or "minimum epider­
mal conductance" have been proposed instead of "cuticular conductance" 
(Grace 1990; van Gardingen et al. 1991). Calculation of minimum epidermal 
conductance — g(min) instead of resistance (g(min)=l/rc) is employed owing to 
its linear relationship with transpiration intensity. 
Mass loss curves of various conifer species have been studied by several 
authors in order to predict water loss from needles under various growth or air 
pollution conditions. Published values of minimum epidermal conductance for 
Picea species are presented in Table 1. The values of g(min) vary to a great 
extent in different studies and depend on the method used. Most studies on 
conifers have been carried out by measuring the water loss of a detached shoot, 
while various periods have been used for the calculation of g(min). Moreover, 
during desiccation shoots have been kept at different air temperatures and RH. 
Cuticle permeability may be affected by several environmental factors and 
pollutants. Unfavourable climatic conditions may impede cuticle maturation. 
For example, in mountains, the cuticle thickness of Picea abies needles in the 
wind-exposed treeline made up only 30% of that measured in trees in valley 
bottom (Baig, Tranquillini 1976). Incomplete maturing of the cuticle and/or 
exposure to the wind (van Gardingen et al. 1991) increase g(min). Increased 
water loss may be a major factor determining the altitudinal treeline. In 
"Kampfzone" (zone of dwarfed and deformed trees between the timberline and 
the treeline) the soil is frozen deep and thaws late in spring. Plants cannot 
absorb soil water during a long period in winter, and their survival depends 
upon tissue water reserves and drought resistance. Trees with a poorly 
developed cuticle are unable to control imposed transpiration stress and may 
desiccate (Tranquillini 1979; 1982). 
Huttunen et al. (1981) demonstrated that in late winter the water potential of 
Pinus sylvestris needles was the lower the more sulphur had been deposited on 
its needles. According to Barnes and Davison (1988), 03 fumigation enhanced 
minimum epidermal conductance. Mengel et al. (1989) showed that acid mist 
(pH=3) affected significantly the water status of Picea abies trees in a green­
house. The water potential of treated shoots was found to be lower, while the 
difference between treated and control trees was especially marked during 
periods of sunshine. At high temperature, the water vapour deficit gradient be­
tween needles and air increases. Heating of needles in early spring, when the 
soil is still frozen, proves to be an additional cause of desiccation in natural 
conditions as well (Baig, Tranquillini 1980). 
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The data of g(min) have been used for modelling wintertime water economy of 
conifers in order to estimate possible water loss. The results of modelling allow to 
predict needle survival in case water transport into needles is hindered by the fro­
zen soil or stem (Sowell 1985; Hadley, Smith 1990; Boyce et al. 1992; Sowell et 
al. 1996). However, in the last few years the use of laboratory-measured water 
loss parameters in predictions of water loss from the whole tree has been placed 
under suspicion. Sowell et al. (1996) demonstrated that the use of laboratory-
measured g(min) of Picea engelmannii in the desiccation model yielded consid­
erably higher predicted values of needle desiccation in winter compared with real 
values observed in naturally growing shoots. This may be caused by errors in the 
values of the climate parameters employed in the development of the model (in­
correct estimation of real RH, neglecting of differences in air and needle tempera­
tures etc.). At the same time, the authors supposed that the value of g(min) de­
creased due to wintertime low temperature and dry air. The value of g(min) may 
be affected also by cuticle moisture content (Kerstiens 1996). Another problem 
arising in the modelling of wintertime needle water economy is the possibility of 
water uptake. Uptake of water from the stem may begin when air temperature is 
above -4°C (Boyce et al. 1992). Direct water uptake by needle and twig surface is 
more unpredictable. Water uptake from melting snow, hoar-frost or dew has been 
suggested impossible and has not received much attention. However, Katz et al. 
(1989) demonstrated with a laboratory experiment that twigs of Picea abies 
absorbed 80 mm3 of sprayed water per 1 g dry weight during 200 min (at the same 
time their xylem water potential recovered from -1.00 MPa to -0.15 MPa). Dye 
was found to penetrate through twig bark rays and parenchymal cells. 
In the current thesis emphasis has been laid on the role of the stomatal ante­
chambers and the cuticle (including epicuticular wax) of Picea abies needles as 
pathways for water vapour diffusion. Neither of them is controlled by the plant 
in a short term. Both depend on long-term growth conditions and can influence 
plant water loss in extreme conditions: stomatal antechambers become involved 
in case stomata are fully opened, while the role of the cuticle and epicuticular 
wax is revealed in case of winter water deficit and/or polluted air. 
The following problems have been studied: 
1. Variability of the dimensions of stomatal antechambers on needles from 
various crown positions (sun and shade needles), the effect of antechamber 
dimensions on water vapour diffusion resistance (Paper I). 
2. Suitability of contact angle method for monitoring air pollution in Estonia 
(Paper III). 
3. Variability of epicuticular wax structure in different crown positions and the 
effect of air pollution on wax (partly Paper IV). 
4. Variability of minimum epidermal water loss in the course of needle ageing, 
in various crown positions and in different situations of air pollution (Papers 
II and V). 
5. Mechanisms causing variability of minimum epidermal conductance (Paper VI). 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
2.1. Experimental sites 
The material was collected from Picea abies trees growing at various sites of 
Estonia (Fig. 2A, Table 2). For more detailed description of the study sites see 
Table 2 in Paper IV. Most of the studies were carried out on naturally growing 
adult trees. To eliminate possible differences caused by the plant genotype, 
4-year-old cloned spruces were planted in 1988 at 10 sites in Estonia represent­
ing areas where different air pollution situations may occur. Monoclonal young 
trees were used in the study of the variability of epicuticular wax structure 
(Paper IV). 
Table 2. Description of the studied trees. Location of sites is shown in Fig. 2A. Needle 
age: C — current-year needles; C+l — previous-year needles; C+2...C+5 — two- to 
five-year-old needles. 
Tabel 2. Uuritud puude kirjeldus. Kasvukoht on näidatud joonisel 2A. Okaste vanus: 
C — käesoleva aasta okkad; C+l — eelmise aasta okkad; C+2...C+5 — vastavalt kahe 
kuni viie aasta vanused okkad. 















I 8 7 2; 12; 34 C+l one tree from closed can­
opy, the others from open 
site, tree age 9... 100 years 
droplet 
contact angle 
III 4; 8; 11; 12; 
15 
8 2; 10; 18 C...C+5 adult trees from open site 
epicuticular 
wax structure 
IV 3...14 12 2 C...C+4 adult trees from open site 
epicuticular 
wax structure 
IV 1...5; 8; 9; 
11; 12; 14 





8 2 12; 34 C...C+3 one tree from closed canopy, 





II 4; 8; 11 8 1; 2; 12; 
30 
C+1...C+4 one tree from closed 
canopy, the others from 
open site, tree age 12... 100 
years 
g(min) V 8; 16 3 2; 14; 30 C; C+2 adult trees from open site 
g(min) VI 11 1 2 C adult tree from open site 
g(min) unpub­
lished 
3...14 12 2 C...C+3 adult trees from open site 
stomata 
opening 
VI 11 1 2 C...C+5 the same tree used for 
g(min) studies in Paper VI 
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Figure 2. A. Location of the study sites: 1 — Putkaste; 2 — Nõva; 3 — Käsmu; 4 — 
Kiviõli; 5 — Vigala; 6 — Väätsa; 7 — Rakke; 8 — Voore; 9 — Tipu; 10 — Aakre; 
11 — Tartu; 12 — Alska; 13 — Haanja; 14 — Värska; 15 — Vilsandi; 16 — Värska. 
B. Load of sulphate deposition in snow cover (x 10~3 g m~2) in 1996 (Roots et al. 1997). 
Joonis 2. A. Kasvukohtade paiknemine. B. 1996 aasta lume sulfaatioonide sisaldus 
(x 10"3 g m~2). 
2.2. Methods 
2.2.1. Antechamber size measurements (Paper I) 
Stomatal antechambers from the cross and longitudinal sections of the epider­
mis were studied. In order to remove epicuticular wax, needles were kept in 
ethyl ether for 3 minutes. One shoot per sample was used. Antechamber meas­
urements were made from microphotos. At least 38 photos of either section per 
sample were employed. 
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The stomatal antechamber of Picea abies needles can be divided into two 
parts each having a different shape (Paper I, Fig. 1). The diffusion resistance of 
the antechamber (RCh) can be divided into four components: resistance of the 
upper elliptic pore (Rp0, resistance of the upper truncated cone (Rti), resistance 
of the lower elliptic pore (Rp2) and resistance of the lower truncated cone (Rt2). 
Total resistance of the antechamber was calculated according to the formulas 
derived for small pores and tubes (Bange 1953): 
R P  =  0 , 5 x D x d ;  
4/ 
t t x D X J 2 '  
Rch = Rpl + Rt\ + Rp2 + Rt2> 
where D is the diffusion coefficient (for water vapour at t = 14°C D = 
0.24 cm2s"'); d — diameter of the pore (cm) and 1 — depth of the tube (cm). 
For the elliptic pore the effective diameter (d) was calculated using its length 
(A) and width (B): 
y / A x B  
~• 
In order to calculate the resistance of antechambers per needle surface area (rCh) 
stomatal density was estimated on five needles per sample. Stomata were 
counted under the microscope on 1 mm sections taken from all four sides of the 
needle. Needle area was calculated from the dimensions of needle cross-section 
diagonals assuming that needles had a rhomboid cross section. 
2.2.2. Droplet contact angle measurements (Paper III) 
Twenty needles per sample were positioned horizontally in a protractor. A 
droplet of distilled water with a volume of 1...3 |ill was dropped on the central 
part of the needle. In order to estimate wettability of the cuticle, the contact 
angle was measured in the needles from which epicuticular wax had been 
removed with ethyl ether. All studies were carried out on dry needles at room 
temperature. 
2.2.3. Epicuticular wax structure and 
stomatal opening (Paper IV; VI) 
Thin epidermis samples were cut with a razor blade from the anatomically 
upper sides of fresh needles, mounted on sample tubes and dried. The samples 
were covered with gold. For this purpose the JEOL Fine Coat Ion Sputter 
IFC-1100 was used. The samples from adult trees originating from different 
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parts of Estonia were placed directly under the cathode at a distance of 20 mm 
from it. Our study showed that temperature directly under the cathode may rise 
up to 100°C and melt some epicuticular wax structures. In order to diminish the 
possible thermal effect on wax during sputtering the distance between the 
cathode and the sample stubs was increased to 40 mm and the stub surface was 
inclined at 127° in relation to cathode surface when studying samples from 
monoclonal trees and needles taken from various heights of a tree. In all these 
cases the scanning electron microscope BS 300 (Tesla) was used. Acceleration 
voltage was 15...17 kV. 
In order to study the wax structure of adult trees, at least five typical micro-
photos were made of epicuticular wax present in stomatal antechambers from 
several lateral shoot needles. An arbitrary scale of typical sample photos, which 
represented gradual degradation of epicuticular wax, was constructed (for details 
see Paper n, Fig. 2). The scale coincided with the one used by Huttunen and 
Laine (1983) for Pinus sylvestris needles. The wax structures on the photos were 
evaluated independently by two persons and the results were averaged. On mono­
clonal trees, two needles from the central part of the leading shoot from the 
northern side of a tree were collected. About 60 antechambers per site/year were 
evaluated directly from the microscope screen. One typical antechamber per 
needle was photographed for subsequent independent control evaluation by two 
persons. Out of the sun and shade needles of a tree, 3...5 needles were used per 
height/year, of which about 5 microphotos were made. 
The degree of stomatal opening was studied on detached needles kept for 
24 hours in dark and at room temperature. Epicuticular wax was removed with 
ethyl ether and the specimens were coated with the JEOL Fine Coat Ion Sputter 
IFC-1000. Stomata were examined under the scanning electron microscope 
JEOL JSM 840 A at accelerating voltage 7 kV and current 0.3 x 10-15 A. Sto­
matal openings were investigated on several needles per age-class. 
2.2.4. Measurements of minimum epidermal conductance — g(min) 
(Papers II, V, VI) 
Eight to ten shoots were collected per sample. Weighing of shoots within 4 to 
14 hours after the beginning of the experiment was used to estimate g(min) in 
needles of various age, crown position and site (for details see Paper II or V). 
Room temperature and RH were measured and their values were used in the 
calculation of g(min). The role of epicuticular wax was estimated in an 
experiment with needles whose wax layer had been removed by keeping them 
in ethyl ether for some minutes. A cohort of needles which flushed in 1985 
were observed throughout two and a half years. Most of the other g(min) 
studies were performed in autumn 1985... 1995, except for the one carried out in 
spring before budbreak, in which the needles of an adult forest tree were used. 
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Variability of g(min) within one branch (Paper VI) was studied by weighing 
shoots at every 10 minutes after cutting in order to find out water loss curves. The 
experiment lasted for 24...48 hours in a climatic chamber (t = 22°C, RH = 45%). 
Needle area was estimated either by measuring needle dimensions (details 
given in Paper VI) or by using glass bead technique (Thompson, Leyton 1971). 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1. Resistance of stomatal antechambers (Paper I) 
Antechamber dimensions did not vary significantly on needles within the shoot 
and branch (P > 0.05; Student's t-test). Nor were there differences in ante­
chamber dimensions in young trees growing at one site. However, antechamber 
dimensions differed both between sun and shade needles and between the trees 
of different age (Table 3). The highest variation was observed in antechamber 
depth, which depended directly on epidermis thickness. Stomatal antechambers 
on the sun needles of a tree were 50...60% deeper compared with those on the 
shade needles of the same tree. Antechamber dimensions of needles in young 
trees were similar to those of shade needles. 
The resistance of a single antechamber (RCh) of different needle types did 
not vary significantly, since the width and length of deeper antechambers were 
larger (Fig. 3). The values of RCh varied between 2.67...3.75 x 109 s m~3. Vari­
ability of stomatal density caused larger than twofold differences in the values 
of rch between sun and shade needles as well as between needles from different 
individual trees (the range of rch varied between 63 and 144 s rrf1). 
Table 3. Dimensions of antechambers. Tree No 1 — about a 100-year-old forest tree; 
trees No 2 and 3 — open site trees aged 66 and 10 years, respectively; a — significantly 
larger values and b — significantly lower values among at least half of the other sample 
series (in both cases P < 0.05; Scheffe test); n > 27. For symbols see Paper I, Fig. 1. 
Tabel 3. Eeskambrite mõõtmed. Puu nr. 1 — umbes 100-aastane metsapuu; 2 ja 3 — 
üksikud lagedal kasvavad puud, vastavalt 66- ja 10- aastased, a — oluliselt suuremad; 





























No 1; 34 m 62.0a 33.0 41.3 16.3a 12.2a 15.8 a 47.5 
No 1; 12 m 56.6 28.4 34.8 15.4 8.6 12.6 26.9 
No 2; 2m 56.8 27.5 39.2 12.4 b 11.1 11.2 27.0 
No 3; 2 m 55.8 31.6 34.7 13.9 7.1 10.3 37.7 
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shade needles sun needles 
Tree No 
Figure 3. Resistance of stomatal antechambers to water vapour diffusion. Left-hand 
columns — resistance (R^) of a single stomatal antechamber divided into four compo­
nents (for symbols see 2.2.1); right-hand columns — resistance of antechambers ex­
pressed per unit of needle area (rch). 
Joonis 3. Õhulõhe eeskambrite takistus veeauru difusioonile. Vasakpoolsed tulbad — 
üksiku eeskambri takistuse (Rch) neli osa (tähistused vt. 2.2.1); parempoolsed tulbad — 
eeskambrite takistus pindalaühiku kohta (rch). 
3.2. Droplet contact angle (Paper III) 
Wettability of different sides of Picea abies needles did not vary significantly 
(P > 0.1; Student's t-test). Standard deviation of the droplet contact angle (ß) of 
twenty investigated needles was about 3% of the average. Needle wettability 
increased during ageing (Fig. 4) while increase was faster in the lower part of 
the tree compared with the upper crown (P <0.01; Two Factor Anova test). 
The contact angle of the needles of spruce growing in different parts of 
Estonia varied in a broad range (Fig. 5). The smallest contact angle was ob­
served on the needles of one tree in Vilsandi (study site No 15), whereas very 
high values of ß occurred in another tree from the same site. Needles from 
these two neighbouring trees showed larger differences in their wettability 
compared with needles from trees growing at sites with different air pollution 
load. Differences in needle wettability between various study sites were not 
significant (P > 0.1; One Factor Anova test). After removal of epicuticular wax 
wettability of needles decreased (P < 0.1; Student's t-test) (Fig. 6). 
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x 2 m 
y = 6.8x+ 112 
R2 = 0.95 
R 10 m 
y = 4.5x+ 113 
R2 = 0.83 
• 18 m 
y = 3.4x + 122 
R2 = 0.91 
C C+l C+2 C+3 C+4 C+5 
needle age 
Figure 4. Droplet contact angle (ß) in relation with needle age in an open site tree. 
Height of sample shoots from the ground: dotted line — 2 m; broken line — 10 m; 
continuous line — 18 m. Each point represents the average of 20 samples. 
Joonis 4. Kontaktnurga (ß) suurus lageda kasvukoha puu eri kõrgustel kasvavatel 
erivanuselistel okastel. Punktiirjoon — 2 m; katkendlik joon — 10 m; pidev joon — 




C+l C+2 C+3 
needle age 
C+4 C+5 
Figure 5. Droplet contact angle (ß) of different trees from various sites of Estonia. 
Numbers show the location of a study site (given in Fig. 2A). Each point represents the 
average of 20 samples. 
Joonis 5. Eri kasvukohtades ning eri puudel uuritud kontaktnurk (ß). Arvud legendis 







C C+l C+2 C+3 C+4 
needle age 
Figure 6. The effect of removal of epicuticular wax on the needle contact angle (ß). 
Filled symbols — wettability of needles from three branches of a tree from study site No 
12; opened symbols — wettability of needles from the same branches after wax removal. 
Each point represents the average of 20 samples. 
Joonis 6. Epikutikulaarse vahakihi mõju okaste kontaktnurgale (ß). Mustad tähised — 
proovialal nr. 12 kasvava puu kolme oksa okaste märguvus; valged tähised — samadelt 
okstelt korjatud okaste märguvus peale vaha eemaldamist. Iga punkt joonisel on 
20 mõõdetud kontaktnurga aritmeetiline keskmine. 
3.3. Epicuticular wax structure 
(Paper IV, partly unpublished) 
The current year sun needles of a forest tree had more "crystalloid" wax struc­
tures in their antechambers than the shade needles of the same tree (Fig. 7 A; 
B). Wax tubes fused during needle ageing, and wax structure was uniform in 
older sun and shade needles. However, we were not able to prove the result 
statistically. A number of authors have used statistical analysis to compare the 
degree of wax degradation (Tuomisto, Neuvonen 1993; Trimbacher, Eckmull-
ner 1997). After evaluating wax structures in more than 3000 stomatal ante­
chambers it appeared that the application of statistics was impossible. Evalua­
tion of wax structures involved a certain degree of subjectivity. Sometimes wax 
structure was found to differ drastically even between the closest antechambers 
(Paper HI, Fig. 3). The highest variability occurred in C-needles where both 
fine tubular and flattened wax structures were observed. In some cases variabil­
ity of wax structure within a shoot was similar to variability between trees. 
(Paper HI, Table 3). Therefore, only the average values of the estimated degra­
dation levels were used to compare the wax structures of needles from different 
sites. 
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Figure 7. Typical epicuticular wax structure on sun (A) and shade (B) needles of a 
forest tree. 
Joonis 7. Tüüpiline epikutikulaarne vahakiht metsapuu valgus- (A) ja varjuokastel (B). 
In adult trees non-degraded epicuticular wax structures were not found even 
among C-needles at any studied site in Estonia. The surface structure of C- and 
C+l needles on young monoclonal trees was finer compared with that of 
needles on adult trees. In both cases the largest differences in epicuticular wax 
structures between the sites were detected in C- and C+l needles. In older 
needles uniformly high wax degradation occurred at all sites (Paper III, Tables 
2 and 4). 
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3.4. Minimum epidermal conductance g(min) 
3.4.1. How to calculate g(min) (Paper V, VI) 
During the first hours of desiccation, water loss from a detached shoot was 
rapid. After 3 hours, decline of shoot mass attained an almost linear character, 
indicating the onset of the classical "cuticular phase" of transpiration, i.e. clo­
sure of the major part of stomata (Fig. 8). However, in 48 hours of the experi­
ment, conductance (g) was constant in no period. Continuous decline of g raises 
the question which value of g (and which period of its calculation) is suitable to 
describe minimum epidermal conductance. In our studies g(min) was calcu­
lated, when possible, from water loss 4 to 14 hours after shoot detachment. This 
period of the experiment can be considered suitable, as by this time the first fast 
decline in mass, related to stomatal transpiration, is over. At the same time, 
RWC of needles is still high to avoid re-opening of stomata. 
Figure 8. Changes in shoot RWC (solid line) and g (dotted line) during desiccation. 








Analysis of the g(min) values of 40 shoots from the same tree/age class did not 
confirm the normal distribution of the data (Paper V, Fig. 3). Kolmogorov's test 
of distribution showed the validity of lognormal distribution (P > 0.15). There­
fore, for statistical analysis the data were transformed by log-transformation. In 
the figures and text of the thesis the geometric mean of non-transformed data 
was used to describe the value of g(min). 
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3.4.2. Variability of minimum epidermal conductance 
within the branch. Stomatal opening (Paper VI) 
Individual shoots from the same branch of a tree displayed considerable varia­
tion of g (Paper VI, Fig. 3). The values of g(min) calculated on the basis of 
weight loss within 4... 14 hours of desiccation differed threefold, ranging from 
1.3 to 4.3 x 10-5 m s-1. The geometric mean of g(min) of 10 shoots was 2.26 x 
10~5 m s"1. No significant correlation of g(min) with different shoot characteris­
tics was found (Table 4). 
Table 4. Coefficients of linear correlation between shoot characteristics and g(min) of 
ten shoots from the same branch. 




shoot dry weight (DW) 0.52 
twig DW 0.50 
needle DW 0.53 
RWC -0.11 
water content/DW -0.36 
needle area (S) 0.36 
needle specific area (Sm = S/DW) -0.60 
Observations of stomata without epicuticular wax in antechambers under the 
SEM showed that after desiccation most of the stomata were completely closed. 
However, several stomata did not close completely, leaving a slit of 
0.2...0.3 jim between the guard cells (Paper VI, Fig. 4). The proportion of 
incompletely closed stomata was impossible to estimate, since a number of 
stomata were inclined in relation to the viewing direction. 
3.4.3. Needle ageing and spatial variability of minimum epidermal 
conductance (Paper II, V, partly unpublished) 
Minimum epidermal conductance increased with needle ageing (Paper V, 
Fig. 2). The results of the investigation of a cohort of needles over two and a 
half years demonstrated that g(min) increased steadily during this period (Pa­
per V, Fig. 4). Large fluctuations of g(min) occurred against the background of 
overall increase in g(min). For example, in April 1986, g(min) was about twice 
as large as the values recorded in March 1986. In May 1986, g(min) dropped to 
the March level. Laboratory experiments showed that the variability of g(min) 
did not correlate with water vapour deficit. 
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Minimum epidermal conductance of sun needles from a forest tree was 
higher than that of the shade needles from the same tree. This was the case with 
all investigated needle age-classes (for C, C+l and C+4 needles P < 0.05, for 
C+3 needles P < 0.1; Student's t-test) (Fig. 9). There was no difference (P > 
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Figure 9. Changes in g(min) during needle ageing at various crown heights of a forest 
tree. Filled symbols — needles with the layer of epicuticular wax; opened symbols — 
needles with epicuticular wax removed. Each point represents the geometric mean of ten 
samples. 
Joonis 9. Metsapuu eri kõrgustel kasvavate okaste g(min) muutused okaste vananedes. 
Mustad tähised — okkad koos epikutikulaarse vahakihiga; valged tähised — okkad, 
mille epikutikulaarne vahakiht on eemaldatud. Iga punkt vastab kümnele uuritud võrsele 
After removal of epicuticular wax, g(min) increased in all needle age-classes. In 
younger needles (C and C+l) this difference was significant for sun as well as 
for shade needles (P < 0.1 in both cases; Student's t-test). In case of older 
needles, only C+4 needles collected from a height of 12 m had a significantly 
higher (P < 0.01; Student's t-test) value of g(min) among needles without wax. 
The minimum epidermal conductance of needles without epicuticular wax 
increased steadily with ageing. However, this increase was statistically signifi­
cant only for shade needles (P < 0.05; Single Factor Anova test). 
No universal trends were found in correlation between shoot position in the 
crown and g(min) in open-site trees (Paper V, Fig. 1). The role of the quadrant 
was significant for C-needles of both studied trees, whereas either tree revealed 
opposite trends. 
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No correlation was found between g(min) and stomatal density, which 
indicates that there occurred no additional water loss through the upper surface 
of stomata guard cells (Fig. 10). 
8 
0 -I 1 1 1 1 
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stomata density (x 10 6 m~2) 
Figure 10. Relationship between g(min) and stomatal density of C-needles in different 
trees. 
Joonis 10. Erinevate puude C-okaste g(min) ja õhulõhede pindtiheduse vaheline seos. 
3.4.4. Variability of minimum epidermal conductance in different 
study sites (Paper II, V, partly unpublished) 
The values of g(min) in adult trees from various sites in Estonia are given in 
Table 4. The highest values of g(min) for C-needles were found in Alska (site 
No 12), those for C+3 needles, in Tipu (site No 9). Increase in g(min) with 
needle ageing (calculated as the ratio of the g(min) values for C+3 needles to 
those for C-needles) was the highest in Tipu (site No 9) and the lowest in 
Vigala and in Alska (sites No 5 and 12). All these study sites are far from major 
sources of air pollution and without any local industry. In 1996 deposition of 
sulphate ions in the snow cover at these sites was between 0.10 and 0.15 g m~2 
(Fig. 2B) (Roots et al. 1997). The sites assumed to represent polluted areas, 
Rakke (site No 7, 3 km from a lime plant) and Kiviõli (No 4, an industrial area, 
2 km from a large oil-shale chemical plant), were characterized by the values of 
g(min) that were not significantly higher compared with those at sites without 
any local sources of air pollution (Table 6). 
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Table 5. Values of g(min) (x 10-5 m s !) for needles at various study sites. Location of 
the study sites is shown in Fig. 2A. 
Tabel 5. Erinevate kasvukohtade okaste g(min) (x 10-5 m s-1) väärtused. Kasvukohtade 
paiknemine on näidatud joonisel 2A. 
Study site C C+l C+2 C+3 C+3/C 
3 1.38 2.18 2.73 3.61 2.6 
4 1.56 3.45 2.80 4.63 2.9 
5 1.54 1.66 1.87 2.85 1.8 
6 1.43 2.99 3.42 5.38 3.8 
7 1.73 2.84 2.46 3.85 2.2 
8 2.31 3.86 4.04 5.05 2.2 
9 1.72 2.69 3.60 7.07 4.1 
10 1.47 2.22 2.29 3.72 2.5 
11 1.81 1.65 2.58 3.68 2.0 
12 2.73 3.50 4.00 4.88 1.8 
13 1.29 1.87 2.43 2.85 2.2 
14 1.49 1.97 1.81 3.24 2.2 
Table 6. Differences between g(min) at various study sites. For statistical analysis the 
values of g(min) for all studied needle age-classes were used, g(min) for the sites pre­
sented in rows is significantly higher (a) or lower (b) (P < 0.05; Bonferroni T-test) than 
g(min) for the sites given in columns. Location of the study sites is shown in Fig. 2A. 
Tabel 6. Erinevate kasvukohtade g(min) väärtuste erinevused. Statistilisel analüüsil 
kasutati kõigi nelja uuritud vanuseklassi g(min) väärtusi, g(min) tabeli ridades olevates 
kasvukohtades on oluliselt kõrgem (a) või madalam (b) kui veergudes olevates kasvu-
kohtades. Kasvukohtade paiknemine on näidatud joonisel 2A. 
5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 site 
a a a 3 
b 4 
a a a a 5 
b b 6 
a a 7 
b b b b 8 
b b b b 9 
a 11 
b b 12 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1. Effect of variability of stomatal antechambers 
on water vapour diffusion 
The presence of stomatal antechambers causes additional resistance to gas dif­
fusion between the plant leaf and the ambient air. The resistance of the stomatal 
antechamber (Rch) did not differ significantly in sun and shade needles. How­
ever, the resistance calculated per needle area unit (rch) was different in the 
shade and sun needles of the same tree. Such a result was caused by higher 
stomatal density in sun needles. Therefore stomatal density should be taken into 
account when estimating the role of rch in transpiration. A significant correla­
tion between light availability and stomatal density was shown by Koppel and 
Frey (1985). According to this study, however, needles from young trees grow­
ing at the open site had low stomatal density similar to that observed in shade 
needles from an adult tree. 
Jeffree et ai. (1971) showed that the presence of epicuticular wax in ante­
chambers increased their resistance to water vapour diffusion about twice as 
compared with the respective value measured in the absence of wax. In order to 
estimate the role of rch in total water vapour diffusion resistance, different resis­
tance components were calculated (Fig. 11). 
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Figure 11. The share of resistance components in total transpiration resistance as a func­
tion of stomatal opening. Assumptions: rch = 200 s m"1; ra = 90 s m_1; stomatal pore 
length — 20 x 10"6 m; stomatal pore depth — 5 x 10"6 m; stomatal density 27.5 x 106 m"2. 
Joonis 11. Takistuse eri komponentide osatähtsus kogu transpiratsioonitakistuses sõltuvalt 
õhulõhede lahtiolekust. Arvutuse eeldused: rCh = 200 s m"1; ra = 90 s mf1; õhupilu pikkus — 
20 x 10"6 m; õhupilu sügavus — 5 x 10-6 m; õhulõhede pindtihedus 27,5 x 106 m 2. 
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Calculations showed that stomatal antechambers played an important role in 
transpiration in case of widely open stomata. At a stomatal pore width of 4 x 
1CT6 m, rch made up about 37% of total transpiration resistance. The role of 
stomatal antechambers decreased with narrowing of stomatal pores. For 
example, at stomatal pore width of 0.4 x 10"6 m, rch made up only 10% of total 
transpiration resistance. 
The effect of rch on CO2 uptake is much weaker than on transpiration due to 
mesophyll resistance to C02 diffusion. The presence of antechambers can 
therefore be considered one of the mechanisms increasing water consumption 
efficiency (Jeffree et al. 1971). On the other hand, stomatal closure may serve 
the same function (Larcher 1995). The importance of antechambers in plant 
water economy is significantly enhanced in case of an incomplete regulation 
system or damaged stomata. 
4.2. Contact angle method as a bioindicator of air pollution 
The values of contact angle ß on current-year Norway spruce needles, as 
measured by several scientists, varied between 48 and 105° (reviewed by Cape, 
Percy 1993). We found wettability of this range only in one tree on Vilsandi 
Island (site No 15). In all other cases the average contact angle on current-year 
needles ranged between 110 and 125°. Boyce (1994) demonstrated that in the 
upper part of the tree crown, ß of Picea rubens and Abies balsamea needles 
was larger than at the crown bottom. In the current experiment, ß of C-needles 
from various heights did not differ significantly; in the lower part of the tree 
crown, wettability of needles increased with age much faster compared with the 
upper crown. However, needles from the lower part of the crown are compara­
tively well protected from direct solar radiation and the wind. These environ­
mental factors accelerate epicuticular wax degradation (Berlyn et al. 1993). 
Faster wax degradation and/or change in the roughness of needle surface in 
shade needles yields no simple explanation. 
Opinions differ concerning the direct influence of air pollution on needle 
wettability. Several authors have shown that O3 fumigation or acid mist can 
cause increase in needle wettability (Barnes, Brown. 1990; Franssen 1991 (ref. 
by Cape and Percy 1993); Percy et al. 1992). However, other authors have not 
observed such changes (Horntvedt 1988 (ref. by Cape and Percy 1993); Berlyn 
et al. 1993; Dixon et al. 1997). The use of the droplet contact angle as a tool of 
biomonitoring is further complicated by the fact that needle wettability is 
affected by tree age (Boyce 1994; Jagels 1994). 
No significant relationship has been found between the contact angle and 
local air pollution when wettability of spruce needles from different sites of 
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Estonia were measured. Our results support the opinion of Jagels (1994) that 
droplet contact angle method can be used for monitoring long-term changes in 
air pollution by employing fixed model trees. Due to high between-tree vari­
ability in case of the contact angle, this method cannot be applied in air pollu­
tion monitoring at different sites. 
The experiment with needles without the epicuticular wax layer may serve 
as an example of difficulties arising in the interpretation of collected data. 
Removal of surface wax reduced needle wettability, which may be caused by 
increased surface roughness (Jagels 1994). However, SEM photos revealed no 
significant roughness on the surface of these needles compared with needles 
with the epicuticular wax layer. 
4.3. Variability of epicuticular wax structures 
Owing to progress in technical equipment, a large number of studies on leaf 
surface have been carried out during recent decades. The first SEM photos of 
epicuticular wax structures were described in the 1970s (Baker, Holloway 
1970/71; Davis 1971; Rook et al. 1971; Grill 1973). One of the complicated 
problems in SEM studies is the adequacy of the photo to real structure. There 
exists serious danger that temperature may rise and wax may fuse during 
sample coating for SEM observations (Crang, Clomparens 1988). Fusing of 
wax formations may also result from high accelerating voltage during the use of 
SEM (Bermandinger-Stabentheiner 1994). Since these artefacts were common 
in earlier SEM studies, their results should be regarded with caution. In some 
cases the fused wax layer was even similar to the epidermis and was interpreted 
as a membrane growing over stomatal alveoli (Günthardt, Wanner 1982). In our 
pilot studies we obtained photos revealing a fine wax structure by using the 
same technical equipment as in the present investigation. However, temperature 
during the coating may have been somewhat too high at least for the samples of 
adult spruces from various localities of Estonia. In several samples plate-like 
wax formations were detected. The origin of such plates has been associated 
with wax erosion in nature (Giinthardt-Goerg 1994, Huttunen 1994), or with 
mechanical injury (Bermandinger-Stabenheiner 1994). Our experiments per­
formed for assessment of the suitability of the method showed that such plates 
were common on needles which had been kept at temperatures over 60°C. 
The majority of wax studies under SEM have been usually carried out with 
the aim to analyse structural changes in epicuticular wax, caused by air pollut­
ants. Degradation of epicuticular wax structures in the course of ageing has also 
been widely studied. Much less is known about the natural variability of epicu­
ticular wax structures. Kim (1985) reported that wax degradation on spruce 
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needles from the northern side of a tree was lower than on needles from its 
southern side. In samples collected from the upper part of a tree, wax forma­
tions were more fused compared with samples taken from the lower part of the 
tree. Günthardt-Goerg (1994) showed that wax structure on C-needles from the 
upper part of a tree were less aggregated and flattened than it is on needles from 
its lower part, and associated this fact with faster degradation of wax structures 
in shade needles. We found differences in wax structures in case of C-needles: 
wax structure was more fused in shade needles compared with sun needles. 
However, since the wax structures of older needles from various heights did not 
reveal any difference, the opinion of faster wax degradation in shade needles 
cannot be grounded. It is quite likely that the wax of newly-formed sun needles 
have a finer structure than the wax of shade needles. 
Epicuticular wax structures may vary due to microclimate within the tree 
crown. Structural changes in the epicuticular wax of the tree can be caused by 
availability of soil nitrogen (Dixon et al. 1997), by the wind (Hoad et al. 1994), 
or by solar radiation. Needle temperature under direct solar radiation and in still 
air may rise considerably above ambient air temperature (Christersson, 
Sandstedt 1978). The melting point of several spruce wax components ranges 
between 45 and 60°C. It is possible that direct sun radiation can heat needles 
sufficiently to cause melting of some wax components as well as fusing of its 
structure. Besides the variability caused by environmental factors, there exists 
genetic variability of the wax structure of individual trees (Bermandinger-Sta-
bentheiner 1994). 
Variability of epicuticular wax structure makes its use for air pollution 
monitoring complicated. The fact that fine tubular wax occurs on the needles of 
monoclonal trees but not on the needles of adult trees can be associated with 
differences in methods (preparation, tree age). However, it can also be related 
to overall decrease in air pollution in Estonia during the time different samples 
were collected. The study on adult trees was carried out in 1988, the study on 
monoclonal trees, in 1993. Sulphate emission dropped 40% from 1980 to 1992. 
The amount of dust and gaseous emissions from stationary sources decreased 
almost twofold from 1990 to 1993 (Anon. 1993; 1995). 
Epicuticular wax structure on needles from several sites showed variability 
of C- and C+l needles. However, the results of the study are difficult to 
explain. For example, needles from monoclonal trees had a finer structure at the 
site with heavy sulphur load combined with alkaline dust (site No 4 in Kiviõli) 
compared with sites without significant local air pollution (site No 1 in Putkaste 
and site No 9 in Tipu). The study of epicuticular wax structure can therefore be 
regarded as having only a limited monitoring value. 
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4.4. Minimum epidermal conductance 
The causes of continuous decline of conductance (g) during 48 hours of desic­
cation in controlled conditions are unclear. We analysed the error caused by the 
assumption that intracellular RH was 100%. For this purpose, needle water 
potential (\|/) was estimated from the mass of transpired water by using the 
pressure-volume curve (Hellkvist et al. 1974). Further, relative water vapour 
pressure was calculated from \|/ values according to Laisk (1977). The results 
showed that at room temperature, \j/ dropped to -45 bars and relative water 
vapour pressure in the needles reached 0.97 in 14 hours of desiccation. Conse­
quently, the error resulting from the assumption of water vapour in desiccating 
needles being saturated is rather small. The real value of g of relative humidity 
at a given ambient air (RH = 45%) was higher but not more than by 5%. This is 
not sufficient to account for the measured decline of g. It is likely that there are 
other mechanisms which caused decrease in g during the experiment. Kerstiens 
(1996) supposed that decrease in cuticle water content itself affected g(min). In 
our experiments, there occurred an evident decline of conductance in individual 
shoots, associated with decrease in shoot water content (Paper VI, Fig. 2), but 
when the data for all shoots were pooled, this correlation disappeared (Table 4). 
Since g(min) has no constant value, method related difficulties will arise 
concerning the period of shoot weighing as well as comparability of samples 
collected from different study sites. We assumed that the period of 4... 14 hours 
after detachment was suitable for calculating g(min). However, any other 
period (for example 8... 18 hours) would change the value of calculated g(min). 
We could not always weigh shoots from several study sites, located far from the 
laboratory, exactly within 4 to 14 hours after detachment. Although on these 
occasions branches with sample shoots were preserved in plastic bags to avoid 
transpiration, but we could not be sure that g(min) was not affected by 
transport. 
Calculated g(min) values for all investigated shoots with C-needles varied in 
our studies between 0.9...4.5 x 10-5 m s_1. These values are in the same range as 
those reported for Picea abies (Cowling and Kedrowski 1980) and for other 
Picea species (Hadley, Smith 1994; Sowell et al. 1996). For a winter desicca­
tion model of Picea rubens, g(min) of 1.27 x 10~5 m s~[ was used (Boyce et al. 
1992). Minimum epidermal conductance of 10 shoots from the same branch 
varied in the range of 1.3...4.3 x 10~5 m s"1. This range covers almost the whole 
variability of the measured values of g(min) in different crown positions and at 
different sites. High variability of g(min) is difficult to explain. Laisk et al. 
(1980) showed the existence of a universal bell-shaped distribution of stomatal 
apertures. Observation of needles without epicuticular wax under a scanning 
electron microscope showed that several stomata did not close completely, 
leaving a 0.2...0.3 Jim wide slit between guard cells (Paper VI, Fig. 4). In order 
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to estimate the possible effect of incompletely closed stomata on g(min), the 
value of the stomatal conductance of a pore (Gs) was calculated according to 
Parlange and Waggoner (1970). Calculations showed that only about 6.5% of 
stomata with a pore width of 0.2 |im accounted for the above described differ­
ence in g(min) in case of shade needles (Paper VI, Fig. 5). On sun needles 
stomatal density was about twice as high as on shade needles (Table 3), and the 
amount of incompletely closed stomata which caused a similar effect on g(min) 
was even smaller. The degree of stomatal closure may vary in different shoots, 
which resulted in the observed lognormal distribution of the collected data. 
A number of authors have shown that older needles of several conifer 
species have higher minimum epidermal conductance compared with younger 
needles. This increase has been associated with degradation of epicuticular wax 
(e.g. DeLucia, Berlyn 1986; Hadley, Smith 1994). Throughout two and half 
years, g(min) for a cohort of needles increased steadily, while we did not note 
any season or any stage in needle age contributing to the faster decline of 
g(min). However, g(min) for shade needles without epicuticular wax showed 
also a significant decline in the course of ageing. This indicates that besides 
changes in the amount or/and quality of wax, cuticle permeability per se or/and 
the number of dysfunctioning stomata may increase with ageing. 
Differences in cuticle thickness and g(min) between wind-exposed and 
wind-protected shoots have been found in treeline observations (Baig, Tranquil-
lini 1976; Hadley, Smith 1983). Large amount of solar radiation falling on the 
sun needles of the forest tree may cause faster increase in g(min) in the course 
of ageing compared with that of shade needles. Although radiation and wind 
regime are highly different for different crown parts in a tree growing at an 
open site, there were no differences in g(min) between shoots from different 
crown positions. 
Several pollutants (03, acid mist) may affect the water economy of Picea 
abies. After 48 hours of desiccation, RWC in needles treated with acid mist 
(pH = 3.0) was significantly lower than it was in needles treated with control 
mist (pH. = 5.0) (Mengel et al. 1989). In another experiment, both acid mist 
and O3 were found to reduce RWC of treated needles (Barnes et al. 1990). 
However, Schreiber (1994) found that the properties of the cuticular barrier 
were not different in healthy and damaged needles of Picea abies growing in 
natural conditions. The pilot studies of g(min) carried out at only three sites 
(No sites 4, 8 and 11) revealed significant differences between the sites. 
Increase in g(min) in the course of ageing in town (site No 11) was more rapid 
than in the countryside (site No 8). The most rapid increase in g(min) was 
observed in an industrial area (site No 4). However, a more recent comprehen­
sive study of g(min) for needles collected from 12 sites of Estonia did not 
reveal any significant differences in g(min) between different study sites, which 
could be associated with air pollution. The reliability of the comparison of the 
absolute values of data collected from different sites is disputable because of 
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the method related problems discussed above. Therefore, we calculated the 
ratio of g(min) values for C+3 needles to those for C-needles. The values of the 
ratio were not related to S(V deposition in snow, or to the presence of local 
industry at different sites. 
The values of minimum epidermal conductance are widely used for model­
ling wintertime water economy of conifers (e.g. Sowell 1985; Boyce et al. 
1992). In the present thesis, calculations of wintertime water loss have been 
made in order to evaluate the significance of the variability of g(min) (Fig. 12). 
Figure 12. Decrease in needle water content (WC — % of dry weight) as a function of 
g(min). Assumptions of the model: RH = 80%, air temperature -15°C, initial WC of 
needles 140%, Sm = 100 cm2 g-1. 
Joonis 12. Okaste veesisalduse (WC — vee % okaste kuivkaalust) muutus sõltuvalt 
g(min) väärtusest. Mudeli eeldused: RH = 80%, õhutemperatuur -15°C, okaste algne 
veesisaldus 140%, Sm = 100 cm2 g_1. 
The range of g(min) used in this model was equal to that measured in ten 
individual shoots of a single branch. The model shows that relatively small dif­
ferences in g(min) may cause appreciable differences in water loss over a long 
period. Water content drops below 60% of dry weight in needles with g(min) 
of 3.9 x 10~5 m s_1 in 35 days when air temperature is -15°C and RH = 80%. 
Needles with g(min) of 2.9 x 10-5 m s"1 reach the same WC level in 60 days. 
Water content lower than 60% leads to sublethal damage and irreversible 
desiccation (Hadley, Smith 1983). The results of this model demonstrate that 
the average values of g(min) commonly used in calculations of winter desicca­
tion do not describe adequately water loss from different shoots of the tree. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Stomatal antechambers of sun needles were significantly larger compared 
with antechambers of shade needles. The resistance of a single antechamber 
to water vapour diffusion was similar in all studied needles. The resistance 
of stomatal antechambers per unit leaf area depended on their number in the 
needle surface layer. When stomata were fully opened, the percentage of 
antechamber resistance exceeded that of total transpiration resistance by a 
third. 
2. The droplet contact angle on needle surface was different in various crown 
positions and changed with needle ageing. However, differences in the 
contact angle between various sites were not related to air pollution at the 
site. 
3. Epicuticular wax structure on current-year sun needles was less degraded 
than that on shade needles. Wax structures on older needles from various 
crown positions were more uniform. Due to the high variability of epicuticu­
lar wax structures within a sample no relationship was found between wax 
degradation and air pollution. 
4. Minimum epidermal water vapour diffusion conductance of needles in­
creased with needle ageing, which was not caused merely by epicuticular 
wax degradation. Minimum epidermal conductance was different in various 
crown positions of a forest tree. No universal trends were detected in 
correlation between minimum epidermal water loss and shoot position in the 
crown of open site trees. At different study sites, minimum epidermal 
conductance of needles varied in a broad range. However, air pollution was 
not found to increase minimum water loss from needles. 
5. Minimum epidermal conductance measured in shoots from the same branch 
varied significantly. Scanning electron microscopy revealed incompletely 
closed stomata on desiccating needles, whose presence may be a cause of 
variability of minimum water loss. 
The results of the investigation showed that the water economy of spruce 
needles is similar in different localities of Estonia. Both natural variability and 
differences in local climate have a stronger impact on the share of desiccated 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents a detailed analysis of two components of water vapour 
diffusion from the needles from Picea abies (L.) Karst. — water loss through 
the stomatal antechambers and minimum water loss through the cuticle. 
The dimensions of stomatal antechambers and the number of the stomata per 
unit leaf area were determined in light and shade needles of 9... 100-year-old 
spruce trees. The results showed that despite the pronounced differences in 
antechamber dimensions in sun and shade needles, the calculated resistance of 
a single stomatal antechamber to water vapour diffusion was similar. Ante­
chamber resistance per unit of leaf area depends on stomata density. In the case 
of fully opened stomata, the proportion of antechamber resistance exceeded a 
third of the total resistance to water vapour diffusion. 
The variability of minimum epidermal water losses has been studied by 
direct measuring of water loss from the desiccating needles and by two indirect 
methods which were used to evaluate the changes of the epicuticular wax layer. 
The indirect methods were the droplet contact angle method showing the wet­
tability of the needle surface and the SEM studies showing the structure of 
epicuticular wax. In all these cases variability between different needle age-
classes and positions in the tree crown were studied. Attention was also paid to 
the influence of several air pollution situations occurring at various sites of 
Estonia. 
Needle wettability increased in the course of needle ageing. In the lower part 
of the tree crown the increase of minimum epidermal conductance during 
needle ageing was faster than in the upper crown. However, the needles from 
two neighbouring trees showed larger differences in wettability than the trees 
growing at sites with different air pollution load. Removal of wax decreased 
wettability. Therefore I conclude that droplet contact angle method is not 
suitable for monitoring air pollution in Estonia. 
Epicuticular wax on current year shade needles was more degraded than in 
sun needles. In half-year-old needles from adult spruces at 12 sites of Estonia 
no crystalloid wax was found. Despite the different exposure of the study sites 
to air pollution, the wax degradation from tubular into flattened structures at the 
sites was similar. The observations of epicuticular wax structures of young 
monoclonal spruces five years later showed slower degradation speed. How­
ever, great variability in wax structure within a sample and even within the 
same needle was found. There was no correlation between wax degradation and 
the overall air pollution level. 
In the cause of needle ageing their minimum epidermal conductance in­
creased. The conductance of sun and shade needles of a forest tree was differ­
ent. At open sites there were no universal trends in correlation of minimum 
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epidermal conductance and shoot position in the crown. At different study sites 
the minimum epidermal conductance of needles was different. However, the 
differences can not be explained by the air pollution. In ten shoots from the 
same branch the value of this conductance differed threefold, ranging from 1.3 
to 4.3 x 1CT5 m s-1. No correlation of minimum epidermal conductance and 
needle water content was found. The variability may be explained by incom­
pletely closed stomata revealed by SEM on desiccating needles. The water loss 
from these pores and the percentage of them causing the measured difference in 
conductance were calculated. Since there are suspicions that minimum epider­
mal conductance may be influenced by air temperature and humidity only 
sample series examined in the same conditions were compared. 
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KUTIIKULA JA ÕHULÕHE EESKAMBRITE 
JUHTIVUS HARILIKU KUUSE (Picea abies) OKASTEL 
Kokkuvõte 
Alates 1970. aastatest on täheldatud Euroopa maades okaspuude massilist 
suremist. Puude vanemate aastakäikude okkad pudenevad ning okaste keskmine 
vanus väheneb. Nähtus on levinum saastatud õhuga piirkondades ning seda 
seostatakse põhiliselt happevihmadega. Üheks kahjustusmehhanismiks on pee­
tud muutusi okaste veemajanduses. Seega osutus vajalikuks uurida veeauru 
difusiooni okastest ning saada ülevaade difusiooniteedel olevate takistuste 
suurustest ning varieeruvusest. Põhilist veeauru liiikumisteed läbi õhulõhede on 
võrdlemisi hästi uuritud. Vähem on uuritud õhulõhede eeskambrite takistust. 
Samas on teada, et hariliku kuuse (Picea abies) saasteainetundlikel kloonidel 
on okkad väiksemad ja kergemad kui mittetundlikel kloonidel. Järelikult võivad 
erineda ka nende okaste eeskambrite ehitus ning veeauru juhtivus. Sellealaseid 
uurimusi pole seni aga tehtud. 
Hariliku kuuse okaste välispind allub välismõjudele mitme aasta jooksul. 
Samaaegselt toimub selle kaudu ka pidev veeauru difusioon. Absoluutväärtuselt 
on kutikulaarne transpiratsioon küll üle kümne korra väiksem stomataarsest 
transpiratsioonist (Larcher 1995), kuid ta on pidev ka puule ebasobivate kliima-
tingimuste korral. Kui kutikulaarne transpiratsioon okastest mingil põhjusel 
suureneb (näiteks õhu saasteainete toimel) või ebasobiva kliima korral (näiteks 
pikk talv, mille jooksul puu tüvi on pidevalt külmunud), võib veekadu okastest 
muutuda letaalseks. Kutikulaarset veekadu on uuritud mäestikus kasvavatel 
okaspuudel. Vähem tähelepanu on pööratud selle veekao looduslikule varieeru­
vusele metsapiirkonnas. Samuti puuduvad andmed reaalselt välisõhus eksistee­
rivate saasteainete mõjust veekao suurusele. Eespool toodut arvestades on käes­
olevas töös põhitähelepanu koondatud hariliku kuuse kutikulaarse veekao uuri­
misele, eesmärgiga selgitada välja selle varieeruvus sõltuvalt looduslikest fakto­
ritest ning kasvukoha saastatusest. Samuti on püütud leida vastust küsimusele, 
kas ja millistel tingimustel võib liigne veekadu okastest põhjustada Eestis 
kasvavate kuuskede kuivamist. 
Vesi aurab taimelehtedest aurarõhu erinevuste tõttu raku vaheruumides ja 
välisõhus. Veeauru liikumisele avaldatatav takistus jaotatakse sõltuvalt põhjus­
tajast ja regulatsioonimehhanismist mitmeks osaks (jn. 1). 
Piirkihi takistus (ra) on seotud väheliikuva õhukihi tekkega lehepinna lähe­
dal. Tuule kiirusel üle 3...5 m s"1 on ra väärtus enamikul lehtedel väga väike. 
Madalama tuulekiirase korral sõltub ra väärtus lehe morfoloogiast — laiadel, 
karvastel ning ebatasastel lehtedel on ra väärtus kõrgem. Okaspuude okkad on 
kitsad ning seega on nende ra väike. Hariliku kuuse (Picea abies) okastel mõõ­
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deti ra väärtuseks 1 s cm-1 juhul, kui tuule kiirus oli 0,25 m s"1 ning 0,3 s cm-1 
tuule kiirusel 1 m s~\ Torkaval kuusel (Picea pung ens) on mõõdetud ra 
0,46 s cm-1 ning Sitka kuusel (Picea pungens) 0,12 s cm-1 tuule kiirusel 
0,35...1,5 m s"1. Nii madalad takistused ei avalda olulist mõju vee auramisele 
okastest. Paljud kõrrelised on oma lehti kokku rullides võimelised ra suurust 
aktiivselt muutma. Okaspuuokastel sellist võimet pole. Okaste ra sõltub nende 
pakkimise tihedusest võrsel. Samas on võrse efektiivne suurus mõjutatud ka 
teistest kasvutingimustest. 
Õhulõhede takistus (rs) sõltub õhulõhede avatusest, mõõtmetest ja tihedusest 
lehepinnal, olles ainus osa kogutakistusest, mida taim aktiivselt reguleerib. Ühe 
lehe kõik õhulõhed pole ühtemoodi avatud. Enamiku õhupilude laius jääb 
maksimaalsest väiksemaks. Sellest tulenev suurem rs avaldab rohkem mõju vee 
auramisele kui fotosünteesile, sest viimase kogutakistusest moodustab enamuse 
mesofülli takistus. Veepuuduse korral sulguvad õhulõhed maksimaalselt, kuid 
vahel pole see täielik. Mõnel juhul on häiritud õhulõhede regulatsioonimehha-
nism. Ka tolmuosakesed, vetikad ning seenehüüfid võivad mehhaaniliselt takis­
tada õhulõhede täielikku sulgumist. 
Paljudel taimedel (sealhulgas enamusel okaspuudest) on õhulõhe sulgrakud 
sügaval epidermis. Sulgrakkude kohal olevat ruumi nimetatukse õhulõhe ees-
kambriks. Eeskambrid avaldavad veeauru difusioonile lisatakistust (rch). Takis­
tuse suuras sõltub eeskambrite suurusest ning õhulõhede tihedusest lehepinnal. 
Okaspuude õhulõhe eeskambrid on täidetud epikutikulaarse vahakihiga, mille 
täiendavat mõju rCh väärtusele on raske hinnata. Sitka kuusel arvatakse ees-
kambri vahakiht suurendavat rch suurast umbes kahekordseks. Valgus- ja varju-
okastel on erisuguse paksusega epiderm ning seega on ka nende õhulõhe ees­
kambrid eri suurusega. 
Kutikulaartakistuse (rc) põhjustajaks on epidermi välimine kutiniseeranud 
kiht, mis enamikul taimedest on tõhus kaitse liigse auramise vastu. Liigiti kutii-
kula paksus ja keemiline koostis erinevad. Igihaljastel taimedel, mis peavad 
taluma pikaajalist veepuudust, on kutiikula paks ja rc väärtus kõrge. Kutiikula 
koosneb orgaanilistes lahustites lahustuvatest lipiididest ja lahustumatust polü­
meerist kutiinist. Enamikul taimeliikidest on sellessse kihti põimunud polüsah-
hariididest koosnev võrgustik. Polüsahhariidid on kutiikula all oleva raku-
seinaga ilmselt ühenduses ning põhiliseks veeauru difusiooniteeks. Paljudel 
liikidel (sealhulgas harilikul kuusel) ei ulatu polüsahhariidide võrgustik kutii­
kula välispinnale. Seetõttu on nende liikide kutikulaartakistus kõrgem kui 
liikidel, mille polüsahhariidide võrgustik ulatub kutiikula välispinnani (näiteks 
Picea site hens is). 
Harilikul kuusel nagu paljudel teistelgi okaspuudel on okaste pind kaetud 
epikutikulaarse vahakihiga. Kõige rohkem on vaha õhulõhe eeskambrites ning 
vahetult nende ümber. Vaha hulk okastel on pärilikult kindlaks määratud. Epi­
kutikulaarse vaha koostisosad on keemiliselt püsivad ning ilmselt ei reageeri 
otseselt saasteainetega. Vaha kui okaste biosünteesi lõpp-produkt on õhulõhe 
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sulgrakkude emarakkudel olemas juba enne punga puhkemist ning tema kogus 
okka vananedes väheneb mõnevõrra. Samuti muutub veidi erinevate vaha-
komponentide osatähtsus. Okka vananedes ning mitmete keskkonnafaktorite 
toimel epikutikulaarse vahakihi välimus muutub. Skaneeriva elektronmikros-
koobiga on eristatud mitmesuguseid vahastruktuure. Vastpuhkenud hariliku 
kuuse okaste eeskambrid on täidetud pikkade, seest tühjade vahatorukestega. 
Okaste vananedes need torud kleepuvad kokku ja moodustavad võrgutaolise 
moodustise. Hiljem kämpub vaha veelgi kokku ning moodustab koorikuid. 
Vahakihi algne ehitus kaob kiiremini saasteainete toimel. Hüdrofoobne vaha-
kiht okaste kutiikulal vähendab veekadu läbi okkapinna. Suurema takistusega 
on noorte okaste kristalloidne ehk "pitsiline" vahakiht, sest ta pikendab oluliselt 
difusioonitee pikkust. Vahaplaatidel, mille vahele jäävad lõhed, on väiksem 
mõju vee auramisele. 
Epikutikulaarse vahakihi struktuure uuritakse ka kaudselt kontaktnurga 
meetodil. Lehepinnal oleva veetilga kontaknurk lehepinnaga näitab lehe märgu-
vust ning sõltub lehepinna keemilistest omadustest ja karedusest. Epikutiku­
laarse vahakihi karedus väheneb vaha ehituse lihtsustumisel. Mitmed isoleeri­
tud vahakomponendid märguvad erinevas ulatuses. Kontaktnurga meetod on 
lihtne ning biomonitooringus laialt kasutatav. Okaste kontaktnurk varieerub puu 
võra piires. Vanemad okkad ja saastatud õhus kasvavad okkad märguvad 
paremini. Okaste töötlemine 03 ja/või happelise uduga suurendab samuti nende 
märguvust. Paremini märguvad okkad võivad omakorda rohkem omastada vees 
lahustuvaid saasteaineid. Kontaktnurga meetodi tulemustesse tuleb siiski 
suhtuda mõningase ettevaatusega. Kui okkapind vahakihi all on ebatasane, võib 
vahakihi täielik eemaldamine okaste märgumist hoopiski vähendada. Samuti 
võivad okkapinnale sattunud osakesed mõjutada okka kontaktnurka. 
Kutikulaarset veekadu on kerge mõõta hüpostomataarsetel lehtedel — pärast 
õhulõhedega lehe külje katmist vettpidava materjaliga saab veeaur liikuda 
ainult läbi lehe kutiikula. Kutiikula läbilaskvust veeaurule ja teistele gaasidele 
mõõdetakse ka lehest eraldatud kutiikulal. Lehelt, mille mõlemal küljel on 
õhulõhesid, on selliste õhulõhedeta kutiikulate saamine keeruline, kitsastelt 
okastelt aga peaaegu võimatu. Amfistomataarsetel lehtedel hinnatakse tavaliselt 
kutiikula veeauraläbilaskvust, mõõtes nende massi kadu pärast lehe taimelt 
eemaldamist. Veeauru difusioonitakistuse väärtuse arvutamiseks on vaja teada 
ka keskkonna temperatuuri ja suhtelist niiskusesisaldust. Et selle meetodiga on 
võimatu eraldada veekadu läbi õhulõhede ning kutiikula, soovitatakse termini 
"kutikulaar-" asemel kasutada "pinna-" või "vähim epidermi-". Viimaste aastate 
kirjanduses kasutatakse rohkem vähimat epidermijuhtivust g(min) kui -takistust 
(g(min)=l/rc), sest juhtivus on võrdeline transpiratsiooni intensiivsusega. Eri 
autorite mõõdetud g(min) väärtused perekonna Picea liikidel on koondatud 
tabelisse 1. Eri töödes avaldatud g(min) väärtused varieeruvad, sõltudes uurin­
guks kasutatud meetodist. Enamik andmeid on arvutatud, kasutades üksiku 
võrse massi muutust ajas. Eri uuringutes on massimuutuste mõõtmiseks kasuta­
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tud erisugust ajavahemikku. Samuti pole võrsete hoiutingimused katse vältel 
alati samad. 
Kutiikula läbilaskvust mõjutavad mitmed kasvutingimused ning saasteained. 
Kutiikula arengut takistab ebasobiv kliima — tuulepoolsel puupiiril on hariliku 
kuuse okaste kutiikula paksuseks mõõdetud 30%, võrreldes orus kasvanud 
okaste kutiikuli paksusega. Suurenenud veekadu okastest võib olla üheks kõr­
gustiku puupiiri põhjuseks. Kampfzone (moondunud puudega ala kõrgusliku 
puistupiiri ja puupiiri vahel) muld külmub talvel kuni 1 meetri sügavuselt 
pikaks ajaks ning taimedel ei ole võimalik mulla vett omastada. Sel ajal sõltub 
taimede ellujäämine kudedes oleva vee hulgast ning auramise ulatusest. Nendel 
puudel, mille kutiikula ei ole piisavalt paks ning auramine on seega küllalt suur, 
võib kevadeks tekkida veepuudus. 
Kahjustunud või kollaseks muutunud okaste veekadu on samuti suur. 
Hariliku männi okaste veepotentsiaal kevadel oli seda madalam, mida suurem 
oli okastel oleva väävli hulk. Ka osooniga töötlemine suurendas g(min) väär­
tust. Happelise udu (pH=3) mõjul okaste veepotentsiaal langes. Eriti suured 
olid kasvuhoones happelise uduga töödeldud ning töötlemata puude erinevused 
kevadel päiksepaistel. Kõrgemal temperatuuril veeauru defitsiidi erinevus 
okaste ja välisõhu vahel suureneb ning transpiratsioon kasvab. Okaste sooje­
nemine varakevadel, kui muld on veel külmunud, põhjustab puude täiendavat 
kuivamist. 
Vähima epidermijuhtivuse väärtusi on kasutatud okaspuude talvise vee­
majanduse modelleerimiseks. Sowell koos kaasautoritega näitas oma töös, et 
mudel, mis on tehtud, kasutades laboris saadud g(min) väärtust liigil Picea 
engelmannii, ennustas tegelikkusest tunduvalt suuremat talvist veekadu. Sellist 
tulemust seostati mudelis kasutatud kliimaandmete ebatäpsusega. Samas oleta­
sid autorid, et g(min) väärtus võib madala temperatuuri ja kuiva õhu tõttu 
langeda. Vähim epidermijuhtivus võib sõltuda ka kutiikula niiskusesisaldusest. 
Mudeli tegemiseks on vaja teada veel okastesse juurdetuleva vee hulka. Tüvest 
on vesi kättesaadav juhul, kui selle temperatuur on üle -4°C. Otsest vee 
omastamist sulavast lumest, härmatisest ja udust läbi okka või võrse telje pinna 
on peetud tavaliselt võimatuks. Siiski demonstreeris Katz koos kaasautoritega, 
et hariliku kuuse võrse telg imab 200 min jooksul pealepritsitud veest 80 mm3 
1 g kuivmassi kohta. Imamine toimus läbi telje koore mööda parenhüümirakke 
ksüleemini. 
Käesolevas töös on pööratud tähelepanu põhiliselt õhulõhe eeskambritele 
ning kutiikulale kui veeauru difusiooni takistajatele. Kummagi takistuse suurast 
taim aktiivselt ei reguleeri, kuid mõlemad varieeruvad sõltuvalt kasvutingi-
mustest. Samuti avaldavad mõlemad olulist mõju taime veemajandusele 
äärmuslikus olukorras — õhulõhede eeskambrid täiesti avatud õhulõhe korral, 
kutiikula veedefitsiidi ja/või õhu saastatuse korral. Käesolevas töös on veeauru 
difusiooni maksimaalselt suletud õhulõhede korral püütud hinnata otseste ja 
kaudsete meetoditega alates 1984. aastast. Eriakirjanduses on selle ajajooksul 
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jõutud paljude väga oluliste tulemusteni, muutunud on seisukohad nii mitmeski 
metoodikat puudutavas küsimuses. Selleks on kaasa aidanud uuringuteks vaja­
liku aparatuuri pidev täiustumine. Käesolevate teeside kirjutamise ajaks 
olemasolevaid teadmisi on kasutatud ka varasemate tööde analüüsil ning seega 
ei ühti teesides esitatavad tulemused vahel artiklites leiduvatega. 
Teesides uuritakse järgmisi probleeme: 
1. Õhulõhe eeskambrite muutlikkus puuvõra eri osades, eeskambrite suuruse 
mõju nende poolt avaldatavale veeauru difusiooni takistusele. 
2. Kontaktnurga meetodi sobivus Eesti saastatuse hindamiseks. 
3. Epikutikulaarse vahakihi struktuuride muutlikkus võra eri osades, õhu 
saastatuse mõju nendele struktuuridele. 
4. Vähima epidermijuhtivuse muutlikkus okaste vananedes, eri võraosades 
ning erisuguse õhusaastatuse korral. 
5. Vähima epidermijuhtivuse muutlikuse põhjused. 
Töös on kasutatud hariliku kuuse erivanuselisi võrseid Eesti eri paigust 
(tabel 2; jn. 2A). Enamik uuringuid on tehtud looduses kasvavate täiskasvanud 
puude võrsetega. Monoklonaalsetel noortel puudel uuriti epikutikulaarse vaha­
kihi struktuure. Õhulõhe eeskambrite mõõtmed leiti okka piki- ning ristlõiku-
delt tehtud mikrofotodelt. Saadud tulemustest arvutati ühe eeskambri takistus 
veeauru difusioonile (RCh). Õhulõhede pindtihedus loeti mikroskoobi all ning 
kasutati õhulõhe eeskambrite poolt okka pinnaühikule tekitatava veeauru difu-
sioonitakistuse (rch) leidmiseks. Kontaktnurk määrati suurendusaparaadis hori­
sontaalselt oleva okka ning sellele asetatud veetilga suurendatud kujutiselt. 
Kutiikula märgumise mõõtmiseks kasutati okkaid, millelt epikutikulaarne vaha-
kiht oli maha pestud. 
Skaneeriva elekronmikroskoobiga uuriti epikutikulaarse vahakihi struktuure 
ning õhulõhede avatust. Eri kasvukohtadest pärit täiskasvanud puude okkad 
kaeti kullaga otse katoodi all. Vahemaa proovi ja katoodi vahel oli 20 mm. Et 
selline katmismeetod tõi endaga kaasa temperatuuritõusu, mis võis epikutiku-
laarset vaha sulatada, siis paigutati teised proovid katoodist kaugemale ning 
nende pind pöörati katoodi suhtes nurga alla. 
Eri kasvukohtadest pärit okaste epikutikulaarse vaha struktuure hinnati 
viiepallise skaalaga (fotod artiklis 13, jn. 2). Õhulõhede lahtiolekut uuriti mit­
metel erivanuselistel okastel. Enne kullaga katmist eemaldati eetriga nendel 
okastel olev vahakiht. Harilikult uuriti vähimat epidermijuhtivust, mõõtes 
kaalukadu okastest 4... 14 tunni jooksul pärast katse algust. Samal ajal mõõdeti 
ruumi temperatuur ning RH. Saadud tulemustest arvutati g(min). Juhtivuse 
muutlikkus ühe oksa piires arvutati massikaokõveratest, mis saadi võrse kaalu­
misel iga 10 minuti tagant. Kogu selle katse jooksul olid need võrsed kliima-
kambris (t = 22°C, RH = 45%). Ühe aastakäigu okaste vähimat epidermijuhti­
vust uuriti kahe ja poole aasta jooksul. Teisi okkaid mõõdeti sügiseti. Ainult 
g(min) mõõtmine täiskasvanud metsapuul toimus kevadel enne pungade puhke-
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mist. Okaste pindala mõõdeti otseselt, kasutades 10 okast võrselt, või klaas-
kuulikeste meetodil. 
Eeskambrite mõõtmed ühe oksa piires ei varieerunud oluliselt. Ka olid üks­
teisega sarnased samas kasvukohas kasvanud noorte puude eeskambrid. Erine­
vusi leiti ühe puu valgus- ja varjuokaste eeskambrite mõõtmetes (tabel 3). 
Samuti erinesid eri vanuseliste puude eeskambrid. Kõige rohkem varieerus 
eeskambrite sügavus, sõltudes epidermi paksusest. Ühe õhulõhe takistus vee­
auru difusioonile oli uuritud puudel sarnane, kuna pikemad ja laiemad kambrid 
olid ühtlasi ka sügavamad (jn. 3). Õhulõhede pindtihedus põhjustas rCh väärtuste 
rohkem kui kahekordse erinevuse. 
Okaste märgumine suurenes nende vananedes võra alaosas kiiremini kui üla­
osas (jn. 4). Eri kasvukohtades varieerus ß suurtes piirides (jn. 5). Kõige väik­
sem kontaktnurk oli ühel Vilsandi kuusel. Sama kasvukoha teise kuuse ß oli 
üks kõrgemaid mõõdetutest. Kõrvuti kasvavate puude märgumine varieerus 
mõnel juhul rohkem kui eri kasvukohtade oma. Olulisi erinevusi uuritud kasvu-
kohtade okaste märgumises ei leitud. Epikutikulaarse vahakihi eemaldamine 
okastelt vähendas nende märgumist (jn. 6). 
Noore okka eeskambrid sisaldavad amorfsete vahatorukeste struktuuri, mida 
kirjanduses nimetatakse kristalloidseks. Metsapuu viimase aasta valgusokastel 
oli vahakiht kristalloidsem ehk "pitsiliseni" kui varjuokastel (jn. 7A; B). Okaste 
vananedes kleepus nende vahakiht kokku ning vanematel valgus- ja varju­
okastel vaha ehituse erinevusi enam ei täheldatud. Käesolevas töös loobuti 
vahakihi välimuse hindamisel statistika kasutamisest. Kõrvuti olevate ees­
kambrite vahakiht võis olla väga erinev (artikkel IH, jn. 3). Kõige rohkem 
varieerus vaha välimus viimase aastakäigu okastel. Vanemate okaste eeskamb-
rites olev vahakiht oli ühtlasema välispinnaga. Mõnel juhul oli võrsesisene 
vaha välimuse muutlikkus sama suur kui erinevatel puudel (artikkel IH, tabel 3). 
Seetõttu kasutati erinevate kasvukohtade okaste vahakihi kirjeldamiseks ainult 
eri eeskambrite vahale antud hindepallide keskmisi väärtusi. Üheltki loodusli­
kult kasvavalt täiskasvanud puult ei leitud täiesti kristalloidset vaha. Noortel 
monoklonaalsetel puudel oli kahe viimase aastakäigu vaha paremas olukorras 
kui samavanuselistel täiskasvanud puu okastel. Mõlemal juhul erinesid eri 
kasvukohtades peamiselt kahe viimase aastakäigu okkad. Vanemate okaste 
vahakiht oli kõikides kasvukohtades ühesugune. Eri kasvukohtade vahakihi 
ehituses ning kadumise kiiruses ei leitud olulisi erinevusi. 
Ilma epikutikulaarse vahakihita õhulõhe uuringud SEM-i abil näitasid, et 
pärast kuivamist oli enamik okkal olevaid õhulõhesid suletud. Siiski jäi mõnel 
juhul õhulõhe osaliselt avatuks ning õhulõhe sulgrakkude vahel võis näha 
0,2...0,3 |am laiust pragu. Lahti jäänud õhulõhede arvu okka pinnaühikul oli 
võimatu määrata, sest enamik õhulõhe eeskambreid polnud mikroskoobi 
vaateväljas otse. 
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Esimestel kuivamise tundidel oli veekadu okastest kiire. Umbes kolme tunni 
pärast muutus kaalukadu aeglasemaks õhulõhede maksimaalse sulgumise tõttu 
(jn. 8). Ometi jätkus kogu 48-tunnise katse käigus okaste juhtivuse (g) langus. 
Selline pidev g langus tekitab küsimuse, milline ajavahemik üldse sobib vähima 
epidermijuhtivuse g(min) mõõtmiseks. Eelnevates katsetes olime selleks kasuta­
nud tavaliselt ajavahemikku 4... 14 tunnini pärast võrse lõikamist. Et esialgne kiire 
kaalukadu on selleks ajaks lõppenud ning okaste veesisaldus on samas veel küllalt 
kõrge, tundub see olevat parim ajavahemik g(min) mõõtmiseks. Vähima epi­
dermijuhtivuse väärtused olid lognormaalse jaotusega (artikkel, V jn. 3). Seega 
kasutati statistilisel analüüsil andmete logaritmilist teisendust. Töös on esitatud 
iga katseseeria kohta erinevate proovide g(min) väärtuste geomeetriline keskmine. 
Ühe oksa eri võrsete g varieerus suures ulatuses (artikkel VI, jn. 3). Vähim 
epidermijuhtivus jäi vahemikku 1,3 ja 4,3 x 10~5 m s_1 geomeetrilise keskmisega 
2,26 x 1(T5 m s"1. Võrse g(min) väärtuse ning võrset iseloomustavate arvuliste 
tunnuste lineaarset seost ei leitud (tabel 4). Okaste vananedes nende vähim epi­
dermijuhtivus kasvab (artikkel V, jn. 2). Ühe aastakäigu okaste uurimine mitme 
aasta jooksul näitas, et g(min) pideva tõusu käigus sellel ajavahemikul oli ka 
lühikesi perioode, mille vältel g(min) langes (artikkel V, jn. 4). Nimetatud g(min) 
väärtuse kõikumisi ei olnud võimalik seletada labori õhutemperatuuri ega RH 
muutustega. Metsas kasvava puu erivanuselistel valgusokastel oli g(min) kõrgem 
kui sama aastakäigu vaijuokastel. Okaste vananedes kasvas g(min) mõlemat tüüpi 
okastel võrdse kiirusega. Kõikidel uuritud prooviokstel suurenes vähim epidermi­
juhtivus pärast epikutikulaarse vahakihi eemaldamist. Statistiliselt oluline oli see 
muutus noorematel (C ja C+l) okastel. Ka ilma epikutikulaarse vahata kasvas 
g(min) okaste vananedes, kuigi statistiliselt usaldusväärne oli see muutus ainult 
vaijuokastel. Avamaastikul kasvavate kuuskede okaste g(min) väärtus ei sõltunud 
okaste kasvukohast puu võras (artikkel V, jn. 1). Kasvukoha ilmakaar avaldas küll 
mõlemal uuritud puul mõju viimase aasta okaste g(min) väärtusele, kuid erine­
vatel puudel oli see mõju vastupidine. Samuti ei leitud sõltuvust vähima epidermi­
juhtivuse ja õhulõhede pindtiheduse vahel. Sellest võib järeldada, et õhulõhe sulg-
rakkude välispinna kaudu ei toimu oluliselt suuremat veekadu kui läbi kutiikula. 
Eri kasvukohtades mõõdetud g(min) väärtused on esitatud tabelis 4. Viimase 
aasta okastel oli g(min) kõige kõrgem Alskas (prooviala nr. 12), C+3 okastel 
Tipus (prooviala nr. 9). Vähima epidermijuhtivuse muutumise kiirus okaste 
vananedes (C+3/C) oli kõige kõrgem Tipus (prooviala nr. 9) ning kõige madalam 
Vigalas ja Alskas (proovialad nr. 5 ja 12). Kõik nimetatud kasvukohad asuvad 
suurematest õhusaasteallikatest kaugel ning nende lähedal ei ole nimetamisväärset 
tööstust. Lumega sadenes kõikides nendes piirkondades 0,10 kuni 0,15 g sulfaat-
ioone ruutmeetrile (jn. 2B). Piirkondades, mille õhusaastatus eeldati olevat kõr­
gem — proovialal nr. 7 (Rakkes, 3 km kaugusel lubjatehasest) ning proovialal 
nr. 4 (Kiviõlis, 2 km kaugusel põlevkivikeemiakombinaadist) — polnud okaste 
g(min) väärtus oluliselt kõrgem kui teistes kasvukohtades. 
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Õhulõhe sulgrakkude kohal olevad eeskambrid avaldavad lehe gaasivahetu-
sele täiendavat takistust. Valgus- ja vaijuokastel ühe eeskambri avaldatav Rch ei 
erinenud. Olulised rCh väärtuste erinevused olid seotud õhulõhede pindtihedu-
sega. Järelikult tuleb rch mõju hindamisel kogutakistusele pöörata põhitähele­
panu õhulõhede pindtiheduse väärtusele. Õhulõhede pindtihedus sõltub tavali­
selt okaste valgustingimustest. Samas on õhulõhede pindtihedus noorte puude 
okastel sama madal kui täiskasvanud puu varjuokastel. 
Eeskambrites olev epikutikulaarne vaha suurendab nende takistust veeaurule 
umbes kaks korda. Uurimaks rch osatähtsust kogu veeauru difusioonitakistuses, 
arvutati transpiratsiooni intensiivsus takistuse eri komponentide olemasolu 
puhul (jn. 11). Arvutused näitasid, et hästi avatud õhulõhede korral on õhu-
eeskambrite takistus transpiratsioonile oluline. Kui õhulõhe oli lahti 4 x 10-6 m, 
siis rch moodustas umbes poole kogu transpiratsioonitakistusest. Õhulõhe sulgu­
des eeskambrite osatähtsus vähenes. Kui õhupilu laius oli 0,25 x 10"6 m, moo­
dustas rch ainult umbes 13% kogu transpiratsioonitakistusest 
C02 omastamisele mõjub eeskambrite takistus vähem kui transpiratsioonile, 
sest C02 difusiooni mõjutab oluliselt mesofülli takistus. Seega võib eeskamb-
reid vaadelda kui mehhanismi, mis tõstab taime veekasutuse kasutegurit. Sama 
ülesannet täidab ka õhulõhede mittetäielik avanemine. Õhulõhe eeskambrite 
osatähtsus taime veemajanduses muutub väga oluliseks juhul, kui õhulõhed 
saavad viga või kui nende regulatsioonimehhanism kahjustub. 
Hariliku kuuse viimase aastakäigu okaste kontaktnurk ß on eri autorite 
andmetel vahemikus 48... 105°. Nii vähe märgusid käesolevas töös ainult ühe 
Vilsandis kasvava puu (prooviala nr. 15) kuuseokkad. Kõikidel teistel puudel 
oli ß väärtus 110... 125°. Kirjanduses on andmeid, et okaspuude võra ülaosas on 
okaste märguvust väiksem kui alaosas. Käesolevas töös viimase aastakäigu 
okaste märguvus puu piires oluliselt ei varieerunud. Võra alaosas suurenes 
okaste märguvus nende vananedes kiiremini kui puu ülaosas. Selliseid tulemusi 
on raske seletada, sest võra ülaosas on otsese päikesekiirguse ning tuule mõju 
okastele suurem. Mõlemad nimetatud tegurid kiirendavad epikutikulaarse 
vahakihi struktuuride hävimist. Tegureid, mis põhjustavad võra alaosa okaste 
suuremat märguvust, on raske oletada. 
Arvamused õhu saastatuse mõjust okaste kontaktnurgale on vastandlikud. 
Mitmes töös väidetakse, et 03 ja/või happeline udu suurendab kliimakambris 
kasvavate okaste märguvust. Samal ajal ei leia teised autorid sõltuvust õhu 
saastatuse ning okaste kontaktnurga vahel. Peale O3 ja sademete happelisuse 
võivad looduslikes tingimustes kasvavate okaste märguvust mõjutada okastele 
sadenevad tahked osakesed (kaasa arvatud tolm). Okaste ß sõltub ka puu vanu­
sest. Eesti eri piirkondades kasvavate okaste märgumise mõõtmine ei näidanud 
ß ja kasvukoha õhu saastatuse seost. Kontaknurga mõõtmise tulemused viivad 
samale arvamusele, mida on esitanud dr. Jagels: okaste kontaktnurga mõõtmine 
on kasutatav pikaajaliste muutuste jälgimiseks ühes piirkonnas samadel puudel. 
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Eri puude ning kasvukohtade märguvuse erinevusi on raske interpreteerida, sest 
mitmesugused looduslikud tegurid võivad varjutada õhu saastatuse võimalikku 
mõju. Kogutud andmete seletamisel tekkivate raskuste näiteks on tulemused, 
mis saadi uurides ß suurust okastel, mille epikutikulaaarne vahakiht oli eemal­
datud. Pärast vahakihi eemaldamist okaste märguvus vähenes. Sellise tulemuse 
põhjustajaks on kirjanduse andmetel okkapinna suurem karedus võrreldes epi­
kutikulaarse vahakihiga. Ometi ei näita SEM-i abil saadud fotod vahata okastel 
mingeid olulisi ebatasasusi, võrreldes epikutikulaarse vahakihi tekitatutega. 
Tänu tehnika arengule on viimastel aastakümnetel lehtede välispinda palju 
uuritud. Esimesed sellealased tööd tehti 1970. aastatel. Kasutatava tehnika tase 
mõjutab saadavaid tulemusi oluliselt. Preparaadi ülekuumutamine kullaga kat­
misel võib sulatada lehtedel olevat vahakihti. Samasugust mõju võib avaldada 
ka liiga kõrge kiirenduspinge mikroskoobis. Varajasemates uuringutes olid sel­
lised artefaktid tavalised ning seega tuleb nende tulemustesse suhtuda kriitili­
selt. Mõnel juhul oli kokkusulanud vahakiht nii sarnane epidermiga, et seda 
peeti õhulõhet katvaks membraaniks. Sama aparatuuriga, mida kasutati käes­
oleva töö tegemiseks, on saadud ka täiesti kristalloidse vaha kujutisi. Sellegi­
poolest jääb püsima kahtlus, et vähemalt eri kasvukohtadest pärit täiskasvanud 
puude epikutikulaarne vahakiht on proovide tegemise käigus liiga kuumenenud. 
Eri tööde käigus on leitud epikutikulaarse vaha plaatjaid moodustisi, mida 
peetakse sageli vaha loodusliku hävinemise tulemuseks. Samasugused plaadid 
tekkivad ka vahakihi mehhaanilisel vigastamisel. Oma töös leidsime selliseid 
"plaate" proovidelt, mille temperatuur kullaga katmise käigus tõusis üle 60°C. 
SEM-iga uuritakse tavaliselt saasteainete põhjustatud muutusi epikutiku­
laarse vaha ehituses. Esialgse vahastruktuuri hävimine okaste vananedes on 
tõestatud paljudes töödes. Hoopis vähem on teada vahastruktuuride loodusli­
kust muutlikkusest. V. S. Kimi (1985) andmetel on võra lõunapoolsetel okastel 
rohkem kokkusulanud vahamoodustisi kui põhjapoolsetel. Sama uurimuse 
kohaselt oli vahastruktuur võra ülaosas rohkem kahjustunud kui alaosas. 
Günthardt-Goerg näitas oma töös, et varjuokaste vaha kokkukämpumine on 
umbes kuu aega varajasem kui valgusokaste oma. Meie töö tulemused näitasid 
viimase aastakäigu okaste vahakihi ehituse erinevusi: varjuokastel oli näha 
vähem "vahapitse" kui valgusokastel. Vanemate okaste vahakihis erinevusi ei 
leitud. Tulemuste lahknemine võib olla põhjustatud võra mikrokliima erine­
vustest. Vahakihi välimuse muutus võib olla tingitud lämmastiku olemasolust 
mullas, tuulest ja päikesekiirgusest. Otsese päikesekiirguse käes olevate okaste 
temperatuur võib tõusta oluliselt üle õhutemperatuuri. Vaha eri komponentide 
sulamistemperatuur jääb vahemikku 45...60°C. Seega on täiesti võimalik, et 
otsene päikesekiirgus soojendab okkaid sedavõrd, et mõned vahakomponendid 
sulavad ning vahastruktuurid kleepuvad kokku. Samas pole epikutikulaarse 
vahakihi ehitus ka eri puude okastel alati samasugune. 
Vahakihi välimuse suured erinevused tekitavad raskusi õhu saastatuse mõju 
hindamisel. Suurem "pitsilise" vahakihi olemasolu monoklonaalsetel puudel 
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erinevalt täiskasvanutest võib olla põhjustatud puude erinevast vanusest või 
muutustest metoodikas. Samal ajal võib see olla tingitud õhu saastatuse vähene­
misest Eestis uuringutevahelisel perioodil. Täiskasvanud puid uuriti 1988. aas­
tal, monoklonaalseid puid 1993. aastal. Ajavahemikul 1980...1992 vähenes 
Eestis õhku paisatud sulfaatioonide kogus 40%. Erinevate kasvukohtade vaha­
struktuurid varieerusid kahe viimase aastakäigu okastel. Siiski on saadud 
tulemusi raske seletada. Näiteks oli monoklonaalsete kuuskede okastel, mis 
kasvasid kõrge väävlisaastega piirkonnas (prooviala nr. 4) epikutikulaarses 
vahakihis rohkem kristalloidset struktuuri kui piirkondades, kus oluline õhu­
saaste puudus (prooviala nr. 1 ja 9). Saadud tulemustest võib järeldada, et epi­
kutikulaarse vahakihi kasutamine õhu saastatuse hindamiseks pole Eesti oludes 
põhjendatud. 
Juhtivuse pidevat langust 48 tunni jooksul alates katse algusest on raske 
seletada. Pikaajaline g langus toob kaasa probleemi laborist kaugemal asuvate 
okaste uurimisel, sest kui määrata okaste veekadu hilisemal ajavahemikul, on 
g(min) väärtus ilmselt väiksem kui 4... 14 tunni jooksul määratust. Juhtivuse 
arvutamisel on võetud eelduseks, et okaste RWC on 100%. Arvutused näitasid, 
et tegeliku RWC väärtuse arvestamine g(min) arvutamisel suurendab 14 tunni 
möödudes g(min) väärtust kuni 5%. Seega ei saa RWC väärtuse muutumist 
pidada juhtivuse langemise põhjuseks. Kerstiens (1996) oletas, et g(min) väär­
tusele mõjub kutiikula veesisaldus. Käesolevas töös tehtud katsed ei näidanud 
erinevate okaste g(min) ja veesisalduse seost. 
Kõikide uuritud C-okaste g(min) varieerus vahemikus 0,9...4,5 x 10"5 m s"1, 
jäädes samasse vahemikku teiste autorite tulemustega. Kümnel ühe oksa võrsel 
mõõdeti g(min) vahemikus 1,3...4,3 x 10~5 m s_1, mis näitas, et ühe oksa piires 
on g(min) muutlikkus peaaegu sama suur kui kõikide uuritud puude ning 
kasvukohtade puhul. Sellist muutlikkust ühe oksa piires on raske seletada. 
A. Laisa (Laisk et ai., 1980) töö tulemustest võib järeldada, et kõik õhulõhed ei 
sulgu üheaegselt. Ilma epikutikulaarse vahakihita okaste uurimine SEM-iga 
näitas, et osa õhulõhesid ei sulgu täielikult ka pärast ööpäevast kuivamist. Osa­
liselt lahtijääva õhulõhe mõju hindamiseks okaste veemajandusele arvutati tema 
juhtivus (Gs). Hiljem arvutati osaliselt lahtijäänud õhulõhede vajalik arv 
okkapinnal, mis tagaks kümne võrse uurimisel saadud g(min) erinevuse (artik­
kel VI, jn. 5). Selgus, et umbes 6,5% varjuokka õhulõhedest peab jääma ava­
tuks 0,2 |xm, et põhjustada g(min) muutlikkus, mis leiti ühe oksa võrsete uuri­
misel. Kuna valgusokastel õhulõhede pindtihedus on suurem, on seal vajalike 
lahtiste õhulõhede suhtarv väiksem. Erinev mittetäielikult sulguvate õhulõhede 
osatähtsus võrsetel võib olla kogutud andmete lognormaalse jaotuvuse põhju­
seks. 
Okaste vananedes nende g(min) tõuseb. Tavaliselt on seda seostatud epikuti­
kulaarse vahakihi vananemisega. Mitmeaastane katse ühe aastakäigu okastega 
ei lubanud oletada ühtegi ajavahemikku (ega seega ka kliimafaktorit), mis oleks 
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g(min) suurust mõjutanud rohkem kui teised. Ilma epikutikulaarse vahakihita 
okaste g(min) tõusis samuti okaste vananedes. Seega tuleb oletada, et peale 
epikutikulaarse vaha muutuste on veel mingi mehhanism, mis suurendab vane­
mate okaste g(min) väärtust. Selleks võivad olla okaste kutiikula enda muutu­
sed. Samuti võib okaste vananedes tõusta osaliselt lahtijäävate õhulõhede arv. 
Kiijandusest on teada, et tuulele avatud ning tuule eest kaitstud okaste 
g(min) erineb. Metsapuu valgusokaste kõrgem g(min), võrreldes sama puu 
varjuokastega on ilmselt põhjustatud valgusokastele langevast suuremast 
päikesekiirgusest. Lagedal kasvava kuuse eri kõrgustele ning võra külgedele 
mõjuv tuul ning päikesekiirgus erinevad samuti. Ometi ei erinenud oluliselt 
lagedal kasvava puu eri piirkondadest pärit okaste g(min). Järelikult ei mõjuta 
mikrokliima erinevused nende puude võrsete võimalikku veekadu kuivamise 
käigus. 
Mitmed autorid on näidanud, et happeline udu ja O3 mõjutavad hariliku 
kuuse okaste veemajandust. Samas väidab Schreiber (1994), et tervete ja kah­
justunud okaste kutiikula läbilaskevõime gaasidele ei erine. Esialgsed uuringud 
kolmes Eesti piirkonnas näitasid, et g(min) väärtus linnas (prooviala nr. 11) 
kasvas kiiremini kui maal (prooviala nr. 8). Kõige kiirem oli g(min) tõus 
tööstuspiirkonnas (prooviala nr. 4). Vähima epidermijuhtivuse määramine 
12 proovialal üle Eesti ei näidanud kasvukohtade g(min) väärtustes mingeid 
erinevusi, mida saaks seostada õhu saastatusega. Kasvukohtade g(min) abso­
luutväärtuste võrdlemine on mõnevõrra küsitav seoses eespool käsitletud 
raskustega metoodikas. Samal ajal ei mõjutanud eri kasvukohtade õhu saastatus 
ka g(min) muutuse kiirust võrse vananedes (arvutatud kui C+3 ja C okaste 
g(min) väärtuste suhe). 
Vähima epidermijuhtivuse väärtusi kasutatakse sageli okaspuude talvise 
veemajanduse modelleerimisel. Käesolevas töös arvutati võimalik veekadu 
okastest mitmesuguste g(min) väärtuste puhul (jn. 12). Uuritav vähima epi­
dermijuhtivuse vahemik oli sama, mis saadi kümne sama oksa g(min) mõõt­
misel. Mudelist selgub, et suhteliselt väike g(min) erinevus põhjustab suuri 
muutusi okaste pikaajalises veekaos. Seega ei kirjelda tavaliselt mudelites 
kasutatav mitme võrse keskmine g(min) kuigi hästi eri võrsete veesisaldust. 
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JI ECO BEÄEHHE 
J6 4 hK)jib — asrycT 1988 
YJXK 630*161.1 + 581.821.1 :582.47 
KOnnEJTb A. T., BAHHHKKO K. X. 
H3MEHHHB0CTb H 3K0<l>H3H0JI0rHHECKAfl POJlb 
nPEÄBAPHTEJlbHblX JH.BOPHKOB yCTbHU, XBOH 
EJ1H EBPOnEHCKOH 
H3.iaraK)Tcs pe3yjibTaTbi H3YQEHHH npe,a,BapHTe;ibHbix ÄBOPHKOB ycTbHU Ha 
xBoe pa3H0B0ipacTHbi\ e^eft eßponeftcKHx, a TaioKe Ha XBoe pa3/iHHHOH Mopcjjo-CTpyKTVpbl. DpHBejeHbl pacqeTHbie BeJIHHHHbl HX COnpOTKBJieHHH ÄH(})(j)y3HH BO-
AHHoro napa. PaccMaTpiiBaeTca 3HaiHMOCTb npeÄBapHTeJibHbix ABopuKCB 
ycTbim B perjviauHH HHTCHCHBHOCTH TpaHcnupaitHH. 
y vTHCTbeB paCTeHHH C KC6p0M0pcJ)H0H CTpyKTypOH yCTbHHa MaCTO no-
rpy>KeHbi B anmiepMy, Tai< mo HaA HHMH oöpa3yeTCH yiviyõ-neHHe, TaK Ha-
3biBae \ibifi RIPEABAPHTE^BHBIH ABOPHK YCTBHH [4] .  YCTBHUA c NPEÄßAPHTEJIB-
HblMIl ABOpHKaMH CBOHCTBeHHbl H XBOe eJlH eBpOneftCKOH [12]. H3BeCTHO, 
MTO npeABapHTejibHbie abophkh ycTbHU cocTaBJinioT onp'eAeJieHHoe conpo-
THBJieHHe AH(J)(})y3HH ynneKHCJioro ra3a H3 aTMOC(j)epbi B Me3o4>Hjm JiHCTa H 
BOÄHHoro napa B oõpaTHOM HanpaBJieHHH. TaKHM 00pa30M, HX MOJKHO pac-
CMaTpHBaTb KaK OÄHH H3 (})aKTOpOB, peryJIHpyiomHX (})0T0CHHTe3 H TpaHC-
nnpauHio. CpeAH MaJiOHHCJieHHbix ^HTepaTypHbix HCTOHHHKOB, nocBHmeH-
HBLX H3yMeHHK) npeAB3pHTeJlbHbIX ÄBOPHKOB yCTbHH, HMeeTCH HeCKOJIbKO pa-
ÖOT, B KOTOpblX CAeJiaHa IIOnblTKa OUeHHTb BSJIHHHHy HX AH(|)({)y3H0HH0r0 
COnpOTHBJieHHH H TaKHM 00pa30M OnpeAeJIHTb 3HaqHMOCTb B 3K0J10rHqeCK0H 
(J)H3H0J10rHH paCTftHHH [5, 11]. O^HaKO OTCyTCTByiOT AaHHbie 00 H3MeHMH-
BOCTH pa3MepOB IIpeÄBapHTeJIbHblX ÄBOpHKOB H O pa3Maxe 3K0M0p(f)0JI0rH-
HecKH oöyCviOBJieHHOH peryjiJiuHH (})H3H0JiorHHecKHx npoueccoB. 
B HacTOHmeft paöoTe paccMaTpHBaeTcn H3MeHMHB0CTb pa3MepoB npea-
BapHTeJIbHblX ÄBOpHKOB yCTbHU eJIH eBpOneÖCKOH Ha XBoe pa3JIHHH0H MOp-
4>ocTpyKTypbi (TENEBOH H CBCTOBOH) H Ha XBoe AepeBbeB pa3Horo B03pacTa. 
TaK>Ke NPHBOÄHTCH PE3YJIBTATBI pac^eTa ÄH(F)(})y3H0HHbix conpoTHBJieHHft 
npe^BAPHTE^bHbix ABOPHKOB H aHajiH3HpyeTCH HX BJIHHHHC Ha TpsHcnnpa-
UHHD.  
MaTepnaji H METOAHKA 
0ö*beKT0M Hcc^eAOBaHHH cJiyjKH ^A CBCTOBSH H TEHEBAA XBOH cooTBeT-
CTBeHHO C BepiHHHbl H H3 HHJKHefl H3CTH KpOHbl 100-JieTHerO MOAeJIbHOrO 
Aepesa ji3 pafiona BoopeMaacKoft sKOJiorHqecKoft CTSHHHH (SCTOHCKSH 
CCP), a TAIOKE XBOH H3 KpoH mecTH OTAejibHO paerymHx AepeBbeB 9— 
66 ^eT, HAXOAFLUIHXCH BÕJIH3H NOJIEBOH 0a3ti TOH xe CTSHUHH. 
OT Kanton npoÕHoft 'BETKH öpajw no oAHOMy noõery, a c Ka^KAoro no-
õera nHTb XBOHHOK, Ha KOTOpblX noA H3MepHTejibHHM MHKpocKonoM MH-1 
c yBe.THMeHHeM 40  nepecuHTHBajiH mhcvio ycTbHH. CneT ycTbHU BejiH Ha Ka>K-
AOH rpaHH XBOHHOK Ha Tpex OTpe3Kax AJIHHOH 1 MM. Ha cpe3ax Tex >Ke 
XBOHHOK HSMepHJlH IHHpHHy Ka>KAOH rp3HH. ,fl[jIH H3MepeHHH pa3MepoB 
npeABapnTejibHbix ABOPHKOB H3r0T0B;iHJiH BpeMeHHbie npenspsTbi nonepeM-
Hbix cpe30B XBOHHOK H SNHAEPMHCA.  Pa3Mepbi onpeAejiHJiH Ha YBE^IMEHHBIX 
MHKP0C})0T0RPA4)HHX.  Ha npenapaTax snHAepMHca A^I« nojiyieHHH J ICHHX 
K0HTyp0B npeABapHTejibHbix ABOPHKOB anHKyTHKyjinpHUH BOCK pacTBopHJiii 
3THJI0BUM 3^)HpOM. Cp6AHHe pa3Mepbi nojiyneHhi, KaK npaBHjio, He MeHee 
iieM H3 30 3aMepoB. 
HCXOAH H3 AH3TOMH I IECKHX napaMeTpoB, conpoTHBjieHHe ycTbHU n npeA­
BapHTejibHbix ABOPHKOB K HcnapeHHio npo3HajiH3HpoBaji BaHre [5] ,  KOTO-
pbiu Haö^ioAaji npH c.ierKa 3aryö^eHHbix ycTbHuax Zebrina pendula 
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Schnizl. Bocewb noc;ieAOB3TejibHbix KOMnoHeHTOB conpoTHBjieHHH. ripu 
3TOM COnpOTHBJieHHe npe^BapHTeJIbHblX A'BOpHKOB COCTaBJIHJlO TOJIbKO 2— 
5% OT cyMMapHoro conpoTHBJieHHH. JIH H TeHTC [11] p33AeJiHJiH YCTBHUE 
II  npeÄsapHTejibHbiH ABOPHK XBOH cocHbi BEFI 'MYTOBOII  B  NONEPEHHOM PA3PE3E 
Ha 14 OTpe3KÜB pa3JIHMHOH reOMeTpHqeCKOH C[)OpMbI. YMHTblBafl H3MCH1H-
BOCTb ycTbHU H OCOÖeHHO HX npeABapHTeJIbHblX ABOPHKOB ÄaJKe Ha OAHOM 
jiHCTe pacTeHHH, Taxan AeT3./ibHocTb HaM K3>KCTCH HeonpaBASHHofi. 
no HameMy npeACTSBAeHHio, reoMeTpnqecKoe cTpoeHHe npeABapHTeJib-
Horo ABopHKa ejiH eBponeftcKoii ueJiec000pa3H0 paccMaTpHBaTb KaK COCTOH-
mee H3 Aßyx reoMeTpnqecKHx <f)opM (pnc. 1), a B03HHKaK>in,He npH AH$cJ)y-
3HH ra30B COnpOTHBJieHHH — H3 neTbipex 
KOMnOHeHTOB: COnpOTHBJieHHH BHeiHHeft 3JI-jiHnc000pa3H0ii nopu AßopHKa — rel, cy-jKaiomeöcH BepxHeft qacra — re2, nopbi y3-
KOH HHJKHeft qacTH — re3 H conpoTHßjieHHa 
HHÄHero yrAyÖJieHHH — r e i. 
PacqeTHbie (J)opMyjibi ajih onpeAejieHHjr 
AH(})<i)y3H0HH0r0 conpoTHBJieHHH Kpyrjibix 
nop H MejiKHx rpyöo^eK pa3paöoTaHbi B 
Haqajie Hainero BeKa [6]: 
ÄJifl nopH rp— l/2 Dd, (1) 
Rnn TpyÖKH r t=4llDndz, (2) 
rAe D — K03(J)(J)HUHeHT AH(j)(})y3HH ra3a 
(ajih BOAHHoro napa npH 14° £>=0,24 CM 2 -
• c"1), d — AHAMEIP nopbi H l — A^HHA 
-rpyöoHKH. Ftp« ONPEAEJIEHHH AH(j)(})y3HH ra-
30B Mepe3 nopbl C 3JI.riHnCOOÖpa3HblM OT-
BepcTHeM B ^opMyAy (1) cjieAyeT BKJIKJ-
MHTb 3(j)4)eKTH'BHblß AH3M6Tp SJIJIHnca 
„ (T. e. AHaMeTp Kpyra, nepHMeTp KOToporo 
PHC. 1. CxeMaTH^ecKoe Hsoöpaxe- pnnTI,PTpTRWX n/nBHPTnv naHHorn Hne npe^BapHTejibHoro ^ßopHKa cooTBeTCTByeT nepHMeTpy AaHHoro 3Ji;iHn 
ycTbHua ejiH eßponeficKofi. ca), a B (popMyjiy (2) — ruiomaAb SJIJIHIT-
yKa3aHa jioKajiH3auHH pa3^HiHbix ca. B cjiyiae, KorAa AJiHHa nojiyocefi sji-
K O M N O H E H T O B  C O N P O T H B J I E H H H  jmnca öojree H J I H  M E H E E  paBHa, B M C C T O  d 
cpy3HH H 3aMepn, Hcncwib30BaHHhie „ /I\  / a I  D\ / B paCMeTax ÄH({>(j)y3HOHHOro conpo- ® (j)OpMyjiy (1) MOJKHO BKJIIOIHTb (A + B)l 
THBJIEHHH. YCYIOBHBIE OÖO3HAHEHHH /4, TAG A H B—AJlHHa nOJiyoceH 3JIJlHnC3. 
CM. B  TencTe H TAÖ^HUE Oömee conpoTHBjieHHe NPEABAPHTEJIBHORO 
ABOPHKA NOJIYNAETCH CYMMHPOBAHHEM STHX 
KOMÜOHeHTOB. TaKHM CnOCOÖOM MOJKHO p3CCqHT3Tb COnpOTHBJieHHe AH(J)(J)y-
3HH qepe3 OAHHO^HblH npeABSpHTeJIbHblH ABOpHK. OÖblMHO COnpOTHBJieHHe 
Bupa^iaioT «a eAHHHity njiomaAH JiHCTa. JJJIH nojiyHeHHH STOH BCAH^hhh 
conpoTHBjieHHe OAHHoqHoro npeABapHTeJibHoro ABopHKa HaAO pa3AeJiHTb 
Ha nOBepXHOCTHyiO nJIOTHOCTb yCTbHU. 
Pe3yjibTaTbi H oöcyxAeHHe 
AnaroMUHecKoe crpoenue npedeapureAbHbix deopuKoe u noeepxnocTHax 
nAOTHOCTb ycTbuti. J^aHHue oö aHaTOMHqecKHx 3aMepax npeAßapHTejibHbix 
ABOPHKOB npHBeAeHbl B T30AHUe. OKA3MB3ETCH, ÖOJIbUie Bcero p33JIHM3eTCH 
no PA3MEP3M rjiyÖHHa npeABapHTejibHHx ABOPHKOB. npH STOM y CBCTOBOH 
XBOH cTapbix AEPEBBEB OHH HA 50—60% rjiyöme, NEM y HX TEHEBOFT XBOH H 
y CBETOBOH XBOH MOAOAHX AEPEBBEB. 0CT3^BHBIE pa3Mepu CPEAH pa3JiHq-
Hbix npoö BapbHpyioT HaMHoro MeHbine. 
KaK noKa3ajio Hame HccJieA0B3HHe, B KpoHe B3POCJIOH ejiH cymecTByeT 
TeCH3H KOppeJIHUHH MeJKAy nOBepXHOCTHOH nJIOTHOCTbK) yCTbHU. H CBeTOBU-
MH yCJIOBHHMH npOH3p3CT3HHH XBOH [3]. Ho y MOJIOABIX AepeBbeB, p3CTy-
I1IHX H3 OTKpHTOH MeCTHOCTH, n0BepXH0CTH3H nJIOTHOCTb yCTbHU HanOMHHaeT 
öojibiue TeHeßyio, neM cßeTOByio XBOIO B3pocjibix AepeBbeB B Jiecy. CJieAOBa-









Pa3Mepu npedeapumeAbHbix deopunoe ycmbtm (10'* m) u noeepxHOcmnax nAomnocmb ycmbuif, 
tum-mm-t 
A^HHa UlHpHHa TjiyÖHHa 
noBepx-
XBOS BepXHCft HHJKHeft BepxHeft HHJKHeft BepxHeft HKWKeft HOCTHasr 
HaCTH Al HaCTH At H3CTH Bi qacTH B, lacTH Li HaCTH Lt 
flepeBo 1 
CßeTOBaH, C BbICOTbl 62.Oi4.7a 33,0+3,5 41,3+6,3 16,3+2,3a 12,2+2,5a 15,8+1,9a 
34 M (n=31) 
Teneßan, c BMCOTM 56,6+4,4 28,4+3,4 34,8+5,0 15,4+1,5 8,6+1,9 12,6+1,8 
12 M (n=27) 
AepeBO 2 
C BhicoTbi 2 M I 56,8 I 27,5 I 39,2 I 12,46 I 11,1a I 11,2 j 27,0 
(«=38) LI I I I I I 
ÄepeBo 3 
C BbicoTU 2 M I 55,8 I 31,6 I 34,7 I 13,9 I 7,1 | 10,3 I 37,7 
(«=30) I I I I I | | 
/TPU^EIAHUE.  Aepeso I  — pacTeT B &NBHHKE OH3ÄHOM, B03pacT 100  Jier;  flepeao 2— CBO5O«HO paCTymee, BospacT 66 JIEI ;  FTEPEBO 3  — CBOÖD^HO pacTymse ,  B33pacT 10  J ieT .  FTIA ^-PESA 1  NPHBE^EHU CTAH^APXHUE OT-
KJIOHeHHH CpeftHHX BMH4HH. BeJIKIHHbl, o533HaieHKbie pa3JWHHUMH õyKBaMÜ, CraTHCTtmeCKH paSJIHHHhl Ha 
ypoBHe BEPOFLTHOCTH 0 ,95.  n — KO/IHHCCTBO i i 3 y q e H H b i x  npe^BapHTefibUhix ^BOPHKOB B npoi 'e .  
Top peryjiHUHH KOJiHqecTBa ycTbHU, Ha eAHHHny nAomaAH AHCTa, cymecTBO-
BaHHe KOTopofi y TpaBHHHCTUx pacreHHÄ noKa3aHo B paõoie H. Tnxa [14]. 
AHaTOMH^eCKOe CTpOeHHe yCTbHU, ÜHTH COCeAHHX H Ü01TH 0AH0B03pacT-
HHx (9—12 JICT) AepeBbeB npaKTHiecKH He pa3JiHqaeTCH. IlosTOMy B Taõ-
JIHUE NPHBEAEHBI AAHHBIE Jirniib ÄAH oAHoro H3 HHX. OAHaKo HHAHBHAyajib-
HME PA3JIHMHH NOBEPXHOCTHOH NJIOTHOCTH YCTBHU HA noõerax STHX AepeBb­
eB (32,2—45,5 ycTbHU, Ha 1 MM2) MoryT ÕUTb NOQTH coH3MepHMbi c H3MEHE-
HHeM 3TOH BejiHiHHbi y noöeroB OAHoro AepeBa, pacTymnx B coBepuieHHO 
pa3JIHHHbIX CBeTOBblX yCJIOBHHX. 
ßu(p(py3uoHHoe conporueAenue npedeapureAbnux deopuKoe. Pe3yjibTa-
Tbi pacqeTa conpoTHBAeHHH AH<j)<J)y3HH BOA»HOMy napy yepe3 npeABapn-
TejibHbie ABOpHKH npeACTaBJieHU Ha pnc. 2. HecMOTpa Ha AOBOJibHO SHa^H-
TejibHbie pa3JinqHH B pa3Mepax NPEABAPHTEJIBHBIX ABOPHKOB OTAeJibHbix no-
öeroB (HanpHMep, Me>KAy cBeTOBOH H TeHeBofi xBoeft MOAeAbHoro AepeBa 1),  
HX conpoTHBAeHHe pa3^HqaeTCH O^eHb iMaAO. 3TO Bbi3BaHO TeM, QTO õoAee 
rjiyõoKHe npeABapHTejibHbie ABOPHKH OAHOBPEMEHHO H uiHpe, H A^HHHee. 
YBEJIH^eHHe uiHpHHbi H AJiHHbi KOMneHCHpyeT yBeJinqeHHe conpOTHBjieHHH 
3a cneT yBeAH^eHHH niyÖHHbi. MaKCHMajibHoe pa3AHHHe conpoTHBAeHHH 
NPEABAPHTE^bHbix ABOPHKOB y H3yqeHHHx AepeBbeB coeraBAaeT OKOJIO 30% 
(2675—3754 c-CM-3). 
B sKOJiornqecKOM cMbicjie õoAee BBÄHUM, qeM conpoTHBAeHHe oTAejib-
Hbix ycTbHU, HBJijjeTCH cpeAHee conpoTHBAeHHe AHCTa, T. e. conpoTHBjieHHe, 
Bbipa>KeHHoe Ha njiomaAb noßepxHocTH. B <J>opMHpoBaHHH 3Toro napaMeT-
pa OTyeTJiHBo BbipaxaeTCH BJIHHHHC BAPBNPOBAHHH NOBEPXHOCTHOÖ NAOTHO-
CTH ycTbHU (pnc. 2). 3a cqeT ee pa3jmqHH BeAHMHHa r, MomeT H3MeHHTbCH 
AßyKpaTHo: OT 0,64 AO 1,36 C-CM-1. 
B npHBeAeHHbix pacqeTax npeABapHTeAbHbie abophkh paccMaTpHBaioTcn 
KaK cBoõoAHbie A^iH AH<|)4)y3HH ra30B npocTpaHCTBa (pnc. 3, a, 6) .  OAH3KO 
H3BeCTHO, «TO y XBOHHblX OHH 3anOJIHeHbl OTJIOKeHHeM 3IIHKyTHKyjlHpH0r0 
BocKa [7, 9] (pnc. 3, e, z). 3TH BOCKOBbie CTpyKTypw yBejiHMHBaioT conpo­
THBjieHHe, HO HacKOAbKO — onpeAeAHTb BecbMa TpyAHO. CAeAaHU JiHUUb OT-
AeJIbHUe nOnblTKH OHeHHTb BJIHHHHe 3THX CTpyKTyp Ha AH(|)(J)y3HIO ra30B. 
TaK, Xl}Ke4)4)pH C C03BT. [9] H3 OCHOBe .MHKp04>0T0rpa<})HH, CAeJiaHHblX CK3-
HHpyKDIIXHM 3JieKTpOHHHM MHKpOCKOnOM, npeAnOAOJKHA, MTO BOCKOBbie OT-
JIOJKEHHH B npeABSpHTeAbHblX ABOPHK3X eJIH CHTXHHCKOH yBeJIHHHBSIOT CO-
npoTHBjieHHe npHMepHO B 2 p333. OAHaKo 3Ta HH<J)pa BecbMa npHÕjiHJKeH-
Hajj. KaK n0Ka3aH0 B AaAbHefiuiHx paõOTax, MHKpocTpyKTypa snHKyTHKy-
JIHpHOrO B0CK3 OHeHb H3MeHqHBa. OHa 3aBHCHT OT B03paCTa XBOH, BAHHHHH 
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PHC. 2. ConpoTHBAeHHe ÄHc{>cj>y3HH BOAHHOTO napa iepe3 
NPEFLBAPHTE^BHTIE ÄBOPHKH. «  
JleBhie CTOJIÖHKH — conpoTHBjieHHe oflHoro npejiBapHTejib-
Horo ÄBopHKa (yKa3aHb! KOMnoHeHTH conpoTHBJieHHH), npa-Bbie CTOJIÖHKH — conpoTHBjieHHe, BupajKeHHoe Ha noBepx-
HOCTb DflOmaÄH XBOH 
MeTeopojioniqecKHx ^airropoB H ypoBHH aarpH3HeHHH B03Ayxa [8]. Te 
«KpHCTajuraqecKHe» MHKporpyõoqKH Bocna, KaKHMH OHH npeACTaBJiHJiHCb-
^JKe4><})pH C COaBT., C B03p3CT0M XBOH nO£BeprajOTCH CJIHHHHIO, OÖpa3yH 
«aMOp(J)HbIÖ» BOOK (pHC. 3, z). B yCJIOBHHX aTM0C({>epH0r0 3arpH3HeHHH BOC­
KOBbie npoÕKH B npeÄBapHTejibHbix ÄBopHKax noÄßepraiOTCH CHJibHOH spo-
3HH. Bee 3TH HBJieHHH 00H3aTeJIbH0 BJIHHIOT Ha COnpOTHBJieHHe npeÄBapH-
TeJIbHblX ABOpHKOB H yCJIOJKHHIOT aHaJ!H3 HX BJIHHHHH Ha SKOJIOrHieCKHe 
(JjyHKUHH XBOH. 
dKOAOzmecKan 3HamiM0CTb npedeapureAbHux deopuKoe. IlpeÄBapH-
TejIbHbie ABOpHKH yCTbHU COCTaBJIHIOT ÄOnOJlHHTeJIbHOe COnpOTHBJieHHe ÄH(|)-
(J)y3HH yr^eKHCJioro ra3a H BOAHHoro napa, BJIHHH TaKHM 00pa30M Ha HH-
TeHCHBHOCTb (J)OTOCHHTe3a H TpaHOIHpaHHH. XI.J1H KOJIHieCTBeHHOH OlteHKH 
HX BJIHHHHFL Ha 3TH npOUeCCbl npHXOAHTCH y^HThJBaTb H APyrHe KOMnOHeHTbl 
COnpOTHBJieHHH AH(J)(})y3HH. 
ConpoTHBAeHHe ycTbHqHbix mejieü MOJKHO paccMHTaTb corjiacHO (j)opMy-
Jie BpayHa H ScKOMÕa, M0AH(})HUHP0BAHH0H RIAPJIAHROM H Barr0Hep0M 
[13], y^HTMBAN rviyÖHHy, A-flHHy H rnnpHHy ycTbHqHbix mejiefi. Ha pnc. 4 
npHBe^eHU pe3y;ibTaTbi pacqeTOB TpaHcnHpauHH Ha npHMepe CBCTOBOH XBOH 
MOÄejibHoro AepeBa 1, a TaKxe KpoMe conpoTHBJieHHH ycTbHMHUx mejieö 
oõmee conpoTHBjieHHe ycTbHU H npeABapHTejibHbix ABOPHKOB.  üpn STOM 
aHajiornqHO paccyJKAeHHio X^XE^pH c coasT. [9] AonycKaeTca, HTO BOC-
KOBbie cTpyKTypu yBejiHHHBaioT conpoTHBjieHHe nycTbix ABOPHKOB BAßoe. 
NPH cocTaBJieHHH pnc. 4 yqTeHO H conpoTHBjieHHe norpaHHHHoro CJIOH no-
õera, ycTaHOBJieHHoe H3MH no CKOPOCTH ncnapeHHH BOA« C moKpwTwx rnn-
COM noÖeroB [2J. IlpeABapHTejibHbie ABOPHKH MoryT 0Ka3HB3Tb cymecT-
BeHHoe aHTHTpaHcnnpauHOHHoe BJIHHHHE jiHiiib B cjiyvae oTKpbiTbix ycTbHU. 
T3K, npH UIHpHHe yCTbHHHblX IlteJieH 4 MKM ÄOJIH npeÄBSpHTe^bHblX ÄBOpH-
KOB ÖOJIbUie nOJIOBHHM OÖIHerO COnpOTHBJieHHH. ÜO Mepe 3aKpblTHH yCTbHU. 
oömee conpoTHBjieHHe YBEJIHMHBAETCH H AOJIH npeABapHTejibHbix ABOPHKOB 
yMeHbiuaeTCH. TaK, ecJiH mnpHHa ycTbHHHbix mejieö 0,25 MKM, TO ycTbHM-
Hoe conpoTHBjieHHe cocraBJiHeT 87, a conpoTHBAeHHe npeAßapHTe.ibHbix 
ÄBOPHKOB— 13% OT oõmero COnpOTHBJieHHH. 
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PHC. 3. ycTbHita eJiH eBponeftcKofi noA cKaHHpyiomHM SACKTPOHHHM MHKpocKonoM: a — pa3-
pe3 ycTbHiHoro annapara. SnHKyTHKyjiHpHbiä BOCK pa3Ma3aH no npeABapHTejibHOMy ABO-
pHKy npH pa3pe3aHHH XBOHHKH. riyHKTHpHofi JiHHHeä noKa3ano oMepraHHe npeABapHTeJib­
Horo ABopHKa. 6 — BHA npeABapHTeJibHoro ABopHKa cßepxy. BOCK yflajieii acjmpoM. 
e — CTpyKTypa «KpHCTaJiJiHiecKoro» BocKa Ha TOjibKO HTO pacnycTHBiueßcH XBoe. e — cTpyK-
Typa «aMop(J)iioro» BocKa B npeflBapmeJibHOM ÄBopHKe Ha 4-JieTHefi XBoe. JX^HHa õanbix CTOJIÕHKOB COOTBeTCTByeT 10 MKM. OoTorpa<j)HH CÄejiaHH Ha C3M. «Tecjia BS-300» B jiaõopaTopHH sjieKTpoHHOH MHKPOCKOITHH 
Ta^jiHHCKoro nojiHTexiiHiecKoro HHCTHTyTa y. KajuiaByc 
Bonpocu 3KOJIORHIIECKOFI 3HA*IHMOCTH NPEABAPHTEJIBHBIX ABOPHKOB pac-
CMaTpHBajiHCb B paõoTax X. BajibTepa [1], B. Jlapxepa [10] H ÄJKe^P11 
C CO a BT. [9]. ÕHK npHDJJIH K BblBOAy, lITO npCABapHTejIbHbie ABOpHKH 
TpaHcnHpauHio yMeHbiuaioT B öojibiueö Mepe, qeM <|)OTOCHHTe3, nocKOJibKy 
Ha 4>OTOCHHTe3 orpaHH^HBaiomee BJIHHHHC OKa3biBaeT H BHYTPH JI HCTOB oe 
PHC. 4 .  PERYJIHUHH HHTCHCHBHOCTH 
TpaHcnnpauHH CBeTOBoro noõera ejiH B 
33BHCHMOCTH OT CTeneHH OTKpfclTOCTH ycTbHij: 1 — npeAnojiaraeMan TpaHcnn-
paitHH, eCJIH Õbl yCTbHUa H3X0AHJIHCb 
na noBepxHoeTH XBOH; 2 — npeAnojia-
raeMa« TpancnnpaHHH B cjiyiae OTcyT-
CTBHH ycTbHU, T. e. ewiH npeABapHTejib-
ime ABOpHKH OTKpHBajIHCb npHMO B Me-30(})HJIA; 3—5 — TpaHcnHpauHio orpami-
1HB3IOT BCe KOMIIOHeHTbl conpoTHBJie-
HHH (cKopocTb BeTpa 1,0 (3); 0,2 M-
•c_1 (4); 0, T. e. aõco^iOTiibiö nmuib (5)). ycjiOBHH pacicTa: TeMnepaTypa 
B03AyXa H XBOH 20°, OTHOCHTMbHaa 
BJiajKHOCTb 60%, conpoTHBjieHHe npeA-
BapHTeJibiioro ABopHKa BMecTe c BOCKO-
BbiM HanojiHeHHeM 2 C-CM-1 
conpoTHBjieHHe (conpoTHBjieHHe Me30<j)HjiJia). TaKHM oõpaaoM, npeABapH-
TejibHHe ABOPHKH yMeHbinaioT TpaHcnnpauHOHHoe cooTHomeHHe, T.  e. KO-
jiH^ecTBO noTepHHnoH pacTeHHeM BOAH Ha eAHHHuy 00pa30BaBiuer0CH opra-
HH^ecKoro BemecTBa. 
HaM «axeTCH, qTO STH rHnoTe3bi He OÖTJHCHHIOT nojiHOCTbio pojib npeA­
BapHTejibHbix ABOpHKOB. B OTHOIUeHHH TpaHCnHpaitHH, (J)OTOCHHTe3a H HX 
COOTHOHieHHH He HMeeT 3HaieHHH, H3MeHJieTCH JIH COnpOTHBJieHHe yCTbHq-
HOH mejiH HJIH npeABapHTeJibHoro ABopHKa.. IlpeABapHTejibHbie ABOPHKH 
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CHcreMy, KaK HeK0T0p0e AonoAHHTeAbHoe conpoTHBAeHHe, noAKAioqeHHoe 
noc.ieAOBaTejibHO K ycTbHuaM H 3ainHmaiomee pacTeHHe OT qpe3MepHoro 
3acbixaHHH B cAyqae «aBapHß» HAH HeaAeKBaraoö peryjiHUHH ycTbHMHux 
mejieö. 
BMBOAM. 1. ripeABapHTeAbHbie ABOPHKH ycTbHU ejin eBponeficKofi OKa-
3biBaiOT HA AH(|)<})y3Hio BOAHHORO napa 3HaqHTeAbHoe BAHHHHC, 0C00eHH0 
npH OTKpbITblX yCTbHUaX, OrpaHH^HBan TeM CaMbIM HHTeHCHBHOCTb TpaHC-
nnpauHH. 
2. XOTH pa3Mepu npeABapHTejibHbix ABOPHKOB ycTbHU MoryT H3MeHHTb-
CH B AOBOABHO uiHpoKHx npeAeAax, HX oõmee pacneTHoe conpoTHBAeHHe AO-
BOAbHO K0HCT3HTH0. MOJKHO npeAnOAaraTb, HTO B AeÖCTBHTeJIbHOCTH H3-3a 
pa3AHqnö CTpyKTypbi snHKyTHKyAHpHbix BOCKOBHX OTAOJKeHHH peaAbHoe 
conpoTHBAeHHe npeABapHTeAbHbix ABOPHKOB HaMHoro Bbime pacqeTHUx Be-
AH1HH. 
3. BoAbiue, neM H3MeHqHB0CTb pa3MepOB npeABapHTeAbHUx ABOPHKOB 
ycTbHU, Ha conpoTHBAeHHe AH4>4>y3HH ra30B MEJKAY AHCTOM H aTMOc<|)epoff 
BAHfleT H3MeHqHB0CTb nOBepXHOCTHOÖ nAOTHOCTH yCTbHU. 
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KOPPEL' A. T.f VAINIKKO K. Kh. 
VARIABILITY AND ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF STOMATAL 
ANTECHAMBERS IN NORWAY SPRUCE 
Variability of stomatal antechamber sizes and of the number of stomata per unit area 
in Picea abies Karst, needles were determined. Light and shade needles of 9—100-year-old 
spruce trees (the Estonian SSR) were analysed. Despite the pronounced fluctuations of 
antechamber sizes in light and shade needles, the calculated resistance of them to water 
vapour diffusion was similar. Resistance of stomatal antechambers depends on their num­
ber in the needle surface layer. The degree of stomatal opening affects both the antecham­
ber resistance and transpiration intensity. When stomata being fully opened, the percen­
tage of antechamber resistance may exceed a half of the total transpiration one. 
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Abstract. The variability of cuticular transpiration resistance (rc) was investigated in 
Picea abies. Needles of different crown positions, age, and air pollution load were 
measured. Cuticular resistance declined gradually with the needle age, so that in 
four-year-old needles it constituted about half of that in the current-year needles. In an 
individual tree, the values of r c  were much higher in the shade needles than in the sun 
needles. The experiments in which wax was removed with ether revealed that the role of 
epicuticular wax in the total r c  decreased with needle age. In the current-year needles, 
the resistance attributable to wax exceeded 40% of the total r c; in C + 3 needles it was 
as small as 18%. At the sites with polluted air the decrease in r c  during needle ageing 
was faster than at the control site. Calculations with wintertime air temperature and 
humidity used in a model showed that damage resulting from decreased cuticular 
resistance and consequent needle desiccation may appear after 22 days of continuously 
frozen soil in the four-year-old needles from the polluted site. Sun and shade needles 
from the control site can tolerate periods of permanent frost for 37 and 60 days, 
respectively. 
Key words: cuticular resistance, epicuticular wax, wintertime desiccation, Picea abies, 
air pollution. 
INTRODUCTION 
The rate of cuticular transpiration is considerably lower than the rate 
of stomatal transpiration, especially in xerophytes and conifers (Larcher, 
1975). However, under extreme conditions small variations in wintertime 
water economy may have crucial effects on the survival of conifers, thus 
playing the main role in determining both the altitudinal treeline in the 
mountains and the polar timberline (Tranquillini, 1979, 1982). A similar 
term 'urban timberline' has been proposed (Laine et ai., 1984) for localities 
where human impact is the most important stress factor determining the 
growth of trees. 
Cuticular resistance to water vapour diffusion (rc) decreases with 
needle age (e.g., Fowler et a!., 1980; Cape & Fowler, 1981). This 
phenomenon has been attributed to the gradual degradation of the epi­
cuticular wax (Grill, 1973; Sauter & Voß, 1986). Air pollution and acid 
rain increase the rate of wax erosion (Percy & Riding, 1978; Huttunen & 
Laine, 1981; Crossley & Fowler, 1986; Rinallo et al., 1986; Schmitt et ai., 
1987). 
Thus it seems logical to assume that the rate of decrease in rc during 
needle ageing could serve as an indicator of pollutant concentrations, 
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However, as Huttunen (1978) has stated, there may be great vari­
ability in cuticular resistance among individual trees. No investigations 
are known to us in which cuticular resistance of sun and shade needles 
has been studied on the same tree. 
The aim of the present study was to investigate the variability of 
resistance to cuticular transpiration in different parts of an individual 
tree, the variability between trees of the same age, and the differences in 
rc between trees growing under different air pollution loads. 
We have analysed the role of epicuticular wax and cuticle in total 
cuticular resistance, and we have estimated the possible influence of the 
age- and pollutant-induced decrease in rc on winter desiccation of needles. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Sample trees. The data were gathered from the following four sources in 
Estonia: 
(1) a 100-year-old tree of 38 m in height growing in a closed canopy 
stand in Roela 1 sample area, Vooremaa Ecological Station, 43 km north 
of Tartu. The shoots for measurements were taken from the upper (30 m) 
and lower (12 m) parts of the crown; 
(2) five 12- to 15-year-old self-sown trees growing in a close group 
in the open near the main laboratory of the Vooremaa Ecological Station, 
2 km from site 1. The shoots were taken from the western side of the crown, 
1 m above the ground. These trees were used to estimate the variation in 
rc amongst trees; 
(3) an 80-year-old tree growing 2 km northwest of the Kiviõli Oil-Shale 
Chemical Plant, a region in which alkaline oil-shale dust is deposited. The 
pH of snow water can reach 11.3 in this region (Laur & Mandre, 1987); 
(4) a 35-year-old tree from a hedge in the northern part of Tartu, a site 
with slight, complex air pollution (Frey et ai., 1988). 
Measurement procedure. Measurements were made on shoots of each of the 
four age classes: current year (C), and three previous years (C+l, C + 2, 
and C + 3). The measurements were made in the middle of May, two weeks 
before budbreak. Thus the C needles were almost one year old, C+1 
needles two years old, etc. 
For each sample, rc  was estimated on ten separate shoots. The twigs 
were cut off from the tree, placed in a plastic bag, and taken to the 
laboratory. The shoots were detached from the twig and hung in the open 
air in the laboratory. The cut surfaces of the shoots were covered with 
latex glue to prevent evaporation. Air humidity and temperature in the 
room were measured with a ventilated Psychrometer and the water vapour 
pressure deficit was maintained at about 1.0 kPa. As the boundary layer 
resistance at the air circulation rate in the laboratory (0.2—0.4 m-s- 1) 
was negligible as compared to cuticular resistance (Jarvis et al., 1976), 
the cuticular resistance to water vapour diffusion was calculated as 
rc— ( Q s a t . T n  Q s a t ,  T a  X X ^  X AJ AtTl, 
where psat is the saturating water vapour concentration at needle (Tn) 
and air (Ta) temperature, RH—relative air humidity, Am—water loss, 
t—time of the exposure, and A—the total needle surface area. Needle 
temperature was considered to be equal to air temperature. It was assumed 
that the stomata were closed completely and the cuticular phase of tran­
spiration was reached after 4 hours of desiccation. The water loss was 
estimated by weighing the shoots on a torsion balance 4 hours after their 
detachment and again 10 hours later. The accuracy of weighing was 
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0.1 mg. Baig & Tranquillini (1980) have suggested that cuticular 
transpiration should be measured after a 24-hour initial desiccation period. 
We could not do this as by that time the shoots had started to shed 
needles, especially the older shoots from the polluted sites. 
Total needle surface area was estimated by the bead method (Thomp­
son & Leyton, 1971). 
To determine the influence of epicuticular wax on rc, the wax was 
removed by rinsing the shoots in ethyl ether for 1 minute. 
The number of stomata was counted under the microscope at 1 mm 
intervals at the base, middle, and top of the four sides of the needles; five 
needles constituted a sample. Stomatal density was expressed on the total 
needle area basis. 
RESULTS 
Effect of needle age and position. In all the investigated trees the cuticular 
resistance decreased with needle age (Fig. 1). In general, the values of rc 
in the four-year-old needles were half those in the current-year needles. 
There were pronounced differences in rc among shoots from different 
crown positions in the forest-grown tree (Fig. 1). The shade needles from 
the crown base had much higher (X 1.6 to 2.2) resistance in all age classes 
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Fig. 1. Cuticular transpiration resistance of the shoots from the upper and the lower 
part of the crown of the 100-year-old tree. Error bars: ±SE. 
Variability between the trees. There were large differences in the rc of 
C-needles of the five open-grown trees, the values of rc varying from 
650±50, 620±60, 440±50, 430 ±20 to 420 ±30 s-cm- 1. On the average, 
however, r c  of the needles from young open-grown trees was closer to that 
of the shade needles rather than to the sun needles of the forest-grown 




stomata density, mm-1 
Fig. 2. The relationship between r c  and stomatal density in the current year sun 
(open symbols) and shade needles (closed symbols) of the 100-year-old control tree 
(/), 12—15-year-old trees (2), and a 35-year-old tree in a polluted area (5). Error 
bars: ±SE. 
Effect of epicuticular wax. In all the samples measured, removal of epi-
cuticular wax resulted in a decrease of the cuticular resistance (Fig. 3). 
However, the differences in rc of the treated and untreated shoots de­
creased with needle age. The contribution of the wax layer to the total rc in 
the C-needles was 44%, in the C-H needles 33%, and in the C + 3 needles 
only 18%. 
400 
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Fig. 3. Cuticular transpiration resistance of the shoots from Tartu (,4) and from the oil-
shale region (B). Dots denote untreated shoots, open circles mark epicuticular wax 
removed. The hatched area corresponds to the resistance of wax layer. Error bars: ±SE. 
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Effect of air pollution. Unfortunately, at present we lack exact quantitative 
data on the deposition of air pollutants at the investigated sites. Pilot 
studies have revealed a rather heavy alkaline dust deposition at the Kiviõli 
site and a slight alkaline deposition at the Tartu site. 
At both sites, the rc  values of C-needles (about 280—290 s-cm- 1) 
were almost the same as the values of the sun needles of the control tree 
from the Tartu site (Fig. 3). The decrease of rc  with needle age, however, 
was much more rapid in both polluted sites. In the control plot, rc  of C + 3 
needles decreased 1.9-fold as compared to the C-needles. At the Kiviõli 
site, the ratio was 2.7, and at the Tartu site, 3.6. 
DISCUSSION 
The general trend found in the present investigation—the decrease of 
rc  with the advancing of needle age—is consistent with earlier findings 
(e.g. Fowler et al., 1980). This result may be explained by gradual 
degradation of the epicuticular wax, as revealed in several other coniferous 
species (e.g. in Jeffree et al., 1971; Grill, 1973). In Picea abies, the epi­
cuticular wax undergoes with ageing both chemical changes and reduction 
in quantity (Günthardt-Goerg, 1986). 
The differences in rc of sun and shade needles are not easy to explain. 
There may exist several processes which result in a more rapid degradation 
of the epicuticular wax and/or the cuticle in more exposed leaves. In the 
timberline ecotone the abrasion of cuticular wax by windborne ice crystals 
resulted in a decrease of the cuticular resistance of the wind-exposed 
needles of Picea engelmanni (Hadley & Smith, 1986). Baker & Hunt 
(1986) have demonstrated that the mechanical impact of rain droplets can 
cause the erosion of the crystalline wax structures of some species with 
glaucous leaves. These effects may lead to bigger differences in rc of 
older needles from different crown positions. In our case, the situation 
was quite the opposite: the relative differences in rc of the sun and shade 
needles were greater in younger needles (Fig. 1). One possible reason for 
the higher resistance of shade needles could be their somewhat lower 
stomata number per unit of the needle area. The stomata may close not 
tightly enough and there may occur water vapour diffusion through the 
stomatal apparatus during the desiccation experiment, which could be 
higher than that of the non-stomatal epidermis. The lack of correlation 
between stomatal density and rc (Fig. 2) shows that this mechanism did 
not occur. We have no information on the differences in the diffusion 
resistance of stomatal and non-stomatal parts of epidermis in conifers. It 
has been shown that in Prunus laurocerosus, a species with hypostoma-
tous leaves, the cuticular conductance of the non-stomatal adaxial epidermis 
is higher rather than lower than that of the stomatal-bearing abaxial 
epidermis (Meidner, 1986). This indicates that the stomata close very 
tightly. 
The decrease of cuticular resistance with age in the trees growing in 
polluted areas was somewhat faster than in the control tree (Figs. 1, 3). In 
order to compare the rate of the decrease in rc, a ratio was used that may 
be called the ageing factor of rc (AF): 
AF = rc (C—needles)//*c (C+3 needles). 
The values of AF for the sun and shade needles of the control tree 
were 1.9 and 2.2, respectively; for the city-grown tree, 3.6; and for the tree 
from the alkaline-polluted site, 2.7. 
It has been demonstrated on several coniferous species that air pollu­
tion can cause an accelerated degradation of epicuticular wax structures 
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(Fowler et al., 1980; Huttunen et ai., 1981; Huttunen & Laine, 1981, 1983; 
Crossley & Fowler, 1986; Sauter & Voß, 1986), thus increasing their 
permeability to water vapour (Cape & Fowler, 1981). Alterations in the 
wax structure have been observed after spraying the needles of Abies alba 
and Picea abies with weak solutions of inorganic acids (Rinallo et al., 
1986; Schmitt et al., 1987). 
Our experiments with wax removal demonstrated that it was not only 
epicuticular wax degradation that was responsible for the impairment of 
cuticular transpiration resistance. The permeability of the cuticle per se 
increased with needle age as well. However, the wax degradation was 
much faster. Thus the share of the wax resistance (rwax—rc — rc, wax removed) 
in the tolal cuticular resistance decreased significantly with needle age. 
In C-needles, rwax contributed 44% of the total rc. Its share decreased to 
41, 33, and 17% in C+l, C + 2, and C + 3 needles, respectively. 
Model calculations of the wintertime water losses from the needles 
were made in order to evaluate the physiological significance of the 
decrease in rc on the whole-tree level. For the driving force of transpira­
tion the daily values of absolute air humidity and air temperature, 
averaged for January and February, 1984, were used (MeTeopo-nornqe-
CKHH ..., 1985). The initial conditions for the calculations were the follow­
ing: the initial needle water content—117.5%, needle specific area— 
50 mm2• mg~' (d.w.). Needle temperature was taken equal to air tem­
perature. The criteria for needle water content, leading to its sublethal 
damage and irreversible desiccation, were defined as the average values 
for Picea abies during the winter months according to Pisek & Larcher 
(1954). 
Under these conditions the water content of the shade needles for the 
control tree (rc = 500 s«cm-1) would approach the limit of drought resis­
tance after 47 days of permanent frost, and after 60 days the needles would 
desiccate to the critical damage level (Fig. 4). For the sun shoots of the 
control tree and shade C needles of the polluted trees (rc = 300 s-cm_1) 
these levels would be exceeded in 27 and 37 days, respectively. For C + 3 
needles of the polluted tree (rc = 180 s-cm_1) the initial damage would 
occur after 17 days and the critical limit of desiccation would be reached 
after 22 frosty days. 
e 100 
rc=300 
30 50 10 
number of days after stem freezing 
Fig. 4. Desiccation of needles with different rc during a period of continuously frozen soil. 
The hatched area denotes the region of sublethal damage as defined by Pisek & Larcher 
(1954). 
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The above calculations are extremely simplified. In sunny and calm 
days the temperature of sunlit needles may rise about 7 to 8°C above the 
ambient air temperature (Christersson & Sandstedt, 1978), thus increasing 
drastically the driving force of transpiration. Hence, our estimation of the 
decrease of the needle water content may be considerably underestimated, 
especially for the exposed parts of the crown. On the other hand, the snow 
and hoarfrost, covering the shoots for extensive periods, may serve as 
protection against desiccation. 
The decreased cuticular resistance of sun needles from the upper part 
of the tree combined with the high evaporation demand may be one of the 
mechanisms that lead to the well-known top-drying of conifers. 
Huttunen (1978) has found great differences in air pollution effects of 
different provenances and even individual trees of Pinus sylvestris and 
Picea abies. We have noticed the high individual variability of trees with 
respect to their rc, which may be one of the factors causing selective 
desiccation damage. This variability makes difficult to use rc of randomly 
sampled self-sown trees as an indicator of the air pollution level. Further 
experiments with clone material are needed to evaluate this possibility. 
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CMA'IHBAEMOCTb XBOH KAK HHflHKAI^HOHHblft TIPH3HAK 
3ArP5I3HEHHOCTH B03flYXA 
3a.zpsi3neH.ue, xoox, anuKymuKyjuipHbiü OOCK, ejib eoponeücKem, cocna oõbiKHoeeHHcm, 
CMUHuaaeMocmb. 
FloßepxHocTb jiHCTbeB öo^biiiHHCTBa pacTeHHH noKpwTa aioeM anHKyTHKyjiapHoro Bocua, MTO CJIJTKHT 
6apbepoM Menvty KyTHKy^OFI H OKpyxaromefi cpefloA. 3TOT oioii TOJime y KcepoMop<}>Hbix pacreHHH, 
H ero OCHOBHOH (JJYHKUHEII ciHTaioT yMeHbiueHHe Hcnapemjs BOAH H3 AHCTbeB [5, 6]. Y XBOHHHX, 
O6WQHO y MO/IOAOH XBOH, BOCKOBOH cnofi OTHOCHTenbHO TOJICTHÄ H HMeeT KpHeraMHqecKyjo CTpyKTypy. 
OcHOBHbje KOMNOHCHTBI BOCKa — anKOiwiH, oioxHbie acjjHpu, ajibflerHflb« H XHpHbie KHCJIOTN [10, 11]. 
Co CTapeHHeM XBOH BOCKOBOH CTIOH TepaeT CBOK) nepBOHaianbHyio crpyxTypy, Bexoropue KOMnoneHTH 
YHOCSTCA HAH HcnapajoTca. TÜKOH AerpaflHpoBaHHbifi BOCKOBOH cnofi He B cocroäHHH nannocTbio 
BHnojiHflTb CBOK) (})yHKUHJO, H noTepH BOflw H3 XBOH yBejiHiHBaJOTca. CxopocTb flerpaflauHH BOCKa 3HBHCHT OT MHOFHX loiHMaTHiecKHx <J>aKTopoB. OCOÕEHHO ÖHCTpo flerpaflHpyeT BOCK B ycnoBHax 
3arp»3netiHOcTH B03AYXA [5, 24]. YMHTbiBas BbiiueH3/io>ceHnoe, HeKOTopbie 3apy6exHbie y^eHue HcnoAb3yiOT HSMCHCHHC crpyKTypM 
SrniKyTHKyJISpHOrO BOCKOBOTO CJlOa y XBOHHMX KaK HHAHKaUHOHHWH npH3H3K 3arp93HeHH0CTH B03flyxa. 
B jiHTepaType H3BCCTHH pa3Hwe MeTOflbi H3ytjeioia COCTOSHHH anHKyTHKyjiapuoro Bocsa Ha XBoe. 
HexoTopwe aBTopbi nsyiaioT ero nofl sjiexTpoHHWM MHKpocKonoM [16, 19. 21—23], flpyme Hcno/ib3yK)T 
xocBeHHbie MeToflbi: onpeAeJieime XHMHMCCKOH cTpyKTypM BOCKa [11, 12], H3MepcHHe noTepH BOAH H3 
XBOH npn 3aKpwTwx ycTbHU,ax [21], a TaKJKe H3yMeHHe cMa^HBaeMocTH NOBEPXHOCTH XBOH. FIocjieAHHH 
M2T0A npeflcTaanaeT coöofi H3MepeHHe yivia Me*AY NOBEPXHOCTBM XBOH H Haxoflamefics Ha HEß Karuiefi 
BOFLBI [4, 18]. 3TOT METOA 6NJI H3ÖpaH B Hacrosmefi paßore, TAK KAK OH orBeiaeT MHOFHM TpeöoBamistM, 
npeAtaaiaeMbiM K HHAHKaijHH CPEAW. OH npocr, He TpeßyeT CHOXHOH armapaTypw, pafioTy MOJKHO 
npOBOAHTb c öojibiiiHM KO/iHMecTBOM npo6 B noAeBUX ycnOBHax. 
MeTOAHKy aas n3MepeHHa cManHBaeMOCTH noBepxHOCTH AHCTbeB pa3pa6oTaA T. E. Oorr [8]. 
CMa^HBAEMOCTB NOBEPXHOCTH 33BHCHT OT mepoxoBaTOCTH H XHMHICCKHX CBOÜCTB AHcra [9, 14], T. e. 
OT Mop(|)OJiorH«iecKOH cTpyKTypbi anHKyrHKyjiapHoro Bocxa H ero xHMRweacoro cocraBa. HeM pwx^ee 
crpyKTypa, TeM (kwibiue oeraeTca B03Ayxa MEATFLY BOCKOM H acHAKOCTbio, TeM MeHbiiie CMaiHsaeMOCTb 
XBOH. Kax npaBHJio, y rHApocfjoÖHHx pacreHHfi cMWBaioie cnoa anHKyTHKy/iapnoro BocKa c noBepxHOCTH 
AHCTa yBejiHHHBaeT CMauHBaeMOCTb, a y rHApo<}>H.nbHhix — yMeHbiiiaeT ee [9, 13]. 
noBbiuieHHe CMAMHBAEMOCTH NOBEPXHOCTH yBe^HMHBaeT BO3MO*hwh KOHTBKT pacTBopeHHbix B BOAÖ 
3arpB3HHTejiefi c ^HCTOM H TeM caMUM noBwuiaeT pHCK HX B03AeficTBHa Ha ^HCT, a Tamne n03B07iaeT 
HM ÖHCTpee nOnaCTbBTKBHH ZlHCTbCB [2, 7]. BbICOKaaCMaMHBXeMÕCTb" nOBepXHOCTH XBOH HJIH JiHCTbeB 
MOACET CTATB AONO/IHHTE/ibHOH npHMHHOH 3a6o/ieBaHHH AepeBbeB B npoMbiuuieHHHx pafioHax. TaK KAK 
fi 
PHC. 1. ONPEAEJIEHHE CMA<THSAEMOCTH 
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PHC. 2. CMAMHBAEMOCTB XBOHHOK e/w na 
Bbfcore 2 M 04), 10 M (5) H 18 M (B). 
Flpoöbi B38THI c ejiH, pacrymeü B6/IH3H 
BoopeMaacKoA axocranuHH B xopountx cae-
TOBUX YCNOBHAX. Ha rpac}>HKe notcaaaxu 
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B 3CTOHHH ejib eBponeftcKaa noBpexmena a 6o/ibuieii Mepe, MCM ApyrHe XBOfiuue, TO OCIIOBIIOC BHMMaime 
B HacTosiueft paõoTe yAe/ieHO STofi nopo«e. Bu/io H3YMEHO npupoaiioe BapbHpoBatme CMnMMüaeMüCTn 
XBOH H pa3^H'iHe B ee CMBMHBaeMOCTH npn pa3Hbix ypoBHüx 3arp»3iieHHa. K coxca/ieiiHio, B /iHTepaType 
MU He Ha ui/IH MaTepnaJioB 06 H3yMeHHH cMaMHBaeMOCTH XBOH e/m eBponcücKOÜ B flpyrwx paiionax 









Õ P i p a c m  x 6 o u , f i e m  
PHC. 3. B^naiiite anHKyTHKy/iapnoro BOCKH ita CMawHBa-
EMOCTB XBOHHOK TPEX BCTBCA OAHOA e/iH B f laranaMaacKOM 
^anfltiiatJjTHOM 3aica3HHKe: 1—3 — c BOCKOM; 4—6 — BOCK yaa-jie« 
MATEPHAJI H MCTOAHKS 
Ilpo6bi XBOH e/m eaponeücKofl H COCHH oÖHKHOBeHnofi B3HTW C AepeBbeB, pacrymHX B&IH3H 
BoopeMaacKOH 3KOjiorHnecKoft cTaiiuHH TapTycxoro ynHBepciiTeTa, a TaK*e B npoMuuuiennoM paflone 
KHBIIU/IH (R. TapTy) B naranaMaacKOM jiaHAmacfmiOM 3axa3nnKe H BwicanuucKOM rocaanoBeanHKe. Bce 
npoöu XBOH B3RTM c ABYXMETPOBOH BMCOTU y 20-JICTHHX H 6cwee crapux AepeBbeB, pacrymHX B xopoumx 
CBCTOBUX ycnoBiiflx. Rna yCTano&neiiHS Bapbiiponaimsi CMaMHBaeMOCTH B KpoiiOBOM npocTpancrec y OAiioro 
AepeBa npoöw B3BTW C pa3iibix BWCOTHUX cnoeB. Bce npo6u coCSpaHM B cyxyw noroAy. 
Xopoiune oÖ3opbi o MeroAHKe HCcneAOBaiiHfl CMaMHBaeMOCTH npHaeACHu H. K. Aa3MOM [3], a 
Taxace FLW. T. MapTHHOM H B. E. flwyiiHriepoM 120). ECJIH paHbuie CMAMHBAEMOCTB HS Me ps/m y 
BepTHKaJibito pncno/iojKeinibix /iHCTbeB [8, 18], TO ceHMac B öo/ibumiicTBe c/iywaeB H3Mepstor yran 
MEIKAY ropHaotiTajibiibiM JIHCTOM H iiaxoAauteAc« iia iieM xaiuieA JKHAKOCTH. 
B AaimoH pnöoTe XBOKIIKH 3axpenH/IH r0pH30HTajibH0 H ua HHX IMIIOCH/IH uinpnueM ican/m 
AHCTHJi/iHpoBatmoH BOAbi o6i>eMOM 1—3 MK/I, ZUIS H3Mepei(HH ywa H3o6pa»eHHe XBOH cnpoeuHposa/iH AHanpoeKTopoM na atcpaH. Yro/i Mexay tcaanett BOAU H noeepxnocTbto XBOH H3Mepsum yr/iowepoM 
(pitc. 1). linn Toro MTO6w cMnnnBaeMocTb 6bi/ia copasMepua c M3MepneMbtM yr/ioM, onpeAeflanH yran 
ß. Mcno/ib3onaHHbiA MHOHIMH HCC/IEAOSATE/IHMH TAK NA3UBAEMUA KOHTAKTHUA yran a B 3TOM anyiae 
BhiMHCJiseTC» Tax: a = 180°—ß. 
B itexoTopbix onwTax anHKyTHKy/wpnufl BOCK yAa/is/m c noBepxnocTH XBOH 3T>UIOBMM 3<T>HPOM B 
RCMEIME 10 MHII. Bo nartewamic cayiaAiioA OUIH6KM B KBXAOA npoöe UWIHC/IH/HI CPEAHHA yrtvi pjw 
AeenTH XBOHHOK. 
ConpoTH&neiiHe KyTHKy/ispnoA TpaiicniipaitHH H3Meps/m Ha 4-M H 14-M nacy noone OTpe3aiws 
notfera OT AepeBa, YWHTUBAA noTepio Maccu na eAiniHity naomaAH XBOH. B TO *e BPEMS YMTUBA/M TeMnepaTypy H B/iaxnocTb B03Ayxa B /laöopatopHH. 
Pc3yAbTaTbi 
B CBH3H c TeM, MTO coe/IENHW o CMaMHBaeMOCTH XBOH e/m eBponeAcKoA B IHTepaType orcyTCTByioT, 
npooe/m paa OIIUTOB A/IH yromieHiiw MCTOAHKH. BHain/ie H3yna/IH CMauHBaeMOCTb Bepxjiefl H HHXiiefi 
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PHC. 4. CMAMHBAEMOCTB XBOHHOK COCHH: /, 2 — B6/IH3H BoopeMaacKoft 
3KOCTAHUHH; 3 — B r. TapTy (/—3 — c BOCKOM); 4 — BOCK yA&neH 
<ir. Tapty) 
Bo3pacT ROAHHHORO npnpocra, /ieT Bepxnaa rpatib, ß° HHXOIHSI rpaHb, F)° 
1 126 127 
2 129 129 
3 134 132 
4 144 139 
5 144 140 
PA3HHUBI B CMaMHBaeMOCTH BepxHeA H iiHjKHefi rpanw XBOH He oÖHapyxeHo, n03T0My neoßxoflHMOCTb 
H3MepeHHsi CMaMHBaeMOCTH oöenx rpaHefl õrnana [13, 25]. I~Io3flHee H3yMajiH ToytbKO auaTOMHMecKH 
BepxHHe rpaHH XBOH ejiH. HecMorp» Ha TO MTO CMamiaaeMOCTb XBOH C pa3H0ii BMCOTM B xpone pa3JiHMaeTcs, He oöiiapyjKCHO 
npsiMOH aaBHCHMOCTH 3T0H Be^HMHHM oT BucoTH npHxperuieHHa XBOH. Co cTapeHHeM XBOH ee 
CMaMHBaeMOCTb ys&nHMHBaeTca Ha Bcex BbicoTax (pHC. 2). y XBOH C yfla/iennuM BOCKOM Taxoe 
B03pacTH0e H3MeneHHe snaMHTe-nbiio yMeHbuiaeTC«. npa 3TOM OOMTII BO Bcex a/iyuaax y^a/ieuae 
BOCKa npHBOAHT K yMeHbUieHHio, a tie K yBejiHMeHHio CMaMHBaeMOCTH XBOH. Cti/ibHee Men«eTcst npH 
yfla/ieHHH socxa THflpocJjoÕHocTb cxapoü XBOH (pHC. 3). TaKoii *e pe3y^bT8T nojiyMen npH Hcc^eflOBaHHH 
XBOH COCHM (pHC. 4). 
B npiipofle CMaMHBaeMOCTb — BecbMa BapHaßeJibHwfi napaMeTp, y noßeroB cocennHX «epeabeB H 
«axe pa3Hwx npnpocTOB oflHoro AepeBa OHa MOJKCT pa3/iHMaTbca AOBO^biio 3naMHTeJibiio. JXna 








B o j p a c m  x b o u ^ n e m  
Piic. 5. CMniHuaeMOCTb XBOHHOK ejiH H3 pasnwx pafioHOB 3CTOHHH: 1 — BnncaiiAHCKHH 
aanoneAHHK; 2 — naratiaMaacKHH .naHflujacJrnihiit 33KB3HHK; 3 — BoopeMaa; 4—6 — 
c/ianuexHMHMecKHH KOMÕHH3T B KnBHbwii; 5 — r. TapTy 
BoapaCT roflHMHoro npupocTa, /ICT CMaMHBaeMOCTb, ß" KyTHKy/mpnoe conpoTHMenHe R, C-CM 1 
2 119 379 
2 132 347 
2 127 306 
3 1;20 104 
3 128 107 
3 138 211 
KaK BHflito, Koppe;iau,nfl MC »my KyTHKy/isipnuM conpoTHBJieHHeM H cMaMHBaeMOCTbfo cKopee 
no3HTHCiiasi, qeM iieraTHBuasi. 
Hecworpa Ha iieoAimaKOBoe 3arps3tieiiHe ro3flyxa, cymeciBeHiibix pa3/iHMHH B CMaMHBaeMOCTH XBOH 
M pii3HMx panonax 3CTOHHH iie oönapyxeno (pHC. 5). 3HaHHTe/ibno oT^imaeTca no CMaMHBaeMOCTH 
TOJIBKO XBOS c o. BnncaiiflH. 
06cy*fleHHe 
H3 NPOBEFLENNOH paöoTbi oneayeT, MTO no CMaMHBaeMOCTH XBOHHOK oflnoro noöera HELBAS cyflHTb 
o CMAMHBAEMOCTH apyrHx XBOHHOK AEPEBA. Pa3.n HM iie B CMAMHBAEMOCTH XBOHHOK B NPEAE/IAX OAHOTO 
noöera HeaiiaMHTe/ibiio H n03T0My IIPHMHHOH reTeporeHHOcTH Me)Kfly BCTBSMH B rrpefleyiax oflHoro 
75 
AepeBa MOKCT 6wTb HX pajiuiHa« axcnosHUHu no oTHOUiemiio x cojineMnoft paAHauHH, BeTpy, Acno3HUHH 
nWIH H APyrHM BHeillHHM B03fleACTBHHM. Bce yKa3aHHbie npHMHllbl BW3blBaK>T HSMeHeHHS crpyKTypu 
h XHMimecKoro cocTasa Bocxa [7, 15, 17]. Co CTapeimeM XBOH anHxyTHKyjisipHuft BOCK BUBeTpHBaeTca, 
ero XHMHqecKHft COCTSB H Mop<J)ocTpyKTypa H3MeitaioTcs. OMCBHAKO, STH HSMeHeima npiiBOAST K TOMy, 
mo cfapue XBOHHKH CMaMHBaioTCs ^yniue. Paa/iHMne B rHAjxxjjoÖHocTH XBOH OAHOBOspacrHux, paaoM 
pacTymHX AepcBbCB MOXCT öbiTb BU3BaHo rcHeTHtecKofi BapHaõe/ibHocTbK) AepeBbeB. Ana ycipaneHH« 
reHeTHMecKH oõycjioBJieHHoft BapHafejibHOCiH ue^ecooõpaano npoBOAHTb ortbiTu Ha KAOHOBOM MaTepH&ne. 
C^eflyeT oöpaTHTb BHHMaHHe Ha <)>aKT, MTO xyxe CMaMHBaioTCs Te XBOHHKH, y xoTopux BOCK CMHT 
HJIH KyTHKyjiapHoe conpoTHanemie He OMeiib BMCOKOC. ECUH B3aTb 3a ocuosy, MTO KyriiKynapHoe 
conpoTH&neinie XBOHHOK SBBHCHT HenocpeACTBeHHo OT TO/IUIHHU H cne/iocTH noxpuBaioiuero BOCKOBQTO 
cnoa, TO M03KH0 npeAnanaraTb, MTO anHxyTHKyjinpHfatA BOCK cMaMHBaeTcn — xax y e.in eBponeftcxoA, 
Tax H y COCHbl OÖbIKHOBeHHOft — .lyMUie, MeM KyTHKy/ia. IlpaBK/lbHOCTb TaKOA TeOpHH npilBOAHT K 
COMHCHHfO B B03MOXHOCTH ynOTpeÖ/ieHHfl CMaMHBaeMOCTH XBOH B KBMeCTBe HHAHK3T0pa 3arpS3HeilHH 
B03Ayxa. Ha 3TO yxaauBaxrr H flamme, nanyMeniiwe H3 MCCT C pasHWM ypomieM sarpasHeHHocTh B 
3CTOHHH. 
HauiH PEAY^BTBTH OTJIHHAIOTCS OT pesy-NBTQTOB flx. H. KeAna [4]. Tax xax METOFLHKA B oõeHx 
pa6oTax OAHHAKOBAA, TO STUXMHTEJTBHO jiyMiuaa CMAMHBAEMOCTB XBOH COCHW OÖWKHOSEHHOFT B 3CTOHHH 
no cpaBHeHHio c AepeabBMH Ueirrpa/ibiioA Be^HKoßpHtaiiHH MoxeT 6wTb BbiSBaHa »UIH reneTHMecKHMH 
paSJIHMHflMH, H/IH, CCJIH BCe-TBKH HCn0flb30BflTb TeopHK) O npHTOflHOCTH CMaMHBaeMOCTH B KBMeCTBe 
HHflHKaTopa aarpasHeHHa, cymecTBeHHo 6o/ibmeA 3arps3HenHOCTbK) B03Ayxa B 3CTOHHH. B CBeTe TOKOA 
TCOpHH M0XH0 o6bBCHHTb H KH3KyK> CMaMHBaeMOCTb XBOH ejt» H3 0. BlUlCaHflit. 3TOT OCTpOB — CaMOe 
YFLMCHHOE MCCTO OT cyuiH B 3CTOHHH, H MHCTOTY ero aTMoc4>epw OTMCMBJIH Mnorne YMEHUE [ 1]. 
He/ibaa, OAHaxo, nofiHocTbio nciuiioMMTb roro, MTO Ha MOJiOAy» XBOIO AeAcTByeT 3arps3neitne, 
Hapyuiatomee CTpyxTypy socxa Ha xsoe, H nocneflytouuie B03pacTHbie WIH BuaBamibie AonoJiHHTe^bHbiM 
aarpasHeHHeM h3mghchh8 ÜOMTH He npoaBTinoTca. Una npoBepxn flaimoft rnnoTesw HCOCXOAHMM 
cneunajibHbie 9KcnepHMeHTU. Ho pesy^bTaTaM AaiwoA paõoru MOXIIO samiioMHTb, MTO CMaMHBaeMOCTb 
npupoAHoro MaTepn&na XBOH mh eBponeAcxoft H COCHM OÕUKHOBCHHOA B ycnoBiisx 3CTOHHH Hejibss 
npHMenstb npn HHAHK3UHH ypoBHa 3arp>3HeHHOCTH. 
BUBOAM. 1* CMaMHBaeMOCTb XBOH xax y ejiH CBponeAcxoA, Tax H y COCHW OÕUKHOBCHHOA ynyMiuaeTc» 
CO CTapCHHCM XBOH. XopOIUBI CMaMHBaeMOCTb CTQHOBHTCa flOnOJlHHTe/lbHUM (JjaKTOpOM 3aÕOflCBaHH8 B 
sarpasHeHHoA aTMoccJ>epe. 
2. CpaBHeHHe HBIIIHX A&HHUX C ASHHUMH HS 3apy6e*Hoft /iHxepaTypu noKaabisaeT, MTO XBOHHKH 
COCHU B 3CTOHHH CMaMHBaioTCB ropasAo jjyMiue, MeM B BejiHKoäpHTaHHH. ITPHMHHOA SToro MoryT 6wTb 
/IH6O reneTHMecKHe pas/iHMHa, jih6o öojibwee sarpasHeniie aTMOcc^epw B ŠCTOHHH. 
3. Xyxe CMaMHBatoTca XBOHHKH, y xoTopux anHxyTHKy^apiibiA BOCK CMUT. KyTHxyjia CTapoft XBOH 
6anee rHApo4>o6Ha, MCM BOCK. 
4. CMaMHBaeMOCTb XBOHHOK B paAoiiax c paaHbiM sarpaaneHiieM B 3CTOHHK cymecTBemio iie 
paa/iHMaeTca, n03T0My CMaMHBaeMOCTb He^b3s ncno:ib30BaTb B xaMecTBe HHflHKaTopa 3arps3HeHHa 
B03Ayxa. 
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TapTycKHfi ynHBepcHTer, 
Tapty, 3CTOHMH 
K. Kh. Heinsoo 
WETTABILITY OF NEEDLES AS AN INDICATOR OF AIR POLLUTION 
Wettability of needles in Picea abies L. and Pinus sylvestris L.t growing in regions of various 
pollution in Estonia, is considered. The contact angle between the surface of a needle and a water 
drop is mostly influenced by structure and chemical composition of epicuticular wax Wi.h aging the 
wax is destroyed, the needles become more hydrophylic. The needles, in which wax is .amoved off 
with ethyl ether, are wetted poorer. Wettability of needles is a variable parameter, therefore it cann't 
be used in indicating the pollution level in Estonia. Possible reasons of a gap between the data obtained 
and given in literature are discussed. 
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TEPMOflHHAMHHECKHE I10KA3ATEJIH BJIArOOEECnEHEHHOCTH flEPEBA 
Cocna oöbiKHOaeiiHOst, mepModuHOMunecKuü nodxod, eodnbie nomeaquajibi u nomom 
a depeee, 3anacbt eodu e nonae. 
. npHMeKeiiHe TepMOAiwaMH wee Koro noAXOAa npH H3y4emiii /UINAMHKH BOFLHORO 06 Me Ha aaeT BO3-
MOXHocTb pucKpwTb MHorne eajxHue ocoöeHHOCTH 3Toro npouecca. OAHHM H3 BonpocoB, Tpeöywuwx 
AeTajibHoro paccMOTpeHiist, sB^seics Bonpoc 06 ouenxe anarooßecneneHHOCTH pacTetmft no Tep-
MOAHHaMHMecKHM noica3aTe;isM. OCHMHO oõecneieHHOCTb pacTeHHH noMBCHHoft BJiaroft oueHHBaiOT no 
Be^HHHHe B^ajKHOCTH noMBbi. P. CneftMep [8], a B «ajibHeftuieM h Apyme aBTopw [15, 16] noxasaJin, 
MTO 3Ta oueiitca MOSCET 6WTB 60/iee TOMHOFT, ecjiH B xaqecTBe NOKAAATE-NS NCN0^B30BARB «OTBCT» 
caMoro pacTeHiis. 
HCXOA« us TepMOAHHaMHMecKHX npeACTaaneHHH, AßHüceHHe BOAM B CHCTeMe noMBa—pacreHHe—aT-
Mocc{>epa (ÜPA) rtpoMcxoAHT no rpaAHemy BOAHORO noTeHuwa/ia OF); npw STOM, neM (wibiue Ha 
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The structure of epicuticular wax of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karsten) needles 
from 12 localities on the Estonian mainland was studied by SEM in 1988. Rapid degra­
dation of tubular wax into flattened plate-like structures was observed in all sites. Even 
during the first growing season degradation was rapid in three localities, two of which 
are situated far from the local sources of air pollution. In 1993 epicuticular wax struc­
ture was studied in cloned young Norway spruces planted in 10 localities. Despite the 
different exposure of the study sites to air pollution, the rate of wax degradation from 
tubular into flattened structures in the sites was similar. However, the degradation speed 
in naturally growing trees was much slower in 1993 than in 1988. Great variability in 
wax structure within a sample and even within the same needle was found, despite the 
genetically identical material used for the analysis. 
Key words: air pollution, cloned trees, epicuticular wax, Picea abies, variability 
INTRODUCTION 
All four sides of needles in Norway spruce (.Picea 
abies (L.) Karsten) are covered with a layer of epi­
cuticular wax of variable density and ultrastructure. 
The highest concentration of epicuticular wax can 
be found on the stomata (Huttunen 1994). 
Wax ultrastructure changes with needle age 
and under the influence of various environmental 
factors. In young needles wax is of a tubular type 
(Jeffree et al. 1971, Huttunen 1994). During age­
ing the initially tubular wax undergoes both struc­
tural and quantitative changes. Fine-structured 
wax formations fuse, forming flakes and plate­
lets. At the same time the chemical composition 
of wax changes while its amount decreases (Günt-
hardt-Goerg 1986). 
This naturally occurring wax degradation is 
accelerated in polluted air. Degradation can be 
caused by various pollutants: acid rain (Huttunen 
& Laine 1983, Riding & Percy 1985, Rinallo et 
al. 1986), nitrogen oxides (Friedland etal. 1984), 
ozone (Ojanperä & Huttunen 1989), traffic ex­
haust gases (Sauter et al. 1987), magnesium ox­
ide (Bermadinger et al. 1988), fluor compounds 
(Blighy et al. 1973). 
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Fig. 1. Location of the study sites. — 1: Putkaste. 2: 
Nõva. 3: Käsmu. 4: Kiviõli. 5: Vigala. 6: Väätsa. 7: 
Rakke. 8: Voore. 9: Tipu. 10: Aakre. 11: Tart'j. 12: 
Alska. 13: Haanja. 14: Värska. 
Wa>. degradation can increase needle wettabil­
ity (Cape 1983, Heinsoo 1994). Increased wetta­
bility, in turn, prolongs the contact time of water 
droplets on the needle surface, which can increase 
both wet deposition of pollutants (Lendzian 1984) 
and nutrient leaching from needles (Mengel et al. 
1987). 
The impairment of epicuticular wax can en­
hance cuticular transpiration. In coniferous trees, 
an increase in cuticular transpiration may be of 
crucial significance in winter and especially in 
early spring (Tranquillini 1976, Mengel et al. 1989, 
Koppel & Heinsoo 1994). If the soil and the con­
ductive elements of the tree are frozen, transpira-
tive water loss cannot be compensated, and the 
needle water content may drop below the level at 
which sublethal or even lethal damages occur. 
Winter desiccation may occur both near the al­
pine timberline (Baig & Tranquillini 1980) and 
in sites of polluted air (Sauter & Voß 1986). 
The structure of epicuticular wax, revealed by 
SEM, has been used for the bioindication of at­
mosphere pollution (e.g. Huttunen 1994,Turunen 
et al. 1994). However, the results are controver­
sial. Some authors have found good correlation 
between the speed of wax degradation and atmos­
phere pollution (e.g. Huttunen & Laine 1983, Sau­
ter etal. 1987, Tuomisto 1988, Turunen & Huttu­
nen 1990). Other authors have not detected the 
expected correlation between wax structure and 
the overall air pollution level (Hellqvist et al. 1992). 
There might be two basic explanations of these 
contradictory results. One cause is that wax deg­
radation depends not only on the pollution load 
but also on different climatic factors, e.g. on ra­
diation (Baker 1982, Kim 1985), wind abrasion 
(Tranquillini 1976, Crossley & Fowler 1986), 
which may shade the effect of pollution. Besides 
climatic factors that may modify the speed of wax 
degradation, the wax structure has pronounced 
biological variability. Wax structure and the speed 
of its degradation differs significantly in differ­
ent conifer species, subspecies and even in differ­
ent individuals (Hanover & Reicosky 1971). An­
other reason for the lack of correlation between 
air pollution and epicuticular wax structure can 
be the natural variability of wax in naturally grow­
ing trees with a different genetic background. 
The aim of the present study is to compare the 
structure of the epicuticular wax of Norway spruce 
in different parts of Estonia and to analyse the use 
of wax structure as an indicator of the air pollu­
tion level. Another objective is to evaluate wax 
degradation as a bioindicative parameter by using 
cloned Norway spruce seedlings, thus eliminating 
genetic variability in wax amount and structure. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Naturally growing trees 
The material was col leeted in the middle of November 1988 
from 12 sites in Estonia (Fig. 1. Table 1). The samples were 
collected from the northern sides of open-grown trees of 
about the same age (40-year-old trees), at the height of 2 m 
from the ground. The samples were taken from needles of 
four age classes (current-year needles (C). previous-year 
needles (C+1). C+2 and C+4 needles). Since in Kiviõli and 
Aakre the oldest needle class was lacking, C+3 needles were 
studied. 
Cloned trees 
In 1988 four-year-old cloned spruces were planted in 10 
different localities over Estonia (Fig. 1, Table 1). The goal 
was to represent areas of the country where different air 
pollution situations may occur. The plant material origi­
nates from the plant nursery of the Estonian Institute of 
Forestry and Nature Conservation. Cloning was done by 
grafting in 1984. Test trees were planted in open sites as 
close as possible to those used in 1988. In 1993 the sample 
trees had uniform and well-developed crowns, no grafting 
disturbances were detected. The trees had symmetrical 
crowns that did not differ from those of seed-grown trees of 
the same age. The height of the trees was 1.0-1.5 m. 
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Needle samples were collected at the end of November 
1993. The samples were taken from the northern side of the 
crown from current-year to four-year-old needles. Three 
trees were sampled from each site except for the Värska 
site where two sampling trees are growing and only one of 
them had living C+3 needles. Two needles from the central 
part of the leading shoot were sampled from each year-class. 
Thin epidermis samples were cut with a razor blade 
from the anatomically upper sides of fresh needles, mounted 
on sample stubs and dried for 24 h in a desiccator over 
CaCU. 
In order to provide comparison for the Estonian mate­
rial and to evaluate the resolution of the method used, nee­
dle samples were taken from a site in Northern Sweden 
devoid of any imoact of local air pollution sources (Flaka-
liden Research Area, Vindeln Research Station. 64°07'N, 
19°27'E, altitude 310 m a. s. 1.) and treated in the same way 
in August 1993. Here the current-year needles of a 30-year-
old tree were studied. As the experiment revealed, sample 
preparation and metal covering methods permitted to re­
solve the fine tubular structure of epicuticular wax (Fig. 4). 
The samples were covered with gold using JEOL Fine Coat 
Ion Sputter IFC-1100, the distance from the cathode being 
20 mm in 1988. The samples were located directly under 
the cathode. In order to decrease the possible thermal effect 
on wax the distance between the cathode and sample stubs 
was increased to 40 mm in 1993, the stub surface being 
inclined at 60° in relation to the cathode surface. After cov­
ering with metal the samples were examined in the scan­
ning electron microscope BS 300 (Tesla) with the accelera­
tion voltage 15 kV and magnification x 2 500 in 1988, and 
with the acceleration voltage 17 kV and magnification 
x 3 000 in 1993. 
In 1988 at least five typical microphotos were made 
from each sample. Wax structure was evaluated on the pho­
tos independently by both authors according to the 5-point 
scale, and the results were averaged. We constructed an 
arbitrary scale of typical sample photos which represented 
gradual degradation of epicuticular wax. Our scale was the 
same which was used by Huttunen and Laine (1983) for 
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.). 
In 1993 wax structures were examined in 10 stomatal 
antechambers from each needle. In each site/year-class about 
60 antechambers were examined. One typical antechamber 
per needle was photographed for subsequent independent 
control evaluation by the authors. 
The following wax status classes were defined: 1 — 
epicuticular wax has a well-defined fine-tubular structure, 
2 — fine wax structures prevail, about 25% of the wax con­
sisting of flakes or platelets. 3 — tubular and flattened struc­
tures have the same proportions, 4 — amorphous structures 
prevail, some coarse tubular structures are present, 5 — 
only amorphous wax is found in antechambers, or wax is 
mostly degraded (Fig. 2). 
Table 1. Characterization of the study sites. In parentheses: A — Sites where naturally growing trees were 
studied; B — Sites of cloned trees. Data on air pollution were taken from Frey et al. (1991 )a and Roots et al. 
(1992)b. Data marked with an asterisk originate from sites within the range of 20 km from sites of needle 
analysis. NA — Data not available. NAP — No local sources of air pollution. 
Site General description Annual deposition of 
sulphur (S) and calcium (Ca2+), 
kg ha_1yr1 
1. Putkaste (B) Plant nursery in the middle of a forest, NAP 24 (S)a 
2. Nõva (B) Small opening in the centre of a forest, NAP NA 
3. Käsmu (A, B) Village in the Lahemaa National Park, NAP, 60-80 km from 17* (S)b 
Helsinki, Tallinn and the industrial area of North-East Estonia 8* (Ca)b 
pH = 6.9*b 
4. Kiviõli (A, B) Industrial area, 2 km from a large oil-shale chemical plant 547 (S)b 
3 820 (Ca)b 
pH = 8.3" 
5. Vigala (A, B) Agricultural area close to a local road, NAP 13(S)a 
6. Väätsa (A) Opening in the centre of a forest, NAP NA 
7. Rakke (A) Agricultural area, 3 km from a lime plant NA 
8. Voore (A, B) Open area, 3 km from a village, NAP 18 (S)a 
9. Tipu (A, B) Open field in the Soomaa National Park, NAP 13(S)a 
10. Aakre (A) Opening in the centre of a forest, NAP NA 
11. Tartu (A, B) Centre of the town, air pollution of complex nature 
(traffic, communal heating) 64 (S)a 
12. Alska (A, B) Small village in the Paganamaa Landscape Reserve, NAP 22 (S)a 
13. Haanja (A) Sparsely populated agricultural area, NAP 22 (S)a 
14. Värska (A, B) Opening in the centre of a forest, NAP 13 (S)a 
Average for Estonia 17 (S)a 
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Fig. 2. Examples of epicuticular wax structure repre­
senting an arbitrary scale for estimating wax degrada-
''""'"V"' tion. Degradation classes 1 (A), 2 (B), 3 (C), 4 (D) and 
|| 5 (E). White bars = 10 pm. 
and gaseous pollutants was 609.3 thousand tonnes in 1990 
and 354 thousand tonnes in 1993 — Anon. 1995). Unfortu­
nately, we lack figures characterizing the pollutant deposi­
tion load over the Estonian territory in 1993. It is likely thai 
figures in Table 1 overestimate the real pollution load of 
1993. 
The data on air pollution in Estonia were collected from 
different sources (Table 1), which illustrates the highly vari­
able situation over the whole territory of the country. While 
the majority of the sites represent the close-to-average depo­
sition of sulphur (for 1986-1989 the average sulphur depo­
sition for Estonia was 17 kg ha~'yr' according to Frey et al. 
1991), deposition in the industrial region and in the town of 
Tartu was much higher. The most conspicuous site was 
Kiviõli where 2 km from the oil-shale processing plant the 
annual deposition of both sulphur and calcium was very 
high, 547 and 3 820 kg ha'yr1, respectively. High alkaline 
deposition resulted in the alkaline reaction of precipitation. 
The consumption of both energy and motor fuel decreased 
almost twofold at the beginning of the nineties, compared 
with the second half of the eighties. This resulted in a de­
cline of emitted air pollutants (total amount of emitted dust 
RESULTS 
Naturally growing trees 
The results of our study indicate a rapid degrada­
tion of epicuticular wax in all studied sites in 1988. 
We did not find needles with undegraded epi­
cuticular wax even among current-year samples 
in any of the sites (Table 2). In half of the sites 
epicuticular wax was entirely degraded even in 
C-needles. The biggest differences between the 
sites could be detected in young (C and C+l) nee­
dles, while in older needles uniformly strong wax 
degradation occurred in all sites. 
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Cloned trees 
With a few exceptions (Tartu, Tipu), notable wax 
degradation occurred in the course of needle age­
ing (Tables 2 and 4). After three vegetation peri­
ods most of the tubular wax structures had changed 
into flattened structures. The degradation speed 
did not differ significantly in different sites. 
The variability of epicuticular wax structure 
was significant even within a single needle. Typi­
cally, neighbouring antechambers had a similar 
Table 2. The status of epicuticular wax of naturally 
growing trees in 1988 on a 5-point arbitrary scale. 
Needle age class 
Site C C+1 C+2 C+3 C+4 
Käsmu 5 5 5 5 
Kiviõli 4 4 5 5 
Vigala 2 4 4 5 
Väätsa 2 3 4 5 
Rakke 5 5 5 5 
Voore 5 5 5 5 
Tipu 2 4 4 4 
Aakre 5 4 5 4 
Tartu 5 4 5 5 
Alska 4 5 5 5 
Haanja 4 3 5 5 
Värska 2 4 5 5 
or slightly different wax cover, however, in some 
samples, wax structure may differ drastically even 
between the closest antechambers (Fig. 3). Dif­
ferences usually occurred between neighbouring 
stomata rows. In the same site within-shoot wax 
structure variability was similar to variability be­
tween trees (Table 3). The highest variability oc­
curred in C-needles where both fine tubular and 
flattened amorphous wax structures could be 
found. The surface structures of older needles, 
usually lacking fine wax structures, are more uni­
form. In 1993 fine tubular wax structures, being 
Table 4. The status of epicuticular wax of cloned trees 
in 1993 expressed'in points on an arbitrary 5-point 
scale. Average values of more than oO estimates. 
Needle age class 
Site C C+1 C+2 C+3 
Putkaste 3 4 4 5 
Nõva 3 • 3 4 4 
Käsmu 2 3 4 4 
Kiviõli 2 2 5 5 
Vigala 2 4 4 4 
Voore 2 3 4 4 
Tipu 3 3 4 3 
Tartu 3 3 3 3 
Alska 2 3 4 3 
Värska 3 3 4 4 
Table 3. Variability of epicuticular wax within the shoot and between trees from the same site (Käsmu) and 
clone, expressed in points on an arbitrary 5-point scale (± S.E., the number of examined antechambers). The 
estimations were made in 1993. 
Needle average age Sample tree no. 1st needle 2nd needle Average 
C 1 2.0 (0.7, 12) 1.9 (0.2, 10) 2.0 (0.7, 22) 
C 2 1.9 (0.6, 8) 1.6 (0.8, 11) 1.7 (0.7, 19) 
C 3 1.7 (0.7, 9) 4.0 (0.0, 12) 2.9 (1.2, 21) 
Average 2.2 (1.2, 62) 
C+1 1 1.9 (0.5, 10) 2.4 (0.6, 13) 2.2 (0.6, 23) 
C+1 2 2.8 (0.4, 8) 3.3 (0.6, 11) 3.1 (0.6, 19) 
C+1 3 3.3 (0.8, 10) 3.4 (0.8, 15) 3.4 (0.8, 25) 
Average 2.9 (0.9, 67) 
C+2 1 3.7 (1.1, 17) 5.0 (0.0, 8) 4.2 (1.1, 25) 
C+2 2 3.6 (0.5, 10) 4.7 (0.5, 9) 4.2 (0.7, 23) 
C+2 3 4.0 (0.8, 10) 4.4 (0.6, 13) 4.2 (0.7, 23) 
Average 4.1 (0.9, 71) 
C+3 1 4.2 (0.8, 13) 3.5 (0.9, 12) 4.2 (1.1, 25) 
C+3 2 3.5 (1.0, 10) 3.8 (1.1, 10) 3.7(1.1,20) 
C+3 3 4.6 (0.6, 11) 4.4 (0.5, 10) 4.5 (0.6, 21) 
Average 4.0 (0.9, 66) 
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Fig. 3. Variability of wax structure in neighbouring 
stomatal antechambers. The degradation classes of 
wax cover on the stomatal antechambers: upper left 
— 3, upper right — 5, lower left — 4, lower right — 2. 
White bar= 10 |j.m. 
very rare in 1988, were relatively widespread. 
However, they were not so fine-structured as in 
samples taken from Northern Sweden (Fig. 4). 
The evaluation of wax structures involves a 
certain degree of subjectivity. Some antechambers 
are covered with almost uniform plate-like amor­
phous wax. When wax plates were damaged or 
removed during sample preparation, finer struc­
tures were revealed under removed flakes (Fig. 5). 
However, differences in wax structure as evalu­
ated by two authors were rather small: only in 5% 
of the photos were points different. 
On an average, wax structures were quite simi­
lar in different sites (Table 4). The biggest differ­
ences occurred in C-needles. At the same time, 
this age class displayed the highest within-shoot 
variability. 
DISCUSSION 
In 1985 we made the first pilot study of epicuticu­
lar wax structure on spruce from the Vooremaa 
site and found fine-structured tubular wax. Simi­
lar wax structures were lacking in the samples of 
1988 originating from all parts of the country. This 
phenomenon may indicate an overall increase in 
Fig. 4. Epicuticular wax in the stomatal antechamber 
of a current-year needle of spruce from Northern 
Sweden. White bar = 10 (im. 
atmospheric pollution in Estonia during die sec­
ond half of the 1980s. 
In three sites wax degradation occurred in 
needles of all year classes. Only one of these sites, 
Rakke, is situated close to a local industrial enter­
prise (a lime plant emitting alkaline lime dust). 
The other two sites are located far from local pol­
lution sources. Voore is a typical East-Estonian 
village with sparsely lying farmhouses, Käsmu is 
a resort area in the Lahemaa National Park. Sur­
prisingly, slightly less damaged needles were 
found in the Kiviõli site which is situated in the 
north-eastern part of the country. This is the area 
where numerous oil-shale industrial enterprises, 
including thermal power plants and chemical 
plants, are concentrated. The study site is located 
2 km from a major oil-shale chemical plant. Here 
the high concentration of acid sulphur emission 
is neutralized by alkaline dust. Excess of calcium 
ions causes alkalinization of precipitation. Rapid 
wax degradation in the Tartu site was expected, 
since this locality is exposed to intensive air pol­
lution caused by traffic and emission from local 
heating plants. 
Unexpectedly rapid wax degradation occurred 
in the Alska and Aakre sites. Both these sites are 
situated far from any significant sources of atmos­
pheric pollution. Sites with a relatively slower rate 
of wax degradation are situated in central (Vigala, 
Tipu, Väätsa) or Southern Estonia (Värska). 
Since the overall rate of wax degradation was 
high all over the Estonian territory, changes in 
wax structure can be employed as bioindicators 
of air quality by using only young (C or C+1) 
needles. Due to the rapid degradation of wax, this 
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method has a limited bioindicative value in our 
conditions. Moreover, since the method, based on 
the visual evaluation of wax structures is rather 
subjective, it is impossible to apply statistical 
methods to the results. One possibility to improve 
the method would be the use of computerized 
image analysis techniques. 
Our study shows that even when using geneti­
cally identical plant material, thus excluding pos­
sible genetical variability, natural variability in 
the epicuticular wax of single Norway spruce nee­
dles is remarkable. Therefore, the method can be 
used only for the discrimination of drastically dif­
ferent pollution situations, whereas it can be too 
rough for the bioindication of smaller differences 
in air pollution. A possible reason for the contro­
versial results obtained from studying wax deg­
radation can be the different response of epicuticu­
lar wax structure in different species and the com­
plex nature of environmental impact on wax for­
mation and degradation. Huttunen and Laine 
(1983) analysed changes in wax structure in Pinus 
sylvestris, Sauter et al. (1987) followed the im­
pact of a particular type of air pollution (pollution 
caused by motor transport) in Picea abies. In the 
present study trees were exposed to the impact of 
pollutants of various origin: heavy sulphur load 
combined with alkaline dust (Kiviõli site), traffic 
pollution (Tartu), long-distance transport of air 
pollutants in areas without any local sources of 
air pollution (all other sites). 
The occurrence of fine tubular wax in 1993, 
which was not found in 1988, can be explained 
either by slightly different methods used in the 
metal coating of samples, by the different natural 
structure of epicuticular wax on cloned spruce or, 
more likely, by a decrease in air pollution in Es­
tonia during the study period. After regaining in­
dependence, the Estonian economy has undergone 
dramatic changes. The use of fossil fuels, espe­
cially oil shale, has diminished, sulphate emis­
sion has dropped by 40% in 1992 as compared 
with 1980 (Anon. 1993), the amount of dust and 
gaseous emissions from stationary sources de­
creased almost twofold in 1993 compared with 
1990 (Anon. 1995). 
Since epicuticular wax structure is influenced 
by numerous environmental factors, including par­
ticle pollution, acid deposition and weather con­
ditions during needle development and exposi-: 
Fig. 5. Under the amorphous wax plate (A) fine tubular 
wax structures can be found (B). White bars = 10 |im. 
tion (e.g. Huttunen 1994), a possible cause for 
different wax erosion rates in different regions of 
the country may lie in climatic differences. How­
ever, these differences are rather small over the 
Estonian territory, e.g. the length of the vegeta­
tion period does not differ by more than 10 days, 
climatic differences between different parts of the 
country are smaller than variability between years 
(Kivi 1976). 
One explanation for the lack of correlation 
between wax degradation and the overall air pol­
lution level may be the relatively young age of 
the trees studied in 1993. The sample trees were 9 
years old. We have not found airy study dealing 
with changes in wax structure in relation to tree 
age. Another cause for the lack of correlation be­
tween wax structure and air pollution may be the 
small dimensions of the trees (the samples were 
collected at the height of about 0.5 m from the 
ground). And last but not least — long-distance 
transport of air pollutants may cause a uniform 
pollution background in Estonia so that spruce 
needles are almost equally damaged all over the 
Estonian territory. 
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Minimum epidermal conductance (gmin) of Picea abies (L.) H. Karst, needles was esti­
mated for various positions and age classes. The values of gmM showed a lognormal 
distribution. There were no universal trends in correlation between gmin and shoot posi­
tion in the crown. The values of gmin increased significantly in the course of needle 
ageing. All sample series displayed high variability, which may be caused by differ­
ences in stomatal closure and/or in cuticular conductance sensu stricto. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cuticular transpiration constitutes only a small 
part of water losses from conifer needles. How­
ever, in extreme conditions cuticular water loss 
may play an important role in the water economy 
of conifers. It has been shown that transpiration 
through the needle surface can determine the sur­
vival of conifers at the alpine timberline (Baig & 
Tranquillini 1974) or in polluted areas (Barnes & 
Davison 1988). Due to many methods-related dif­
ficulties in measuring the cuticular conductance 
of amphistomatal leaves or needles "minimum 
epidermal conductance" (gmin) is a more correct 
term to use when values are calculated from leaf 
weight-loss curves in desiccation experiments 
(van Gardingen et ai. 1991). The value of gmin 
changes in time and is influenced by temperature 
and cuticle water content (Kerstiens 1994). 
The values of gmin for conifer needles are close­
ly related to the quantity and structure of epicuticu­
lar wax. Koppel and Heinsoo (1994) showed that 
removal of epicuticular wax from Norway spruce 
(Picea abies (L.) H. Karst.) needles can increase 
£min by up to 44%. The quantity and structure of 
epicuticular wax of conifer needles has been wide­
ly investigated. Epicuticular wax on newly formed 
needles has a microcystalline fine structure. With 
needle ageing wax degrades and forms fused tubes 
and platelets (e.g., Huttunen & Laine 1983, Ber-
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madinger et ai. 1988). At the same time gmin of 
older needles increases (Hadley & Smith 1994, 
Schreiber 1994). 
Air pollution accelerates the rate of wax "age-
ing" (e.g., Crossley & Fowler 1986, Sauter & Voß 
1986). Changes in epicuticular wax structure may 
be caused also by the micromechanical action of 
precipitation, and wind and dust particles (Giint-
hardt-Goerg 1994). It has been shown that wax 
structure may vary on different needle sides of 
the same needle (Günthardt-Goerg 1994), or on 
the needles of the !,ame age class, collected from 
different crown positions (Kim 1985). Unfavour­
able climatic conditions may also harm cuticle de­
velopment and the layer of epicuticular wax of 
newly formed leaves. In tobacco (Nicotiana taba-
cum L.) the biosynthesis of epicuticular wax is 
affected by UV-radiation (Barnes etal. 1994). The 
influence of wind on cuticle development and gmin 
has been reported for several deciduous trees 
growing in upland hills (Hoad et al. 1994) and for 
conifers growing at timberline (Baig & Tranquil-
lini 1976, van Gardingen et al. 1991). 
In conifer species the values of measured gmin 
vary on a large scale even in experiments with 
one species (reviewed by Kerstiens 1996). At the 
same time the mean values of gmin for one species 
may show very high standard errors in one exper-
iment(e.g., Hadley & Smith 1990, Koppel & Hein­
soo 1994). This variability may cause problems 
when the values of gmin are used for modelling 
wintertime water loss from needles. The aim of 
this study was to analyse the spatial variability of 
minimum epidermal conductance within the 
crown of Norway spruce and to estimate changes 
in gmin during needle ageing. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Sample trees 
Shoots for investigation were collected from three approxi­
mately 70-year-old spruces growing in an open site close to 
the Vooremaa Ecological Station, Central Estonia. Two trees 
(Nr. 1 and 2) were used for studying the variability of g^ 
within the crown. The study was carried out on current-
year shoots(C) and on two-year-old (C + 2) shoots in au­
tumn 1995. The shoots were collected from the top (30 m), 
middle (14 m) and bottom (2 m) of the crown, both from 
the northern and southern sides of the tree. Six shoots were 
sampled from distal and proximal branch parts for each 
height/year class. The branches were severed and taken to 
the laboratory in plastic bags. 
One tree (Nr. 3) was used to study changes in gmm dur­
ing needle ageing. One cohort of shoots (sprouting at the 
end of May 1985) was monitored through two and half years 
(from June 1985 until October 1987). In the same tree 
of shoots was estimated for four previous year classes in 
spring before budbreak(marked as C + 1, C + 2, C + 3 and 
C + 4). For this, shoots were collected from the height lev­
els of 6 m and 18 m (eastern side) as well as 2 m (eastern 
and western sides). Sample size was ten shoots per age class/ 
position. 
Measurement of minimum epidermal conduct­
ance fenJ 
The shoots were detached from the branch in the laboratory 
and the cut surface of the twig was covered with latex glue 
to prevent evaporation. The shoots were hung up in a closed 
room at dim light. Air humidity and temperature were meas­
ured with a ventilated Assmann Psychrometer. Needle tem­
perature was considered to be equal to air temperature. It 
was assumed that stomata were closed after 4 hours of des­
iccation. The values of g^ were calculated over the period 
4—14 hours from the beginning of the experiment. Total 
needle surface area was estimated by the glass bead method 
(Thompson & Leyton 1971). 
Minimum epidermal conductance was calculated as: 
gmin = Am/((^salTn- gatTl xRH) xtxS), 
where Am is water loss in the period, is the saturat­
ing water vapour concentration at a given needle (Tn) and 
air (Ta) temperature, RH is relative air humidity,; is the 
length of the period, and S is the total needle surface area. 
The surface area of needles was many times larger than that 
of the twig. Therefore the water loss through the twig bark 
was assumed to be negligible. For statistical analysis SAS 
System GLM procedure for classes was used. 
RESULTS 
Data distribution 
Analysis of gmin demonstrated a lognormal data 
distribution. Therefore the geometric mean of non-
transformed data was used instead of the arith­
metic mean. For statistical analysis lognormal 
transformation of the data was used. 
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Spatial variability of in the crown 
Statistical analysis showed that there were no uni­
versal trends in correlation between shoot posi­
tion in the crown and gmin (Table 1). In tree Nr. 1 
shoots taken from the northern side of the tree 
had larger values of gmjn compared to those taken 
from the southern side. In tree Nr. 2, the results 
were the opposite. The role of the quadrant was 
significant only for C-needles. Analysis of the joint 
effect of several factors did not reveal any gen­
eral trends either. 
The mean values of gmin for tree Nr. 1 are used 
to describe the behaviour of minimum conduc­
tivity in the tree crown (Fig. 1). The mean values 
of gmjn for C-needles within the crown of this tree 
varied in the range 1.7-4.3 x 10"5m s1. The val­
ues of gmjn in C + 2 needles were always about 
twice as large. 
Needle age and gmin 
Minimum conductance of needles increased stead­
ily during needle ageing (Fig. 2). According to 
statistical analysis, the largest differences in gmin 
occurred during the third growing period of nee­
dles. Differences between gminof C + 1 and C + 2 
as well as between C + 3 and C + 4 needles were 
not statistically significant. The distribution his­
tograms of g™, showed a significantly higher vari­
ability in older age classes. The frequency class 
with the largest number of measurements WEIS al­
most the same for all age groups. However, for 
older shoots the distribution curves extended to­
wards higher gmin values (Fig. 3). 
The study of gmjn needles over two years dem­
onstrated that gmin declined rapidly in the first 
weeks after budbreak. Afterwards gmjn increased 
steadily with needle ageing. At the same time large 
fluctuations of gmin occurred against the back­
ground of this increase. For example, in April 
1986, gmi„was about twice as high as in March 
1986. In May 1986, gmiB dropped to the level of 
March (Fig. 4). The variability of gmin did not cor­
relate with water vapour deficit calculated from 














Fig. 1. Pattern of minimum transpiration conductance 
of C and C + 2 shoots in the crown of tree Nr. 1. Height: 
2 m (bottom), 14 m (middle) and 30 m (top); position: 
northern distal (Nd), northern proximal (Np), southern 
proximal (Sp) and southern distal (Sd). 
Table 1. Influence of various factors on gof trees 
Nr.1 and 2. C: current-year needles; C + 2: two-year-
old needles. Quadrant: northern vs. southern side of 
the tree; distance: distal vs. proximal part of the branch; 
age: C versus C + 2 needles. "* = p < 0.005; ** = p < 
0.01; n.s. = not significant. 
Tree Nr. 1 Tree Nr. 2 
c + 2 c c + 2 c 
Factors: 
Height n.s. n.s. n.s. "* 
Quadrant •** *** n.s. 
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Age class 
Fig. 2. Changes in g^ during needle ageing in tree 
Nr. 3. Bars: ± S.E. (n = 40). Columns with different 
marks are statistically different (p < 0.05; Bonferroni 
T- test). 
DISCUSSION 
Baur (1997) showed that water permeability and 
organic solute mobility in nonstomatal plant cuti­
cles are characterised by lognormal distribution. 
Normal distribution was found in cuticles when 
cuticular waxes were extracted. Thus lognormal 
distribution can be attributed to the presence of 
the wax layer. Epicuticular wax consists of a mix 
of different components with different water per­
meability. Considerable variation in its composi­
tion might cause the described permeability dis­
tribution. Our results demonstrated that the val­
ues of gmin in the desiccating amphistomatal nee­
dles of Picea abies are also characterised by log-
normal distribution. However, the reasons of this 
distribution pattern are unclear. It may be caused 
partly by the above-described phenomenon, but 
an alternative/additional explanation can be sug­
gested as well. It has been shown that evapora­
tion from stomatal leaf surfaces includes a sto-
matal component (Kerstiens 1996). If the degree 
of stomatal closure differs for the shoots, the log-
normal distribution of gmin is expected. 
The values of gmjnare supposed to depend on 
the quantity and structure of epicuticular wax 
(Schulze 1989, Turunen & Huttunen 1990). Epicu­
ticular wax lost its original structure most rapidly 
in the top of the tree crown and on the adaxial 
surface of needles (Kim 1985, Giinthardt-Goerg 
1994). It is possible that such differences might 
cause changes in the minimum cuticular conduc­
tivity of needles occupying different positions in 
' C+1 
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Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of of various age 
classes (n = 40). 
the crown. In treeline experiments, differences in 
cuticle thickness and gmin between wind-exposed 
and wind-protected shoots have been found (Baig 
& Tranquillini 1976, Hadley & Smith 1983). The 
amount of solar radiation and wind climate differ 
essentially for various heights and positions in the 
crown. However, we did not find any significant 
differences in gmin between shoots occupying dif­
ferent crown positions. Therefore, we conclude 
that microclimate differences within the crown 
do not influence gmin. 
Permeability of the current year cuticles of 
Picea abies with respect to pentachlorophenol dif­
fers statistically from that of older cuticles (Schrei­
ber 1994). In P. engelmannii Engelm. needles, gmin 
increased after the first wintering of needles in 
the Central Rocky Mountains, USA (Hadley & 
Smith 1994). At the same time there were no sig­
nificant differences in gmin of older year classes. 
We found that gmin increased gradually with nee­
dle age until the fifth year at least. The largest 
differences in gmin were revealed between C + 2 
and C + 3 shoots(Fig. 2). Different results might 
be explained by the more stable wax structure of 
P. abies or/and by milder climatic conditions. 
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The distribution of gmm values for different age 
class needles (Fig. 3) shows that only a relatively 
small proportion of older needles have lost their 
original capacity to minimize uncontrollable wa­
ter loss during ageing. It has been claimed that 
one of the main causes of increase in gmin of older 
needles is the degradation of initial epicuticular 
v-'ax structure during needle ageing (Huttunen 
1994). On the other hand, gmin of older needles 
was significantly higher even if their wax layer 
was removed (Koppel & Heinsoo 1994). This in­
dicates that besides changes in the amount and 
quality of wax, cuticle permeability or/and the 
number of dysfunctioning stomata may increase 
with needle ageing. 
The influence of climate on gmjn during needle 
ageing is yet unclear. Our investigation of the 
needles of one year class throughout two years 
snowed a fast decline of gmm during the first weeks 
of growth (Fig. 4). This is most likely due to the 
presence of immature cuticle as well as additional 
evaporation through the twigs of a newly sprouted 
shoot. Conductance drops in the course of shoot 
maturation. In mature needles, gmin increases stead­
ily for years with no significant differences be­
tween the seasons (Fig. 4). High variability of the 
calculated mean of gmjn over many years is prob­
ably caused by different climatic conditions and/ 
or most likely, by differences in stomatal closure. 
As has been found, permeability of the plant cuti­
cle and hence gmjn depends on temperature and 
humidity (Kerstiens 1994, Sowelle/o/. 1996). At 
the same time no correlation was found either be­
tween gmin on the one hand and room humidity or 
temperature on the other. 
The minimum conductance of Picea abies nee­
dles, as calculated by a number of authors, varies 
in the range of 0.3-8.7 x 10~5 m s'1 (Kerstiens 
1996). There are several reports about large vari­
ations of gmin in one experiment. Hadley and Smith 
(1990) calculated the variation coefficient of gmin 
in Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.) Nutt. needles as 16%. 
The mean variation coefficient in our experiment 
over two years was 14.8%. At the same time the 
variation coefficient of the mean values of gmin 
measured throughout one year (January-Decem­
ber 1986) was 39.6%. Such high variability of gmin 
should be kept in mind when modelling winter­
time water economy in conifers. 
1 Jun 1985 1 Dec 1985 2 Jun 1986 2 Dec 1986 3 Jun 1987 
Date 
Fig. 4. Changes in g^ during two and half years after 
sprouting of the studied shoots. Bars: ± S.E. 
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Abstract 
Gravimetrically measured minimum epidermal conductance (gm,„) in Norway spruce 
(Picea abies (L.) Karst.) shoots from the same branch varied in the range 1.3-4.3 x 10~5 
m s"1 in a desiccation experiment. Scanning electron microscopy revealed incompletely 
closed stomata on needles after the experiment. Calculations based on stomatal aperture 
length and width as well stomatal density showed that the variability of gmin can be ex­
plained by incomplete closure of a small fraction of stomata during shoot desiccation. 
Key words: Cuticular conductance, Picea abies, scanning electron microscope, stomata, 
variability. 
Introduction 
Extensive evidence has been gathered, demonstrating the crucial effect of conifer nee­
dles' ability to control water loss on their wintertime water economy along the altitudi-
nal gradient in mountains (1; 5; 9; 11; 22; 24). The mechanism of enhanced cuticular 
conductance has been explained earlier by immature or thinner cuticle membrane (1; 4; 
5; 24), by mechanical damage caused to the cuticle by snow or dust particles at high 
windspeed (8; 26), or by the effect of air pollutants on cuticle and epicuticular wax. Fu­
migation experiments have shown that 03 and/or acid mist may increase water loss from 
conifer shoots significantly (2; 19). Studies on conifers growing at different sites at dif­
ferent pollution loads have not yielded such unique results. Several authors have shown 
quite high local variability of cuticular conductance within shoots of the same age class 
and position (see figures in 8; 15). High variability of measured values complicates the 
comparison of different sample series and evaluation of the effect of air pollution on the 
water economy of shoots in stress conditions. 
Measurement of gmin in conifer needles is complicated since in conifers it is impossi­
ble to separate cuticular and stomatal components of water loss during desiccation ex­
periments (13). That is the reason why the terms "minimum transpiration" and "mini­
mum conductance" (gmin) have been proposed instead of "cuticular transpiration" and 
"cuticular conductance" (7; 26). Grace (7) suggested that increased gmin in Pinus sylves­
tris at higher altitudes was caused by incomplete closure of dysfynctioning stomata 
rather than by the thinner or less developed cuticle. Kerstiens (14) showed that a very 
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small fraction of incompletely closed stomata may result in considerable increase in gmin. 
On the other hand, gmin may be influenced by water content in the cuticle (14). 
The aim of the present study is to analyse variability of gmin in individual shoots 
within the same branch of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L).Karst.) and to assess the 
contribution of incompletely closed stomata to gmin_ 
Materials and Methods 
Ten current-year shoots were cut at the western side of a 60-year-old Norway spruce 
growing in a suburb of Tartu, Central Estonia, in October 1996. Samples of lateral 
shoots were taken, one shoot per day, from a single branch about 2 m from the ground. 
After excision, the cut end of the shoot was covered with latex glue to prevent evapora­
tion, and the shoot was hung on a special stand, placed on a plate of the balance (Mettler 
Toledo PB 303 Delta Range) which in its turn was kept in a climatic chamber (t = 22°C, 
RH = 45%). The shoot was weighed automatically at a 10-minute interval, and data were 
logged into the computer. The air in the chamber was stirred with a ventilator (wind-




(Qat, Tn — Q:at, Ta X RH) X At X A 
where Am is water loss during time interval At, — saturating water vapour concen­
tration at needle (Tn) and air (Ta) temperature, RH — relative air humidity, and A — 
total needle surface area. Needle temperature was considered to be equal to air tem­
perature. At the beginning of the experiment shoot water content was 136... 147% of 
shoot dry mass. 
One shoot was desiccated for more than 48 hours, the others, for 22...24 hours. The 
minimum transpiration conductance of needles (gm,„) was calculated over a 10-hour pe­
riod (4 to 14 hours from the beginning of desiccation). For the estimation of needle sur­
face area, 10 randomly selected needles were sampled after the end of desiccation and 
two diagonals (a and b) were measured with micrometer in the middle of the needle. 
Average needle length (/) was measured using a ruler after aligning the 10-needle sam­
ple in a row. Needle cross section was approximated to the rhomboid. 
Needle area (A) was calculated as: 
A = 2lx<Ja2 +b2 . 
Shoot needle area was calculated by using the proportion of the dry mass of all shoot 
needles and 10 sampled needles (oven-dried at 80°C for 24 h). The relative water con­
tent (RWC) of the shoot was calculated as : 
mi - mdry „ 
RWC = -x 100, 
mo - mdry 
where m, is shoot mass at time t, mdry — shoot dry mass, and m0 — shoot mass at the 
beginning of desiccation. 
2 
Shoots without any visible evidence of damage were collected from the same branch 
and kept in the same conditions as desiccated shoots. After desiccation, needles were 
detached and rinsed in ethyl ether to remove the epicuticular wax layer. The samples 
were covered with gold by using the JEOL Fine Coat Ion Sputter JFC-1000 and exam­
ined in the scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM 840 A at accelerating voltage 7 kV 
and current 0.3 x 10"12 A at the Centre for Materials Research of Tallinn Technical Uni­
versity. 
Results 
During the first hours of desiccation both RWC and conductance declined rapidly, after 
3 hours the decline attained an almost linear character, indicating the onset of the classi­
cal "cuticular phase" of transpiration, i.e. closure of the major part of stomata (Fig 1). 
Needle RWC dropped from 81.3 to 72.2% within a 10-hour period during which gmin 
was calculated. After 48 hours RWC declined to 46.2%. 
The error caused by the assumption that water vapour in the needles was saturated 
was estimated. For this, needle water potential (y/) was calculated from the mass of tran­
spired water by using the pressure-volume curve (10). Further, relative water vapour 
pressure was calculated from ^values according to Laisk (17). The results showed that 
\|/ dropped to -45 bars and relative humidity in the needle to 0.97 after 14 hours of des­
iccation. Consequently, the error, resulting from the assumption about water vapour in 
desiccating needles being saturated is quite small. The values of g at a given ambient air 
relative humidity (0.45) were overestimated not more than 5%. 
Shoot water content was different at the fourth hour of desiccation, which may have 
been caused by the different initial water content of individual shoots collected within a 
two-week period (Fig. 2). 
Individual shoots displayed a considerable variation of g (Fig. 3). The values of gmin 
differed threefold, ranging from 1.3 to 4.3 x 10~5 m s_i. The mean of 10 shoots was 
2.26 x 10-5 m s"1 (SE = 0.35 x 10~5). In most shoots g declined during desiccation. De­
cline rate by linear approximation was 0.0059 and 0.028 x 10"5 m s"1 per hour for two 
shoots which displayed the highest and the lowest g values, respectively. One shoot be­
haved erratically showing slight increase in g over time. No significant correlation of 
gmin either with shoot area, or with needle or twig dry mass was found. Also, initial nee­
dle water content which characterises needle water status at the beginning of 
desiccation, did not correlate with gmin, either. 
Observation of the stomata with a scanning electron microscope after desiccation 
showed that most of the stomata were completely closed. However, several stomata did 
not close completely, leaving a 0.2..0.3 fim wide slit between guard cells (Fig 4). The 
proportion of incompletely closed stomata is hard to estimate, since a number of stomata 
are inclined in relation to the viewing direction. 
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Discussion 
It has been demonstrated in a number of studies that gmin in conifer shoots increases 
along the altitudinal gradient (1; 5; 7; 9; 11; 22; 24). The values of gmin, estimated on the 
basis of detached shoots in the laboratory have been used to estimate possible water loss 
in natural conditions and to predict needle survival in case water transport into needles is 
hindered by the frozen soil or stem (4; 15; 23). 
We found in our experiment that leaf conductance to water vapour varied largely 
between neighbouring shoots originating from the same branch. Values of gmin ranged 
from 1.3 to 4.3 x 10~5 m s-1. This range covers almost the whole variability of gmin in 
conifers (reviewed in 14). In the majority of shoots, g declined during desiccation. This 
decline in time can be partly attributed to the decrease in water content (14). The de­
pendence of calculated g on leaf water status has been shown both in conifers (3; 9) and 
in deciduous trees (12). In individual shoots the decline of g, associated with decrease in 
shoot water content, was evident, but when data for all shoots were pooled, this correla­
tion disappeared. Instead, there was slight opposite correlation: g for shoots with higher 
water content tended to be lower (Fig 2). This phenomenon is plausible if there exists 
another conductance component besides humidity-dependent cuticular conductance. 
Some shoots behaved erratically, displaying slight increase in g over time (Fig 3). When 
reviewing earlier published data (e.g. Fig 1 in 22), the same phenomenon becomes evi­
dent. This effect can be caused by slight re-opening of stomata in the course of needle 
desiccation. Parker (20) showed that during dehydration the needles of Pinus strobus 
and Pinus nigra decreased in size, while the epidermis and the hypodermis bent inward. 
It is likely that some stomata may increase their aperture even during small needle shape 
change. 
It has been assumed in earlier publications on cuticular conductance in conifers that 
stomata close tightly during needle dehydration, and diffusion can be attributed only to 
the cuticle. The authors of more recent papers have suggested that not all stomata close 
completely, and both the cuticular and stomatal components of transpiration are in­
volved in desiccation experiments (7; 14; 26). Kerstiens (14) demonstrated that a very 
small fraction of slightly opened stomata may contribute significantly to the values of 
gmin. There may exist multiple external causes for incomplete stomatal closure or dys­
function. For example, simulated acid rain increased the number of abnormally devel­
oped stomatal complexes in Pinus sylvestris (25), and stomatal closure was mechani­
cally disturbed by pollutant particles in Pinus nigra (6). Examination of stomata in the 
scanning electron microscope after the end of the desiccation experiment confirms that 
incompletely closed stomata do occur in Norway spruce needles in the absence of exter­
nal stress factors (Fig. 4). 
Laisk, Oja and Kull (18) showed the existence of a universal bell-shaped stomatal 
aperture distribution in two species with a different stomatal apparatus: barley (Hordeum 
vulgare) and horse bean (Vicia faba). This means that during stomata closure, decre­
ment of stomatal aperture is uniform for all stomata regardless of aperture size. Ap­
proximately 1% of stomata belonged to the maximum pore width class of about l|im. 
There is no reason to suggest that stomata in conifers behave differently. 
In order to estimate the possible effect of incompletely closed stomata in measured gmin, 
we calculated stomatal conductance (gs) to water vapour according to Parlange and 
Waggoner (21): 
4 
itabnD g*=M4alb)b+l,  
where I, a and b are the depth, semiwidth and semilength of stomatal pore, respectively, 
D — water vapour diffusion coefficient , n — stomata density. For narrow stomatal 
pores, stomatal conductance is much smaller than the conductance of stomatal ante­
chambers (which is about 0.5 x cm s"1), and the latter may be omitted from calculations 
in case of very narrowly opened stomata (16). In calculations we used the following 
mean parameter values obtained for shade shoots of Norway spruce in Estonia: a - 25 
|im, b - 5 fxm and n = 2750 stomata per cm2 (15). From these data it is possible to find 
the conductance of a single stomatal pore as a function of stomatal openness as well as 
the proportion of stomata which must remain open in order to cause decline in gmi„ 
(Fig 5). For example, if only as few as 6.5% of stomata have a pore width of 0.2 |nm (see 
Fig 4), stomatal transpiration alone causes increase in gmin. by 3 x 10"5 m s"\ which ex­
plains the difference between the minimum and maximum values of gmin in the measured 
set of shoots. In our earlier studies we have found stomata with a pore width of 1.8 (im 
on the needles taken from the top of the dominant spruce and treated as described above. 
Only about 1% of stomata opened to this degree can account for the above-mentioned 
increase in gmin. Stomata density in sun shoots can be almost twice as high as it is in 
shade shoots (16). Consequently, the proportion of incompletely closed stomata may be 
smaller to bring about the same effect. 
Grace (7) suggested that stomata density per se might influence the variation of gmin. 
However, we did not find any relationship between stomatal density and gmin in Norway 
spruce shoots of different morphological structure and age in our earlier study (14). 
Our results indicate that there occurs incomplete closure of stomata during needle 
desiccation, which can account for a major part of variation of the minimum conduc­
tance of Norway spruce shoots. High natural variability complicates the comparison of 
gmin of shoots growing in different areas at different loads of air pollution. 
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Fig 1. Changes in RWC and g of a typical shoot during desiccation. The arrows mark the time for 
which gmin is calculated. 
Fig 2. Relationship between shoot water content (m, - mJry)/mdiy and g in ten individual shoots. 
Linear regression lines (solid) are given for two shoots with the highest and for two shoots with 
the lowest g values. Broken line marks the linear regression for the shoot, which displayed slight 
increase of g in time. 
Fig 3. Epidermal conductance g of individual shoots against time. Linear regression lines are 
given for the same shoots, as in Figure 2. 
Fig 4. Scanning electron microphotos of Norway spruce stomata after 24 h of desiccation. Epicu­
ticular wax was removed with ethyl ether. Most stomata are completely closed (A), but some sto­
mata remain incompletely closed. The width of the stomatal pore in (B) is approximately 0.2 pm. 
Fig 5. Calculated proportion of incompletely closed stomata, resulting in additional g of 3.0 x 
10"5 m x s"1, which corresponds to the difference between the maximum and minimum values of 
gmin °f the measured shade shoots (solid line), and the conductance of a single stoma as a function 
of stomatal aperture (broken line). 
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